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Abstract 
 

This thesis is focused on droplet microfluidics and droplet manipulation techniques to enhance 

high throughput screening and on-chip reactions. The most impactful contributions of this 

thesis are inventing a selective droplet splitting technique using a single layer microfluidic 

valve (Chapter 3), demonstrating an integrated droplet generation, splitting, and merging 

technique for producing products of different concentrations (Chapter 4), and resolving the 

interaction mechanisms of sperm with soft curved interfaces using droplet microfluidics 

(Chapter 5).  

 

A novel, on demand and compact high throughput screening platform is introduced in Chapter 

3 by using a single layer valve to selectively split droplets. In this chapter, the transition 

behaviour of the system is characterised for a range of oil and water inlets and valve actuation 

pressures, showing that the valve can be actuated such that the next droplet to pass the bypass 

loop will be split, but subsequent droplets will not be. Control over the pressure of two inlets 

and one valve simultaneously gives users the capability to dictate the range of droplets that can 

be produced in the valve-induced selective splitting platform. When the splitting technique is 

combined with the selective generation and merging systems, it can be used as a high 

throughput system for combinatorial library purposes as is shown in Chapter 4.  

 

The platform introduced in Chapter 4 uses pneumatic single layer valves to integrate 

generating, splitting, and merging in a single microfluidic device for the first time. These single 

layer valves are used to control the generation of droplets and the location of splitting. The 

generated droplets act as vessels that transport different samples around the chip, these vessels 

can then be subdivided at splitting locations, just as pipettes can be used to dispense a fraction 

of its total volume. The split droplets enter a merging channel in which daughter droplets of 

different types and sizes can be reacted together. As a result, a matrix of products with different 

concentrations from an array of ingredients is produced. This work advances research into a 

major application of droplet microfluidics, that of high throughput screening, in which libraries 

of reagents are mixed together in different permutations. A second major application is in single 

cell investigations, which is the topic of Chapter 5. 

 

Single cell analysis techniques isolate individual cells in droplets, allowing their contents to be 

analysed, for example, post lysis. In Chapter 5, instead of examining a cells lysate, the 
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behaviour of live, swimming cells are studied. Single sperm cells are isolated in droplets 

ranging from 30 μm to 140 μm in radius, and the resulting sperm swimming characteristics are 

examined. It is revealed for the first time that curvatures activate a dynamic response 

mechanism in sperm to switch from a progressive surface-aligned motility mode at low 

curvatures to an aggressive surface-attacking mode at high curvatures. In the attacking mode, 

the sperm head is consistently aligned at 70° with respect to the interface and swim ~35% 

slower, spending 1.66-fold longer time at the interface than progressive mode. The results 

reveal that the increasing geometrical complexity of the female fallopian tube alters sperm 

motion to guide the locomotion at lower curvatures, but to increase and prolong surface contact 

at higher curvatures, enabling sperm capacitation and fertilization closer to the site of 

fertilization.  
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1.1. Motivation 

Miniaturisation of mechanical and electrical components is one of the most promising 

technological advancements of the twenty-first century that has led to significant conservation 

of material, energy and manufacturing costs. Due to the recent rapid increase in energy demand 

worldwide, reducing energy loss using microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) has become 

increasingly important for design and operation engineers in developing novel engineering 

systems. In recent decades, numerous studies have been undertaken on microelectromechanical 

systems (MEMS); these studies focused on finding new techniques not only to save material 

and costs, but also to achieve higher efficiency in both operation and performance. MEMS 

have been widely used in different branches of science and technology, ranging from new 

techniques for cooling electronic components to novel blood pressure sensors for biomedical 

sciences1,2. When it comes to working with fluids, the structure and size of MEMS devices 

necessitate the use of fluidic systems with volumes ranging from microliter to picolitre, which 

resulted in the development of a new field, small-scale fluid mechanics or microfluidics3. Here, 

the savings are primarily in terms of reagent volumes, in addition other advantages emerge due 

to the size scale being in the order of a single cell, and the visualisation possibilities this offer. 

 

Microfluidics is the science and technology of studying, utilising, and controlling fluids that 

are microlitre scale in volume and are mainly limited to microstructures of 1 to 1000 microns 

in size. Modern micro-scale engineering technologies have the potential to revolutionise 

various branches of science and industry by offering new capabilities and providing numerous 

advantages over their traditional macroscale counterparts. There are several important 

advantages in microfluidics that include smaller sample and reagents volumes, improved 

reaction rate, higher sensitivity, portability, possibility of parallelisation, and lower cost. These 

enhancement properties make microfluidics beneficial for on-chip reactions and mixing in 

which different chemical reactions, non-chemical mixing and molecular synthesis can be 

achieved by miniaturising huge chemical reactors and traditional macroscale mixers into small 

but efficient microreactors and micromixers4-6. With respect to biomedical applications, 

microfluidics has shown promise in understanding cell biology7-10, cancer cell detection11,12, 

assisted reproductive technology (ART)13,14, and single cell analysis15,16 by operating in 

precisely monitored and controlled chemical and physical microenvironments. Microfluidics 

includes various domains from paper-based microfluidics17 and open microfluidics18 to digital 

microfluidics17 and droplet microfluidics19. As an example, digital microfluidics is one of the 
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main domains of microfluidics which is about handling and manipulation of a single sessile 

microdroplet on a planar platform20. Although many of the advancements using microfluidics 

have taken place in a single-phase flow, two-phase flow microfluidics, and specifically droplet 

microfluidics has gained significant attention during the last two decades21. Droplet 

microfluidics involves the use of two immiscible fluid phases, with one phase forming 

microdroplets in the other phase, to provide a high throughput method for encapsulating and 

manipulating cells and reagents in controlled microenvironments of femtoliter to nanoliter in 

volume.  

 

1.2. Thesis Overview 

This thesis focuses on the application of microfluidics for on-chip reaction and cell biology 

study by developing microvalve and droplet manipulation techniques. The thesis investigates 

various droplet manipulation techniques using microvalves to offer lab-on-a-chip devices that 

could be miniaturised substitutes of traditional laboratory assays for high throughput industrial 

reactions. Specifically, droplet generation, splitting and merging will be demonstrated using 

single-layer microvalves in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In order to also illustrate the application 

of droplet microfluidics for single-cell analysis, the thesis also presents a new method in 

Chapter 5 for the encapsulation of individual sperm in microdroplets of controlled size and 

studying sperm motility characteristics. Specifically, high throughput droplet generation 

techniques are integrated with an advanced imaging and analysis system in order to gain a 

better understanding of the biophysics of sperm interactions with the curved microenvironment 

of the female fallopian tube in vivo. 

 

Chapter 2 reviews the current state of literature in the field of droplet microfluidics and the 

applications of microfluidic manipulation techniques (splitting and merging) for on-chip 

reaction, high throughput screening and cell biology study. This chapter highlights new 

opportunities in the field and illustrates current research gaps in the field, focusing on the 

research aims of this PhD thesis. 

 

Chapter 3 investigates one of the most important manipulation techniques of droplet 

microfluidics, droplet splitting. Utilising a novel single-layer valve, selectivity, efficiency and 

response time of splitting of droplets are improved in this chapter. A bypass loop is designed 

to split incoming droplets selectively, thus turning the droplet or on-chip test tube into an on-
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chip pipette. The results are analysed to support the explanation of the splitting phenomenon 

in the entrance of the bypass loop. The ability to switch between non-splitting regime and 

splitting regime whenever needed with the minimum external force is essential for high 

throughput screening and is demonstrated in this chapter. Flexibility of polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) is utilised in this chapter to show that with minimum external force and without any 

complexity in design or microfabrication process, a single-layer microvalve is able to actuate 

the microchannel and split the isolated chemicals with full controllability and selectivity. The 

presented system has the potential to replicate automated pipetting technologies currently used 

on a larger scale. Combining droplet microfluidic splitting manipulation techniques and 

microvalve technology to make a matrix of droplets can be of benefit in pharmaceutical tests 

where diseased carrying cells are tested against the proposed drugs to search for positive 

reactions. The integration of this manipulation technique with other manipulation techniques 

such as generation and merging by using the presented microvalve can result in producing a 

combinatorial library of chemicals for further screening which is presented in Chapter 4. This 

work was published in Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical22. 

 

Chapter 4 expands upon the work presented in Chapter 3 by the integration of the selective 

valve-induced droplet splitting with valve-induced on-chip droplet generation and merging. In 

this chapter, a method is presented to integrate the three most important droplet manipulation 

techniques (droplet generation, splitting and merging) selectively on the same microfluidic chip 

using eight single-layer microvalves. As a means of manipulating droplets in a microfluidic 

system, single-layer microvalves provide a simple and bio-compatible method. In this chapter, 

the sequential generation of different droplet types is demonstrated by using an 

activation/deactivation of four microvalves located in close proximity to the four discontinuous 

phase inlets. These generated droplets are split selectively at four junctions using partial closure 

of valves located at each junction. Finally, using pillars to merge droplets in different 

permutations and combinations, the ability of the method to make a matrix of products with 

different concentrations from an array of ingredients is demonstrated. Moreover, fast reaction 

kinetics studies could be performed by the integration generation, splitting and merging of 

microdroplets using this platform on a chip. This work has been submitted for publication. 

 

Chapter 5 describes the results obtained from a high-throughput droplet generation device for 

single cell biology and sperm study. The female fallopian tube in the reproductive tract is lined 

with a highly complex convoluted epithelium surrounding a lumen that progressively narrows. 
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The influence of this increasing geometrical complexity on sperm behaviour as they move 

through this environment is unknown. Through the use of droplet microfluidics, we contain a 

single sperm in droplets ranging from 30 μm to 140 μm in radius, and observe the resulting 

sperm swimming characteristics. It is revealed for the first time that curvatures activate a 

dynamic response mechanism in sperm to switch from a progressive surface-aligned motility 

mode at low curvatures to an aggressive surface-attacking mode at high curvatures. In the 

attacking mode, the sperm head is consistently aligned at 70° with respect to the interface and 

swims ~35% slower, spending 1.66-fold longer time at the interface than progressive mode. 

Our experimental results and mathematical modelling also reveal that hydrodynamic effects 

lead to an active response mechanism in sperm to decrease their flagellar wave amplitude by 

up to 66% at high curvatures, potentially by activating an intercellular regulation mechanism 

such as switch-inhibition mechanism. The gathered data reveals that surface curvature within 

the fallopian tube alters sperm motion from a faster surface aligned locomotion in distal regions 

to a prolonged physical contact between sperm and the epithelial tissue close to the sight of 

fertilisation. This work has been submitted for publication. 

 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarises the main conclusions and outcomes of the thesis and presents 

potential directions for future studies. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Literature Review and Research Aims 
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2.1. Preface for Chapter 2 

In chapter 2, a detailed and comprehensive literature review will be given to present the studies 

in the field of microfluidics-based microsystems with the focus on droplet microfluidics, 

microvalves and droplet microfluidics applications in the fields of on-chip reactions, high 

throughput screening and cell biology. In the second section of this chapter, droplet 

microfluidics will be briefly introduced and the importance of this field of science will be 

discussed. The literature review will then focus on a thorough analysis and critical comparison 

of different microdroplet generating and splitting manipulation techniques in sections 3 and 4. 

In section 5, fusion phenomenon is presented and different techniques which can intensify the 

coalescence of microdroplets are briefly discussed. This is followed by a review of microvalves 

with a focus on multi-layer and single-layer pneumatic valves in section 6. The range of 

applications obtained from the microfluidic platforms with the focus on using microdroplets 

manipulation techniques for on-chip reactions, high throughput screening, and cell biology 

studies are then discussed in sections 7 and 8. Finally, section 9, summarises the gap in the 

literature and introduces the problem statement of this PhD study and its significance and 

impact.  

 

2.2. Droplet Microfluidics 

 One of the newly introduced methods for the improvement of high throughput screening23,24, 

chemical reactions25,26, and single cell biology study23,27 is droplet microfluidics. Droplet 

microfluidics also provides opportunities to transport live cells and microrganisms ranging in 

size from 5 to 500 micrometer28,29. Droplet microfluidics involves the use of two immiscible 

fluid phases, such that one (dispersed or discontinuous phase) forms droplets in a volume range 

between femtoliters and nanoliters within the other (continuous phase) with the production rate 

of even more than 100 kHz30,31. Different methods have been used to generate these streams of 

microdroplets, including T-junction32 and flow-focusing33,34 which will be studied in detail in 

the next section. These isolated microdroplets can be equated to test tubes if the lab is brought 

onto a chip, as samples are physically and chemically isolated from surroundings and each 

other, so each of these isolated microdroplets can be used as a microreactor for on-chip 

reactions and nanoparticle synthesis35,36. Different droplet manipulation techniques were 

invented during the last two decades to give scientists the ability to form, handle and utilize 

droplet microfluidics for different purposes including droplet generating37-39, splitting22,40,41, 
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merging42-44, trapping45-47, sorting48-50, mixing51-53 and sensing54-56. The first three mentioned 

techniques (droplet generation, splitting, merging) will be discussed in detail in the next three 

sections of this chapter since these techniques were examined and extended in the experiments 

within this PhD thesis.  

 

2.3. Generation of Microdroplets 

Droplet microfluidics generation techniques, in which a constant flow of buffer and sample 

meet at a microfluidic junction, create monodisperse droplets at rapid speed57 and is the 

foundation of other droplet manipulation techniques58. Generally, to enable the chip to do other 

manipulation techniques like splitting, merging, trapping and intra-droplet manipulation 

techniques, it is necessary to first generate microdroplets from the same or different dispersed 

phases on demand on the same chip or bring them to the inlet of the main chip with tubes from 

the generation chip after their formation, which shows that without generation, other droplet 

manipulations techniques are almost impossible. Also, droplet generation has a wide range of 

application from nanoparticles fabrication59 and cell encapsulation60 to emulsions61 and 

foams62 and drug delivery research63. Hence, before studying any other manipulation 

techniques, it is best to first review different regimes and methods of droplet generations in 

detail.  

 

In the mechanism of generation or formation of microdroplets, different production regimes 

can be observed including squeezing64,65, squeezing–dripping transition66, dripping65,67, 

jetting67,68, tip-streaming69, and tip-multi-breaking70. Capillary number is used as a 

dimensionless parameter to demarcate the physical boundaries between these regimes. 

Capillary number is defined as the ratio of viscous forces over surface tension (𝐶𝑎 = 𝜇𝑣 𝛾⁄ ) 

where μ (Pa s) is the viscosity of the continuous phase, 𝑣 (m s−1) is the average flow velocity 

of the continuous phase, and 𝛾 (N m−1) is the surface tension between the continuous and 

dispersed phases71. 

 

Starting from the lowest capillary number (Ca≤0.015), where the shear force is negligible, the 

squeezing regime occurs. Droplet formation in this regime is mostly influenced by the pressure 

imposed by the continuous phase71. Here, the interface between the continuous and dispersed 

phases grows until it blocks the whole width of the channel. As a result, there is a build-up of 
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pressure upstream which finally overcomes the interfacial tension, the interface ruptures and 

large non-spherical droplets or plugs are created which occupy the whole width of the 

channel72,73. In the squeezing regime, the channel geometry and the relative flow rate between 

continuous and dispersed phases play key roles in generation process and droplet volume37,74,75, 

however, the relative viscosity between the continuous and dispersed phases or other physical 

properties of two fluids are of less importance71,76. Here, the generated droplets have a larger 

volume in comparison to other generation regimes37.  

 

Increasing the Capillary number of the continuous phase results in a confined transition regime 

between squeezing and dripping regimes (0.015≤Ca≤0.02)65,71,72, in which both surface tension 

and shear forces are of great importance65,75. In this intermediate regime, the interface between 

the continuous and dispersed phases obstructs the channel partially and provisionally during 

the generation of microdroplets66,77-79. For 0.02≤Ca, the dominance of shear force, enforces the 

dispersed phase to break up and creates the droplet before the protrusion of fluid emerging 

from the side channel blocks the main channel (Dripping regime)32,71. As a result, droplets are 

spherical and smaller in size in comparison to squeezing and transition regimes (Figure 2.1b). 

However, the production rate, stability and monodispersity are much higher than other 

generation regimes which make this regime an excellent candidate for high throughput 

screening, drug delivery and cancer therapy80,81. Here, the size of generated droplets is highly 

dependent on the capillary number and fully independent of the relative flow rate74,82.  

 

By further increase of the flow rate of either the continuous phase or dispersed phase, a jet 

consisting of the dispersed phase is shaped in the middle of the channel (Figure 2.1c). This jet 

stream breaks up downstream and creates highly monodisperse droplets (Jetting regime) as a 

result of Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities67,83,84, which can be used in single-cell protease 

detection85, fibre synthesis86, and wafer die marking87. Creeping flow condition in the tip-

streaming regime results in shaping the very thin cone jet88, which finally splits to tiny 

monodisperse droplets as small as a micron or even sub-micrometer89-91. These sub-micrometer 

droplets have an increasing demand in emulsions and nanoparticle productions69. Tip-multi-

breaking regime is very similar to tip-streaming regime unless the cone jet is unsteady in tip-

multi-breaking regime. So, droplets production is not continuous but rather sequential (Figure 

2.1d). As a result, trains of polydisperse droplets are shaped one after the other which gradually 

increase in size from the back to the front of the train92. These trains of droplets are well suited 

to  use in multi-volume droplet digital PCR93, smart biosensors or drug delivery applications94.  
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Figure 2.1. Different regimes of breakup, (a) squeezing, (b) dripping, (c) jetting, and (d) tip-multi-breaking regime 

in a flow focusing droplet generation method37. (a) – (d) are reproduced from ref. 31 with permission from The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Microfluidic based droplet generation methods can be grouped into active or passive 

techniques, depending on whether any external force field is used to form the droplets (active)38 

or only the microchannel geometry and inherent fluid forces play roles on droplet formation 

(passive)37,80, which will be discussed in detail in the next two subsections. 

 

2.3.1. Passive Droplets Generation  

Passive droplet generation methods, which make use of selective channel geometries without 

any external force are fast, low-cost, on demand and simple in in operation, therefore they are 

usually preferred for single cell isolation and analysis95. The three most widely used 

geometrical configurations for passive droplet generation are cross-flowing32, flow 

focusing33,34, and co-flowing96.  

 

Pioneered by scientists at California Institute of Technology, cross-flowing was the first 

geometrical configuration that was used to generate microdroplets on demand32. In this method, 

dispersed-phase stream meets the continuous-phase stream in an arbitrary angle (00<𝜃 ≤1800). 

If the two streams intersect perpendicularly (𝜃 = 900) or in an acute intersection angle (00<𝜃 

≤900), it is also called a T-junction. Otherwise, it is called head-on junction for 𝜃 = 1800 and 

Y-junction for 900<𝜃 ≤1800. Since T-junction is the simplest and most common passive droplet 

generation methods, all the parameters that play an effective role in droplet generation such as 

Capillary number, surface tension, relative dimensions of channels and relative pressure 

imposed in two inlets, are widely studied and well-established for T-junction97 or other cross-

flowing generation methods76,98,99. More complicated versions of T-junctions have also been 
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introduced and developed more recently to increase the monodispersity and diversity of 

generated droplets and functionality of the system for especially mass production in chemical 

and biological assays including double T-junction100, parallel dual T-junctions101, K-

junction102,103, V-junction104,105 and block and break generation system106. As an example, in a 

double T-junction system, the second dispersed stream is introduced into the main channel 

from the second arm, located opposite to the first arm which carries the first dispersed stream, 

as such two different coloured droplets are produced alternately from two different reagents100. 

It is also worth mentioning that among all different generation regimes (squeezing, squeezing–

dripping transition, dripping, jetting, tip-streaming, and tip-multi-breaking) only the first four 

have been observed in the cross-flowing generation method37.  

 

Simultaneously invented by two different groups working independently of each other in flow 

focusing droplet generation method, two continues-phase streams come to the generation 

junction from opposite directions while one dispersed-phase stream meets them 

perpendicularly. A small orifice is also added after the junction from which two immiscible 

fluids flow out33,34. Different factors play roles in droplet generation regimes and droplet size 

in flow focusing including flow rate or pressure imposed in the inlets, interfacial tension, 

density, contact angle and viscosity. This droplet generation method is preferred when sensitive 

biological or pharmaceutical samples need to be loaded into the microfluidic droplets due to 

its improved monodispersity, high throughput, and higher frequency of droplet formation58.  

 

Initially introduced by scientists at Harvard university in the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, the co-flowing approach is very similar to flow focusing in terms of physics of droplet 

generation107. The difference is, here, two streams of continuous phases and one stream of 

dispersed phase meet in parallel instead of meeting perpendicularly in the generation junction. 

Two streams of continuous phases flow in the outer cylindrical channel while one stream of a 

dispersed phase flows in the same direction in the inner cylindrical channel in a way that these 

two cylindrical channels are co-axial, so co-flowing can offer rotational symmetry96. Droplet 

generation using co-flowing has a wide range of applications including formation of emulsions 

and bubbles108. In emulsion studies, flow focusing droplet generation in the modified version 

of microcapillary device, can be integrated with co-flow method to generate monodisperse 

double emulsion droplets using one-step approach109-111. 
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2.3.2. Active Droplets Generation 

While formation of the same sized droplets on demand (monodispersity) is of great interest in 

diverse applications including high throughput biological screening112, emulsions113, drug 

delivery114 and single cell analysis95, having great control over the polydispersity index to 

generate different ranges of droplets on demand is also useful to improve the performance of 

biological and chemical assays. As an example, quantitative and accurate detection of genetic 

targets can be achieved using programmable pneumatic micropumps93. Therefore, having 

additional control over the size of produced droplets to create a more complex droplet patterns, 

necessitates the use of external forces to generate microdroplets, although active methods are 

costlier and more complicated. 

 

Electrical field as a direct current was the first external force implemented on a chip to actively 

generate microdroplets in which water and oil phases play roles as conductor and insulator, 

respectively115. Later on, electrochemical116, magnetic117-119, centrifugal120-123, optical124-126, 

thermal127-129 and mechanical forces were integrated on different device geometries (T-

junction, flow focusing, step emulsification and co-flowing) to improve the selectivity, 

functionality, and frequency in generation of microdroplets. Mechanical vibration130-132, off-

chip valves133-135, surface acoustic wave (SAW)136-139, piezoelectric actuator140-142, or on-chip 

microvalves143-145 are different types of mechanical controls which have been used until now 

to generate microdroplets. While the mechanism of the generation in the first three introduced 

mechanical methods is based on the modification of the fluid pressure, in the last two 

mechanical methods, channel deformation and blockage help to improve the selectivity of 

droplet generation.  

 

As an example of using non-mechanical forces to generate microdroplets, nanoscale 

ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic can be diluted in the continuous or dispersed phases such as the 

magnetic field can affect the generation mechanism by creating a magnetic drag146. Here, the 

size of droplets and the frequency of generation are dependent to the device geometry, direction 

and location of the applied magnetic field, and the flow rate37,147. Integration of temperature 

sensor and microheater at the orifice of flow focusing device can adjust not only the droplet 

size but also the generation regime128. Also, optical methods including focused pulsed laser is 

efficient in generation droplets especially monodisperse droplets in the scale of sub-micrometer 

or even picoliter with the high generation frequency of 10 kHz124,148. While Capillary number 
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is the most important dimensionless number in the study of thermal and optical droplet 

generation methods, magnetic bond number also plays a key role in magnetic generation study 

since it represents the relative importance of magnetic force over surface tension147. 

 

As an example of using mechanical forces to have extra control over the production time and 

droplet size, interdigital transducer (IDT) was integrated with both flow focusing138 and T-

junction139. The acoustic wave generated by a SAW device, travels through the continuous 

phase, affects the interface between the continuous and dispersed phases, and also increases 

the pressure in the inlet of continuous phase. As a result, generation frequency is increased but 

the generated droplet size is decreased. Focused interdigital transducers (FIDT) were also 

implemented on the modified T-junction to control the frequency of production of one single 

137 or confined number of droplets (2-5 droplets)136. The size and number of generated droplets 

and the frequency of generation are the function of SAW power and duration of pulse and 

capillary number137. SAW offers the biocompatible and contactless technique for droplet 

generation. However, the complexity in fabrication and bonding the IDTs on PDMS, the cost 

of equipment, and limitation due to the pulse modulation capabilities of signal generators149 

are the most obvious disadvantages of this active droplet generation method which creates the 

need to look for other active methods that are of lower cost and less complicated but also 

biocompatible and on demand for cell biology study.  

 

2.4. Fission of Microdroplets 

In a very complex world-to-chip droplet microfluidic interconnection technology, which use 

each unique droplet as a vessel for different reagents and chemicals, the ability to halve or 

divide the plugs or larger droplets to smaller tiny droplets is highly requested, especially when 

concentration, separation and dilution of particles in droplets is of interest. The controllable 

ability to split droplets when combined with generation and merging mechanism, helps 

microfluidic researchers to solve the long-lasting issue of having a combinatorial library of 

chemicals, ingredients and drugs in high throughput screening. A symmetric breaking up of 

droplets is desirable when splitting is used to increase the production rate of droplets, maximize 

the capacity of the device, or produce one set of equal size droplets as a backup control 

experiment19,150-153. However, when a controllable volume or concentration of chemicals inside 

a droplet is required in pharmaceutical or chemical industries, an asymmetric splitting of 
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droplets is more of interest154-156. It seems that most of the methods used to generate droplets 

can be adopted to split them as well. For instance, decreasing the width of the orifice in flow 

focusing junction can also be used for splitting the plug to tiny droplets58. Droplet splitting can 

be categorized into passive, active and combined methods which are discussed in detail in the 

following next two subsections.  

 

2.4.1. Passive Droplets Fission 

Passive manipulation techniques utilize interactive effects between dispersed phase, 

continuous phase and channel structures without using any external fields or forces. On the first 

attempt to passively split the droplets, simple bifurcating junctions were designed and tested to 

show the effectiveness of different geometrical parameters on the splitting mechanism157. 

Based on the findings of this study, there is a critical extension length (ratio between the length 

of the mother droplet and the circumference of the main channel) above which all mother 

droplets split and below which the splitting/non-splitting regime is controlled only by the 

capillary number. Here, splitting happens when the shear force which is controlled by the 

channel design, overcomes the interfacial tension. As shown in Figure 2.2, a mother droplet 

with the length of l0 and velocity of v (a,f) enters (b,g) and expands at the T-Junction. Below 

the critical line, the mother droplet (c) fully extends and then (d) penetrates alternately into the 

two equal-size secondary channels. Above this critical line, longer droplets with higher velocity 

(h) break and then each of the produced daughter droplets moves to one of the daughter 

channels157. It has also been shown that the relative size of two daughter droplets can be 

controlled by the relative resistance (length or width) of two daughters’ microfluidic channels. 

The results show that the longer or wider the arm is existed; the larger the daughter droplet is 

produced157-160. 

 

Even though the phenomenon of droplet splitting for large or moderate capillary numbers in 

T-junctions was widely described in the literature, only a few studies have focused on the small 

capillary numbers which are more applicable in the microfluidic world99,161,162. Tables 2.1 and 

2.2 briefly classify different regimes of droplet splitting in two different types of T-junctions 

(two-arm and one-arm). It is worthwhile to mention that in both cases there is a critical length 

for droplets above which all droplets break up (Figure 2.3). This critical length is not only 

linked with but also fully controlled by the geometry of the channel. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that all long droplets split independently from the channel velocity. Short or 
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medium-sized droplets can be split or not, depending on the velocity in the secondary channel 

or capillary number99,162. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Different geometrical parameters which affect droplet splitting (a) - (e) Non-splitting regime157 (f) - 

(j) Splitting regime157. (k) Dependency of splitting regime on capillary number and extension length157. (l) 

Dependency of daughter droplet sizes on arms’ length157. (m) Dependency of daughter droplet sizes on arms’ 

width159. (a) – (l) are reprinted figures with permission from ref. 152. Copyright (2004) by the American Physical 

Society. (m) is reprinted figure with permission from ref. 154. Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society.   

 

Table 2.1. Different regimes of splitting in a two-arm T-junction162. Schematics are reprinted from ref.157, with 

the permission of AIP Publishing. 

Regime Explanation Schematic 

(a) No 

Splitting 

Short droplets at low 

velocities penetrate into one 

of the arms. The droplet 

could block the arm or leave 

the tunnel open when passing 

the arm.  

 

(b) Tunnel 

Splitting 

Gap always exists between 

the medium-size droplets and 

walls. Droplets stretched 

under viscous force, 

followed by fully extending 

and symmetric splitting. 

 

(c) 

Obstructed 

Splitting 

Long droplets block the 

bifurcating channels. No 

tunnel forms. A circular-

shaped neck forms and 

narrows gradually until 

splitting occurs. 
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Table 2.2. Different regimes of splitting in a one-arm T-junction99. Schematics are reprinted figures with 

permission from ref. 93. Copyright (2006) by the American Physical Society. 

Regime Explanation Schematic 

(a) 

Retreat 

Without 

Splitting 

After the initial penetration of 

a short finger into an arm, the 

tunnel opens in which a thin 

layer of oil is sandwiched 

between the wall and droplet. 

Droplet regains its shape and 

continues its path after finger 

retreating. 

 

(b) 

Retarded 

Splitting 

During the finger’s retreat, 

breakup occurs and the 

daughter droplet separates and 

is sucked into the daughter 

channel. 

 

(c) 

Direct 

Splitting 

Long finger penetrates into a 

secondary channel. The bridge 

between this finger and main 

plug gradually narrows and 

finally the daughter droplet is 

split from the plug.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Different splitting regimes in (I) two-arm and (II) one-arm T-junctions (a) no-splitting (b) tunnel or 

retarded splitting (c) obstructed or direct splitting99,162. (I) is reprinted from ref.157, with the permission of AIP 

Publishing. (II) is reprinted figure with permission from ref. 93. Copyright (2006) by the American Physical 

Society.   
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A new device with multiple bifurcating junctions was developed based on the introduced theory 

in the previous paragraphs, as another passive technique for splitting of droplets157. Although 

multiple bifurcating T-junctions with equal-length daughter channels resulted in successfully 

splitting a big plug into 16 tiny droplets157, asymmetric splitting was observed due to pressure 

drop and high surface tension in a microchannel150. In the same study, the square PDMS 

obstacle was placed in the centre of the microchannel to split the mother droplet to two equal-

size daughter droplets (Figure 2.4b)157. Asymmetric droplet splitting has also been achieved by 

changing the distance between the PDMS obstacle and the center line of the microchannel157. 

A sorting technique should be added here to separate the unequal-size daughter droplets from 

each other, which is the drawback of this geometrical-based splitting method157. Adding 

surfactants to the main fluid is also an efficient way to reduce the relatively high surface tension 

between the continuous and dispersed phases (Oil and Water). Besides, using daughter 

channels with decreasing cross section area helps droplets to maintain their extension, but it 

interrupts the symmetry of splitting150. 

 

Changing the angle of bifurcating junction from 900 in T-Junction to 450 in Y-Junction (Figure 

2.4a), adding a pointy structure to the bifurcating junction (Figure 2.4c), and connecting one 

of the outlets of the daughter channels to an open tubing while fluid was withdrawn from other 

daughter channels with the equal rate (Figure 2.4d), were three other successful ideas 

implemented by researchers in order to split mother droplet into daughter droplets with the 

same size157,163-165. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Four different techniques for symmetrically splitting of droplets. (a) Playing with the angle of the 

bifurcating junction163, (b) using an obstacle in the center of the channel157, (c) adding post to the junction165 and 

(d) connecting one of the outlets to the open tubing164. (a) is reproduced with permission from Hsieh, et al. in 

ref.158. (b) is reprinted figure with permission from ref. 152. Copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society. 

(c) is reproduced from ref. 160 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) is reproduced from ref. 

159 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Discussed literature review in this section showed that like other manipulation techniques, 

passive splitting has been proven possible. However, as it was shown in Figure 2.3, controllable 

passive splitting only worked within a narrow range of operating conditions depending on the 

geometry of microchannels. Besides, passive methods are highly affected by fabrication faults 

and downstream disturbance which makes it worthwhile to integrate or replace them with 

active splitting methods depending on the application. Hence, in the next subsection of this 

literature review, active and combined droplet splitting methods are critically discussed. 

 

2.4.2. Active and Combined Droplets Fission 

As previously discussed, passive droplet splitting techniques are cheap and simple due to their 

working principle based on a combination of flow condition with the geometry of designs. 

However, in more complex high throughput screening research, especially where selectivity of 

the device is highly desired, active methods seem to be more useful despite their higher cost 

and complexity. The majority of droplet microfluidic manipulation studies specifically for 

splitting of microdroplets used passive techniques, with the exception of some mostly new 

studies, which applied active or combined methods.  

 

Adding an electrical field to the simple bifurcating junction can induce and polarize the neutral 

mother droplet and split it into two negative and positive daughter droplets, each penetrating 

to one of the daughter channels or arms. It was found that the size of these oppositely charged 

daughter droplets changes with an increase in the electrical field and there is an optimum 

electric field strength, above which no splitting happens and the mother droplet is entirely 

sucked into one of the daughter channels based on the electric field direction115. Like an 

electrical field, other active methods such as electrostatic potential wells and laser can be used 

to break up the droplets when they are combined with passive methods. While without any 

laser, droplets split symmetrically at the T-junction which has a pointed structure, adding laser 

beam to one side of the pointy structure increases the local surface tension on the droplet, 

guiding it to penetrate more to the other side. The longer the laser actuation is induced in one 

daughter channel, the smaller the daughter droplets are. There is a critical duration of laser 

actuation, beyond which the droplet completely switches to the opposite daughter 

channel125,166,167. A similar trend has been observed for breakup mechanism by using an 

integrated micro heater placed under one of the secondary channels. A viscosity gradient is 

produced by heating the fluid which results in decreasing the viscosity, hydrodynamic 
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resistance and surface tension and finally sucking the continuous phase and droplets into the 

heated channel. Again, here, there is the optimum temperature above which droplet completely 

penetrates into the heated daughter channel. Vaporizing the fluid, especially in the low-pressure 

area, and changing the continuity of droplets due to high temperature are amongst the 

drawbacks of the heating-based splitting method168,169. This ability of the electrical, heating 

and laser-based splitting, improves the controllability over the sizes of daughter droplets in 

comparison to the pure passive splitting (Figure 2.5). However, damaging live cells and 

reagents is the most evident demerit of these combined manipulation techniques for 

microdroplet splitting. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Combining passive and active methods for (a) symmetric droplet splitting without any external forces 

(b) controllable asymmetric droplet splitting by using electric fields, laser or integrated micro heater (c) droplet 

sorting by increasing any of mentioned forces (Electrical strength, duration of laser actuation or 

temperature)115,125,166-169. (a) – (c) are reprinted figures with permission from ref. 162. Copyright (2007) by the 

American Physical Society. 

The flexibility and functionality of Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) and 

Dielectrowetting for droplet actuation were successfully tested for droplet splitting (Figure 

2.6a). In these methods, constantly energizing the outer electrodes excite surfaces on the two 

sides of the droplet, while the electrode beneath the surface of the droplet’s central line is 

deactivated after a certain period of activity. Therefore, the droplet is drawn towards its sides 

and halved170,171. 

 

Despite the cost and complexity of equipment, Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) have been 

implemented in the splitting mechanism of droplets, recently172-175. Using a pair of off-axis 

IDTs, SAW was directly applied on the two ends of a sessile droplet to break it up (Figure 
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2.6b). Depending on the SAW power and excitation time of each IDT and relative impedances 

or power between them, different behaviors were observed. While insufficient input power 

only extends the droplet towards the sides or rotates it, similar and different input energy levels 

of two IDTs can symmetrically and asymmetrically break up the droplet, respectively. Similar 

to the other active mechanisms, the overcritical SAW energy level can only translate or reflect 

the droplets which is more useful in sorting manipulation technique172. A very similar approach 

was used to split the moving water droplet flows into the oil actuated by slanted-finger 

interdigitated transducer (Figure 2.6c).  

 

 

Figure 2.6. Newly introduced active splitting methods, (a) dielectrowetting targets a sessile droplet171, (b) SAW 

halves a sessile droplet172, (c) SAW splits moving droplet in a channel173, (d) SAW affects plug which approaches 

Y-junction174, and (e) SAW works as a pipette for a plug passing through the bypass channel175. (a) is reprinted 

figure with permission from ref. 166. © 2017 IEEE. (b) is reproduced from ref. 167 with permission from The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) is reproduced from ref. 168 with permission from The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. (d) is reproduced from ref. 42 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) is reproduced 

from ref. 170 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.  

 

Droplets splitting/non-splitting regimes and the ratio of daughter droplets was controlled by 

the capillary number of fluids, applied voltage and the region of the droplet targeted by 

SAW173. Splitting and steering of a moving droplet in the presence of travelling SAW was 

investigated while the mother droplet approached the Y-junction (Figure 2.7d). In the absence 

of SAW, symmetric breaking up was observed due to the symmetric geometry of daughter 

channels whereas applying SAW leads to asymmetric splitting or fully steering droplets to one 

of the daughter channels depending on the power level174. Finally, pipetting from a moving 

plug in the design in which a by-pass loop was added as a secondary channel to the main 

channel was recently investigated (Figure 2.6e). Without using SAW, only a small finger 
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penetrates into the secondary channel and no pipetting occurs. Actuation of the upper part of 

the loop using SAW, pushes the continuous phase fluid in the secondary channel and increases 

the pressure difference between the main and secondary channels and affects the interface 

between the main and secondary streams of fluid. The higher the SAW power and the longer 

the actuation duration are, the larger the finger is formed which is finally split from the main 

channel and penetrated to the by-pass loop. Adding a capacitive sensor to the chip system 

improves the controllability and selectivity of the introduced pipetting mechanism175. 

 

While it seems that SAW is more versatile and bio-compatible than other active methods for 

fission, the cost and complexity of operational instruments make it worthwhile to search for a 

reasonable-cost substitution active method for droplet splitting which is one of the aims of this 

PhD study. 

 

2.5. Fusion of Microdroplets 

While splitting seems to be an effective method for separating, concentrating, portioning, and 

diluting particles in droplets, merging two or more droplets plays a pivotal role in mixing 

chemicals and ingredients and accelerating biological or chemical reaction between 

them19,155,176. Because each microdroplets that could be merged can work as an isolated 

capsule, droplet microfluidic also supplies a unique environment for studying fast organic 

reactions177. Like fission of microdroplets, geometry of the microchannel as well as velocity of 

fluid has an effect on fusion. However, other parameters such as capillary number, viscosity, 

impact velocities and wetting properties play an important role here, which makes merging 

phenomenon analysis more sophisticated in comparison to other manipulation techniques178. 

 

Two reviews on the merging phenomenon of microdroplets were recently published and widely 

studied the mechanisms that play an effective role in fusion176,178. The latter presented a theory 

termed the drainage model in order to explain the coalescence of microdroplets in the presence 

or absence of surfactants. Based on this theory, in the absence of any surfactant, there exists a 

thin layer of continuous phase between two separate droplets which prevents them from being 

merged. The thinner the drainage film is, the more probable the coalescence can occur. As soon 

as this thin film fades away and two droplets touch or become close enough to each other, the 

intermolecular forces become strong enough to tear up interfaces between the droplets and 

merge them (Figure 2.7a). It was also found that there is a critical capillary number below 
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which merging is more likely to occur. On the other hand, in the presence of surfactants, 

Marangoni flow is induced in the opposite direction to the film drainage due to irregularity in 

the surface tension of the interface. Besides, bipolar surfactant molecules which coated the 

interfaces of droplets repel each other and intensify the stability of droplets. These two effects 

cooperate with each other to delay the film drainage and droplet fusion in the presence of 

surfactants (Figure 2.7b)178. 

 

2.5.1. Passive Droplets Fusion 

Like droplet generation, splitting and other droplet manipulation techniques, unspontaneous 

fusion of microdroplets can be subcategorized into passive and active merging, which are 

briefly discussed in this and the following subsections. Adding fusion T-junction, fusion 

chamber, pillars or by-pass channel to the microchannels, modified the geometrical designs 

and facilitated droplet merging as shown in Figure 2.7c-e. These modifications decrease the 

velocity of the first droplet that reaches the channel, due to an expansion in the designed 

channel or other geometrical restrictions and give the following droplet sufficient chance to 

come and touch the first droplet. A thin film between two trapped daughter droplets prevents 

the merging of two droplets. Within a short time, this thin film drains out, and two daughter 

droplets merge and the newly formed droplet continues its journey downstream towards the 

exit of the channel43,179-183.  

 

Trapping which is another important manipulation technique can be employed to catch targeted 

droplets in a storage chamber or wells (Figure 2.7f-g)184-186. When trapping is followed by 

flushing the system with a pure continuous phase that does not have any surfactant, merging 

can easily happen without using any external forces186. 
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 Figure 2.7. Passive fusion of microdroplets (a) without surfactant178, (b) with surfactant178, (c) with fusion 

junction179, (d) with fusion chamber181, (e) with pillars43, (f) with storage chamber185, and (g) with storage well186. 

(a) and (b) are reprinted from ref. 173 with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2015 Elsevier. (c) is reprinted 

with permission from ref. 174. Copyright 2007, Springer. (d) is reprinted figure with permission from ref. 176. 

Copyright (2008) by the American Physical Society. (e) is reproduced from ref. 37 with permission from The 

Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) is reprinted with permission from ref. 180. Copyright 2016, Springer. (g) is 

reproduced from ref. 181 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

 

2.5.2. Active Droplets Fusion 

While passive fusion manipulation techniques are highly applicable in the absence of 

surfactant, when surfactants are present, external forces assist in overcoming the increased 

stability of the interface to merge droplets. Among different active methods, electrocoalescence 

is the most common for droplet fusion. As it is obvious from its name, electrocoalescence is 

the coalescence of droplets under the effect of a variable electric field115,187-190. While electric 

forces were used widely as an active method for droplet merging, other possible external forces 

such as dielectrowetting170-172 or surface acoustic waves42,44 have been recently applied to 

merge the droplets. Additional equipment used in introduced active techniques encourage 

researchers to search for cheaper and simpler methods for unspontaneous merging of droplets 

which can be integrated with active manipulation techniques for generating and splitting 

microdroplets. 

 

2.6. Microvalves 

In this part of the literature review, pneumatic valves, their different types and their importance 

in the lab-on-a-chip (LOC) droplet manipulation techniques will be introduced.  

 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/coalescence
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/droplet
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/electric_field
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Conventionally, valves have been used for controlling, blocking, minimizing, guiding, or 

alternatively switching the flow of fluid into specific directions within complex engineered 

structures. As miniaturization of every mechanical component came into use in the last 

decades, the idea that valves could be miniaturized and work as microactuators revolutionized 

droplet manipulation techniques. While based on their initial mode, microvalves can be 

categorized into mostly open, mostly close and bistable microvalves, classifying them based 

on existence (active) or non-existence (passive) of any external force is more useful191. In 

passive microvalves, the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the valve controls 

the flow rate without any external actuation. Passive microvalves are subdivided to 

mechanical/check valves and non-mechanical/capillary valves which are considered as a 

micropumps in some literatures192-194. On the other hand, an autonomous actuation system is 

used to control the flow rate in the main microfluidic channel by using active microvalves. 

Mechanical (magnetic, electric, piezoelectric or thermal), non-mechanical (electrochemical, 

phase change, bistable) or external (rheological, modular, pneumatic) actuation systems which 

can be used to open and close the microvalves are the basis of subdividing active valves into 

different subcategories191. Based on the topic of this PhD project, we only critically focused on 

the pneumatic valves which are one of the most useful valves in the microfluidic world due to 

its simplicity, ease of fabrication, high-power density, bio-compatibility, reasonable-cost 

experimental setup and versatility195,196. Besides, pneumatic valves can be controlled 

electronically, allowing several independent microvalves to work simultaneously and 

automatically197. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Schematic of different actuation systems in active mechanical microvalves: (a) magnetic (b) electric 

(c) piezoelectric (d) bimetallic (e) thermopneumatic and (f) shape memory alloy microvalves191. (a) – (f) are 

reproduced from ref. 186 with permission from © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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2.6.1. Multi-Layer Pneumatic Valves 

Initially introduced by the Quake group, these types of valves have been also referred to as 

Quake valves198. Since then, multi-layer valves have been broadly used to controllably 

generate199,200, split199, sort50, merge200 and mix201,202 either droplets or cells. As is easily 

understood from its name, flow and control channels have been manufactured in two different 

layers and then have been positioned on top of each other, with a shared thin flexible horizontal 

membrane in between them; thus, they are labelled as a multi-layer valve. Increasing the 

pressure of gas or liquid in the control layer actuates the membrane which results in 

compressing and finally blocking the flow channel198. Similarly, applying negative pressure in 

the control channel moves the membrane in the opposite direction and expands the flow 

channel due to the suction effect203. 

 

Multi-layer valves can be subdivided into push-down valves, push-up valves, push-up and 

push-down valves and sieve valves (Figure 2.9a-d). The control channel passes over and below 

the flow channel in the push-down and push-up valves, respectively. However, the control 

channel lies in between two flow channels in the push-up and push-down valves. While in the 

first three mentioned valves, a tight seal and true valving has been achieved due to the rounded 

profile of the flow channel, the sieve valves have failed to be fully closed due to the rectangular 

shape of the flow channel. Hence, when the complete sealing of the channel without any 

leakage is needed, push-up and push-down multi-layer valves are the best possible choices204. 

 

Multi-layer valves showed their capability in splitting of microdroplets in which different 

regimes of splitting in the microfluidic channels are controlled by the difference between the 

valving pressure induced in the control channel and the overall pressure in the flow channel. 

As shown in Figure 2.9e, at a small valving pressure, expanding the flow channel towards the 

control channel results in a no-splitting regime. Above a critical pressure, a constriction regime 

is shaped which leads to splitting a mother droplet into two different sized daughter droplets, a 

small satellite droplet which is attached to a bigger daughter droplet. An increment in the 

valving pressure decreases the size and increases the number of daughter droplets, respectively. 

Finally, above another critical pressure, the flow channel is completely blocked by the valve, 

making both the microdroplet of dispersed phase and the continuous phase unable to pass 

through it199. 
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Multi-layer valves suffer from sophisticated fabrication and designing processes. Flow layer 

and control layer have different concentrations of the curing agent in PDMS, therefore they 

should be cured separately. The necessity for aligning different PDMS layers by hand under 

the microscope on top of each other or by using a mask aligner and specific photoresist add at 

least one challenging step to the fabrication process204. Besides, carefully fitting the control 

layer and the flow layer in the designing step is required in order to escape from overlapping. 

Any partial change in the control layer may lead to the redesign or a vital change in the flow 

layer and vice versa, which consumes extra time, cost and energy205. These drawbacks 

encouraged researchers to look for a substitution for multi-layer valves which is the subject of 

the next subsection of this literature review. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. (a) Top and (b) – (d) Side views of different types of multi-layer valves204 and (e) different regimes 

of droplet break up by using multi-layer valves199. (a) – (d) are reproduced from ref. 199 with permission from 

The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) is reproduced from ref. 194 with permission from The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

 

2.6.2. Single-Layer Pneumatic Valves 

Pioneered by scientists at Wisconsin–Madison University, single-layer valves integrates ease 

of fabrication and simplicity of single-layer devices with the controllability and versatility of 

the pneumatic valves206,207. Followed by Harvard university scientists, this valve perfectly 

showed its high efficiency to generate145 and sort208,209 droplets. In contrast to multi-layer 

valves here, a thin layer of elastomeric membrane lies vertically between the control and flow 

layers145,208,209. Like sieve multi-layer valves, single layer valves suffer from leakage mostly 

via the corners of the channel. Even when fully actuated by air, they do not close completely, 

due to the rectangular profile of the flow channel. However, new innovations to use them at 

both sides of the channel as a pincer or to fabricate them using dual-sided molding method 

reduce the leakage to a negligible amount and makes them a suitable substitution of multi-
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layervalves in DNA synthesis and other biological applications where leak-tight microvalve 

seem to be an urgent priority210-213. 

 

In many manipulation techniques, only a certain change in flow rate or pressure in the main 

stream without complete blockage is required, therefore the two key advantages of single-layer 

valves (simplicity in structure, and eased of fabrication) result in choosing them as the best 

candidate for generating, sorting, splitting and merging of microdroplets without adding any 

supplementary steps in the design or fabrication. The versatility of the single layer valve 

allowed researchers to test them in different designs for droplet manipulation techniques, some 

of which are schematized in Figure 2.1048,208,209,211,214-219. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Using single-layer valves for different manipulation techniques (a) – (d) sorting48, (e) merging218, 

and (f) splitting219 of microdroplets. (a) – (d) are reproduced from ref. 42 with permission from The Royal Society 

of Chemistry.  

 

Adding a pair of single layer valve opposite to each other after the orifice of a flow focusing 

junction results in membrane deformation when it is needed, which gives the user excellent 

control over the size of droplets and frequency of generation145,220. In the sorting manipulation 

technique, as shown in Figure 2.10a, while without applying external pressure via microvalve, 

the fluid tends to carry droplets to the upper chamber due to its lower resistance, actuating the 

valve blocks the upper chamber and deflects the droplet to the lower chamber with higher 

resistance208. A similar trend has successfully been tested for sorting droplets approaching the 
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bifurcation Y-junction (Figure 2.10c)209. Single-layer valves also showed their excellent ability 

to guide droplets to the different subchannels which branches from one main channel with thin 

PDMS walls in between them. Regulating the relative pressure between two different 

microactuators can block all subchannels except one, which gives droplets no choice but to 

flow to the targeted subchannel (Figure 2.10b)215. 

 

Although sorting and generation of microdroplets were investigated sufficiently by using a 

single layer valve as an actuator, there was only one study found in the literature, which focused 

on the merging manipulation technique in spite of its importance in making a combination of 

droplets for on chip reactions. Hydrodynamically controlling the pressure on the sides of two 

parallel channels by using two single-layer valves successfully resulted in merging of two or 

three droplets. Pillar arrays were placed between the main and side channels to give researchers 

the capability to decrease the flow rate and trap droplets for the purpose of merging. While the 

valve which is placed close to the main channel controls the velocity of droplets, the space 

between the droplets and the number of trapped and finally merged droplets were a function of 

the pressure differences between two valves during the actuation (Figure 2.10e)218. 

 

Despite the significance of droplet splitting in high throughput screening, only one work was 

found in the literature review, which successfully reported the single-layer microvalve’s ability 

on the splitting mechanism of droplets as depicted in Figure 2.10f. When valves are turned off, 

symmetric splitting is observed due to the same hydrodynamic resistance of two daughter 

channels branched from the main channel at the Y-junction. Applying pressure to one of the 

valves actuates the membrane and increases the resistance of the connected subchannel. 

Therefore, the size of the daughter droplet decreased in that branch. The more deformation is 

imposed by one of the microvalves, a larger difference is observed between the resistance of 

two daughter channels and the size of two daughter droplets. Results obtained from the 

experiments showed that the relative size of daughter droplets is a function of the main flow 

rate, pressure difference between two valves and the relative size of subchannels and 

microvalves. Although the high-pressure injection into one of the microvalves cannot 

completely seal off the affected microchannel due to its rectangular shape, it can completely 

divert the droplet to the other branch. Therefore, the presented design has the high efficiency 

for both splitting and sorting of microdroplets as shown in Figure 2.10d,f219. However, 

selectivity (here meaning the splitting of only the targeted droplet), which is one of the most 
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important challenges in the microfluidic world using droplet manipulation techniques couldn’t 

be achieved in their work which remains a research gap, and the topic of this PhD study. 

 

2.7. Droplet Microfluidics for On-chip Reactions and High 

Throughput Screening 

One of the most important applications of the multidisciplinary science of droplet microfluids 

is in the field of pharmaceutical science221,222. Pharmaceutical companies mostly benefit from 

drug and vaccine discovery, delivery and screening research by means of High Throughput 

Screening (HTS). This technology enables testing of different compounds, chemicals, 

antibodies or reagents in different concentrations on a patient’s diseased cells or organs so as 

to search for a positive reaction between them. In these types of experiments usually a giant 

matrix of possible combinations of the drug is experimented and applied on cells which are 

infected with cancer, diabetes, HIV, kidney or other diseases223. Rather too much time, energy 

and money need to be consumed to fully test such a large matrix of combinations to extract the 

unique array with the specific combination as a final product which can be either a drug or a 

vaccine. Routinely, plates that consist of a matrix of wells and reagents are used for HTS 

reaction. Ingredients are transferred to the plates by pipetting robots that are integrated to 

robotic arms. Bulky and high-priced equipment that needs to be used in HTS, led researchers 

to think about miniaturization. Maximizing the number of tests per sample, enhancing the 

reliability of HTS and optimising the total cost of equipment can be achieved by reducing the 

volumes of ingredients when miniaturisation is applied for HTS224. Faster heat and mass 

transfer result in easier regulation of the compound’s temperature and its concentration in 

smaller samples225. Finally, improved detection sensitivity is achieved due to less background 

noise. Despite all these advantages, miniaturized microliter systems have limitations due to the 

relatively low accuracy of robotic pipetting equipment and evaporation that occurs in these 

open systems226,227. 

 

These disadvantages of miniaturised HTS techniques can be minimised effectively by using 

droplet microfluidic devices in which chemicals, cells and reagents are usually encapsulated in 

picolitre droplets in an immiscible fluid (for instance, the diseased cell or big molecules like 

graphene oxides or carbon nanotubes can be trapped in water droplets as a dispersed phase, 

which is usually made within an oil carrier continuous phase). These closed systems offer 
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single cell analysis capabilities at increased throughputs and lower costs due to the inherent 

nature of miniaturization process. There is no evaporation problem in these enclosed 

systems23,228. Also, since the system is static, there is no concern about accuracy of moving 

equipment and having a pipetting error228. However, the selective combination of multiple 

samples which is required in HTS still remains elusive. This means that one reaction between 

two different sample types, happens several times in these systems because of the similarity of 

droplets in each channel before any merging and mixing occurs. Therefore, the major issue in 

droplet microfluidic-based HTS systems is the ordered formation of a droplet matrix which 

needs selectivity in manipulation techniques.  

 

Some researchers have previously made their best effort to solve this long-lasting problem. A 

1 by n vector of droplets was formed by incorporating parallel channels within a multi-layered 

microfluidic device to form different concentrations in produced droplets229,230. A new robot 

system so-called Serial Sample Loading (SSL) platform was recently used to shift the inlet of 

the microdevice so that the droplets of desired chemical contents could be siphoned through a 

well-controlled process231,232. On the first attempt to form an m by n matrix of droplets, the 

custom-designed SSL platform was used to generate the primary vector of microdroplets. Then, 

multi-layer valve’s actuation resulted in a reaction between the droplets of this vector with 

another set of droplets which was provided from multiple secondary inlets. As a result, the 

matrix of microdroplets was produced231. As another good example, a Polyether Ether Ketone 

(PEEK) cross, was used to collect different droplet streams into a single container. Then, a 

matrix of microdroplets was produced by merging different types of droplets distributed in a 

vessel with a primary vector of  droplets created by an SSL platform233.  

 

While these pioneering works have been vital to improve on-chip HTS, they cannot be easily 

implemented to trace and analyse the products generated from merging of distinct libraries of 

reagents reacting with distinct sample sets. Besides, they are far away from commercialization 

due to their slow and uncontrollable working procedure. Hence, one of the aims in this PhD 

project is to offer a method that has the capability of dispensing the correct chemicals in a 

definable sequence of locations, allowing many controllable reaction permutations. At the first 

step, it will be necessary to have an accurate control in different droplet production and 

manipulation techniques on a single chip234-238. Among all different manipulation techniques, 

it seems that droplet generating, splitting and merging are the most desired ones that should 

cooperate with each other to form a combinatorial library for on-chip reactions. The aim of this 
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PhD project is to incorporate single-layer valve capability with all these manipulation methods 

to achieve the desired matrix of products from different ingredients at different concentrations 

with higher speed and selectivity in comparison to previous studies. This integration is an 

important step towards commercialisation of on-chip high throughput reaction and screening. 

 

2.8. Droplet Microfluidics for Single Cell Biology Study 

Microfluidics has shown promise in life science applications, particularly for manipulating, 

capturing and analyzing cells at the single cell level, as the basic units of life15,239. 

Conventionally in cell biology, to study a particular cell behaviour, a collection of cells is 

cultured in the same condition which is suitable for their growth, and then that behaviour is 

statistically calculated by taking an average between dozens of data extracted from the 

population of individual cells. However, it was proven that, this method can only resolve the 

cell behaviour at the population level and fails to fully capture critical details and unique 

characteristics of cells at the single cell level – an important consideration when studying rare 

cells and minority sub-populations of cells240,241. These drawbacks encouraged researchers to 

look for a substitution for the traditional methods to study cell biology, especially when 

analysis of cell-to-cell heterogeneity and disclosing the hidden subpopulations of cells is 

important242. As a simple example, the variation of rare tumour cells behaviour from the 

average behaviour of the group of cells is of great interest in cancer research and drug 

development243,244, which necessitate the use of new methods including microfluidics245,246 for 

single cell culture9,247, isolation248-250, manipulation251 and analysis252,253. 

 

Microdroplets is well suited for biological single cell analysis95 as the size of individual 

diseased cells in the human body and the drug molecules needed to cure them are usually in 

the order of microns254. Droplet microfluidics which involves the use of continuous and 

dispersed fluid phases, such that the dispersed phase forms droplets within the continuous 

phase can be used to make these microdroplets for in vitro studies. This compartmentalization 

in droplets with volumes as small as picolitre (1 pL to 10 nL), and within which evaporation 

does not occur,23 has proven to be an advanced and high throughput approach for understanding 

the behaviour of microscopic live microorganism255,256 and single cell analysis95,257,258.  
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To have the high efficiency in high throughput single cell analysis and manipulation, each 

produced droplet should encapsulate only one single cell. To achieve this, none of the droplets 

should contain either zero or more than one cell. In a sample containing suspended matter, the 

number of particulate matter per droplet is stochastic and described by Poisson statistics259. 

But, the number of droplets containing only a single cell or efficiency of encapsulation, can be 

maximized by (i) matching the criteria of one cell per volume of generated droplet with the 

concentration of the sample flow, (ii) using different hydrodynamic approach260, or (iii) playing 

with the geometry of channel261-263. However, with these traditional methods, encapsulation 

efficiency never reaches more than 80%. Entrapment of one live cell in one droplet in a closed 

droplet microfluidic system reduces the sample contamination, maintains the viability and 

enables droplet microfluidic as an excellent test tube to study antibody secretion and/or digital 

polymerase chain reactions95,264. Recently, the newly introduced method of microgel 

technology showed its high capability in the improvement of encapsulation efficiency to more 

than 90%. Here, instead of water, hydrogel is used as a dispersed phase and then hydrogel 

droplets are emulsified by a dispersed phase (oil and biocompatible surfactant) and being cross-

linked to form microgels265,266.  

 

Integration of cell encapsulation technologies with droplet generation and manipulation 

technologies gives researchers a great chance for single cell manipulation and analysis251 

including single cell nucleic acid sequencing267,268, single cell metabolite analysis269,270 and 

single cell protein detection24,271,272. Besides, additionally maintaining good cell viability over 

of 9 and 2 hours for TCR T cells29 and zebrafish28 after the transportation and sorting of cells 

using microdroplets respectively, shows the ability of droplet microfluidic to handle both very 

small cells29,273 and also larger organisms28,274,275 in the broad range of 5-500 micrometer. 

 

The possibility of studying and analysing individual cells in droplet microfluidics provides a 

promising opportunity to study natural fertilization as one of the most unique biological 

phenomena that happens at the single cell level and as a result of sperm interactions with micro-

curvatures of the female fallopian tube276 – a research gap which is the topic of this PhD study. 

The last project of this PhD thesis is about the role of the interface curvature on sperm behavior 

using droplet microfluidics. Sperm motility is crucial to natural fertilisation, where sperm has 

to travel thousands of body lengths to reach the egg13. The geometry of the fallopian tube is 

highly confined with lots of curved surfaces that can guide the sperm to the site of fertilisation. 

The distance between the folded lumens in the fallopian tube is as small as 100 µm277. When 
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the sperm penetrates deeper inside the fallopian tube into isthmus, ampulla and infundibulum, 

these surfaces become narrower and more complicated. Sperm interactions with the micro-

confined structures was studied before,278; however, sperm motility at soft and curved 

interfaces that represents the in vivo environment is still unexplored. Here, for the first time, 

the interaction mechanisms of sperm with soft curved interfaces is resolved and quantified 

using droplet microfluidics. Enabled through the integration of droplet generation and cell 

encapsulation techniques, the results of the last main chapter of this PhD thesis can bring new 

insights into the biophysics of sperm migration through the female reproductive tract. 

 

2.9. Conclusion and Research Aims 

As mentioned in the introduction and supported by the critical literature review, there is no 

successful work found in the literature to make a matrix of droplets with sufficient speed, 

functionality and controllability that can be integrated onto a commercialized microchip. 

Therefore, the ordered formation of an m by n matrix of droplets is still the main challenge 

among droplet microfluidic researchers. In theory, it seems that with consecutive implementing 

introduced droplet manipulation techniques – generating, splitting and merging - in an 

innovative design, this long-lasting unsolved problem can be solved. This proposed device may 

be a right successor for the first generation of droplet matrix generators which were previously 

introduced231,233. No work in the literature has used pneumatic single layer valves to integrate 

generating, splitting and merging in one microchip. In the next two chapters of this PhD project, 

it will be demonstrated that the single-layer valve can be one of the best choices among 

different active methods for selective generating, splitting and merging of microdroplets. Here, 

some parameters of these manipulation techniques, including response time, selectivity and 

durability, are aimed to be improved by using the single-layer valve technology due to its 

simplicity in design and ease of fabrication. Since each of the generated microdroplets can 

provide an isolated environment for chemicals and reagents, this device with generating, 

splitting and merging abilities can be regarded as a starting point for the new generation of 

miniaturized lab-on-a-chip devices with the selectivity capability for on chip reaction in 

different concentrations. 

 

Apart from the abovementioned research goals in the previous paragraph, high-throughput 

droplet manipulation techniques that are developed in this PhD are used for single cell biology 
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and sperm study. The female fallopian tube is covered with highly folded and convoluted 

epithelial tissue with confined lumens narrowing towards the egg277,279. However, how this 

increasing geometrical complexity and subsequent hydrodynamic effects regulate sperm 

behaviour is poorly understood. Sperm motion and accumulation on flat solid surfaces have 

been studied extensively over the past decade13, resulting in an improved fundamental 

understanding of sperm motion and demonstrating new opportunities for high-quality sperm 

selection. However, understanding sperm behaviour at soft curved interfaces, relevant to the in 

vivo environment which is key to understanding sperm attachment/detachment mechanisms in 

the female fallopian tube and the role of tract geometry on promoting sperm capacitation and 

fertilisation ability, as the sperm cell approaches the egg, still remains unknown. To begin to 

understand this challenge, using droplet microfluidics generation and encapsulation 

techniques, sperm behaviour at soft curved interfaces ranging in radius from 30 to 140 µm – a 

range relevant to the in vivo environment will be studied in the last main chapter of this PhD 

project.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Selective Droplet Splitting Using Single 

Layer Microfluidic Valves 
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3.1. Preface for Chapter 3 

Droplet microfluidics, with its small-scale isolated samples, offers huge potential in the further 

miniaturisation of high throughput screening. The challenge is to deliver multiple samples in a 

manner such that reactions can be performed in numerous permutations. In this chapter, we 

investigate the use of single layer valves to break up individual droplets selectively. This 

splitting of large droplets, allows the main sample volume to navigate around the chip, with 

smaller daughter droplets being removed at desired locations. As such, the mother droplet is 

no longer an isolated sample akin to an on-chip test tube, but rather a mobile sample delivery 

system akin to an on-chip pipette. The partitioning takes place at the entrance to a bypass loop 

of the main channel. Under normal operating conditions the droplet passes the entrance intact, 

however, when a valve located at the entrance to the bypass loop is actuated, the geometry 

changes causes the droplet to split. In this chapter, we analyse this transition in behaviour for 

a range of oil and water inlets, and valve actuation pressures, showing that the valve can be 

actuated such that the next droplet to pass the bypass loop will be split, but subsequent droplets 

will not be.   

 

This chapter was published as a journal article in Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical and 

reproduced from ref. 16 with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2020 Elsevier22. The 

candidate was the first author in this work and played the primary role in designing the research, 

performing the experiments, analysing the data, and writing the paper. Additional authors for 

the work include Mr. Sagar N Agnihotri, Dr. Muhsincan Sesen, Prof. Rajneesh Bhardwaj, and 

Prof. Adrian Neild. Their contributions were central to the publication of this work and are 

gratefully acknowledged and appreciated. 

 

Furthermore, the candidate presented the results of this work in the 23rd International 

Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences in Basel, Switzerland in 

October 2019, and was awarded the MicroTAS 2019 Travel Grant by the Applied Sciences 

(MDPI) and the Chemical and Biological Microsystems Society. 

 

Two additional contributions were inspired by the idea of this work. The first work was 

published in Physical Review Applied for which the candidate was the second author; this work 

is included in Appendix I40. The second work was published in the journal of Langmuir and 

the candidate was the second author for this work; this work is included in Appendix II41. 
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The work that is introduced in this chapter is further developed in the next chapters of this 

thesis. This work lies in the intersection of two fields of microfluidics; droplet microfluidics 

splitting techniques and microvalves. This new droplet splitting system is easy to fabricate and 

operate since it uses single layer microvalves that make it ideal for integration with other 

droplet manipulation techniques. In the next chapter it will be demonstrated that the integration 

of the valve induced selective splitting that is introduced here with two other manipulation 

techniques can lead to controlled droplet interaction. A short review of droplet fission and 

microvalves, and the working principle of the proposed device are presented in this chapter 

followed by a detailed analysis of experimental results, discussion, methodology and 

supplementary information. 

 

3.2. Introduction 

Droplet microfluidics are enclosed systems in which two immiscible phases are used, such that 

samples and reagents can be encapsulated in picolitre droplets within a continuous buffer where 

evaporation does not occur23. This partitioning of samples into isolated droplets, the lab-on-a-

chip equivalent of a micro well plate, has been widely used for single cell analysis280. Single 

cells can be captured and analysed in such microenvironments, allowing information to be 

gathered at the individual cell level across a whole population of cells. Other applications 

include nanoparticle production281, creating micro structures for drug delivery vessels282, and 

conducting high throughput screening23,229. The latter, would allow a new platform for 

conducting the type of combinatorial library reactions currently performed using microtiter 

plates. Here, banks of reagents are reacted with each other in numerous permutations, however, 

the plates cannot undergo further miniaturisation due to issues with pipette dispensing accuracy 

and evaporation226,283. Two phase droplet microfluidics provides an evaporation free 

environment so picolitres can be handled23. However, there are challenges around dispensing, 

or more specifically, the delivery of small sample volumes such that different chemicals can 

be reacted together in the desired combinations80. 

 

The standard, passive tools for droplet microfluidics, such as droplet generation at channel 

junctions cause the same behaviour to occur repeatedly, for example, the partition of a sample 

flow into multiple droplets when merged with an immiscible buffer flow at a T-junction 32. 

However, for the selective combination of multiple samples in different permutations, the 
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challenge is to direct different samples to different locations at will so that an ordered matrix 

of droplets can be formed. Whilst there have been considerable successes in this direction 

229,230,232, there is still a need to develop improved methods to actively interact with single fluid 

samples to create32,66,284-286, merge42,43,287,288 or divide173,175,289,290 a droplet when desired. 

 

The introduction of different samples onto a chip in relatively large volumes has been achieved 

by mechanical movement of the inlet connected to the channel between sample reservoirs232. 

The ability to halve or divide these plugs into daughter droplets would allow the controlled 

delivery of each sample into certain locations around a fluidic network. The ability to 

selectively subdivide becomes analogous to pipetting and dispensing from a well plate to 

another175, when combined with droplet merging mechanism, permutations of reactions can be 

performed from a library of samples.  

 

A symmetric breaking-up of droplets, i.e. into two equal volumes, is desirable when splitting 

is used to increase the production rate of droplets, maximize the capacity of the device, or 

produce one set of equal size droplet for a control experiment19,150. However, when a 

controllable volume or concentration of chemicals inside the droplet is required in 

pharmaceutical or chemical industries, an asymmetric breaking up of droplets is required154. 

Methods for performing droplet splitting can be categorized into passive, active and combined 

methods.  

 

Passive manipulation techniques utilize interactive effects between dispersed phase, 

continuous phase and channel structures without using any external fields. Methods include 

using a narrow orifice in a flow focusing junction which can cause the splitting of a plug into 

much smaller droplets58, the addition of a mid-channel obstacle157 or bifurcating the 

channel157,165, as such, it can be seen that passive droplet splitting techniques need to simply be 

designed into the geometry of the chip, however, they act equally on all droplets without the 

possibility of selectivity.  

 

A degree of control can be gained by the addition of active mechanisms to these passive 

geometric features. For example by adding an electrical field at a simple bifurcating junction 

can alter the relative size of the daughter droplets created115. Other methods include the use of 

electrostatic potential wells, a laser125 or micro-heaters168. Whilst these methods improve the 

controllability of daughter droplet size there are some potential issues with biocompatibility. 
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Other methods have used Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) and Dielectrowetting to 

control the splitting in a bifurcation through contact line control170,291 and surface acoustic 

waves (SAW) which have been used to apply forces on the interface between the immiscible 

fluids to split and steer droplets 173,174,289. Finally, the droplet as pipette concept has been shown 

by altering the flow field locally at a bifurcation using acoustic streaming created by surface 

acoustic waves, this allows the splitting of a droplet175. While SAW is more versatile and bio-

compatible than other active methods for fission, the cost and complexity of operational 

instruments make it worthwhile to search for an alternative active method for droplet splitting. 

Another problem with SAW devices is that the speed of splitting of droplets is limited by the 

weak forces which can be generated. To address these issues here, we present an alternative 

method, using pneumatic valves, which is of more reasonable cost and 20 times faster.   

 

Microvalves fabricated in deformable, multilayer, PDMS structures have been used to control 

on-chip fluid flows since their conception198. These pneumatic valves offer simplicity, ease of 

fabrication, high-power density, bio-compatibility and versatility195,292, and multiple valves can 

be controlled independently and  simultaneously197. Their ability to control fluid behaviour has 

also meant they have been applied to two phase systems; generating199,200, sorting50 and 

merging200 has been achieved. In most cases, the deformation of the channel geometry caused 

by valve operation causes a number of droplets to demonstrate altered behaviour, whether that 

is droplet size upon generation or toggling between merging and non-merging events. This is 

also the case for a previous study on multilayer valve usage for control of droplet splitting199, 

in which the size of batches of daughter droplets was controlled.  

 

In addition to multilayer valves, a simpler single layer valve (horizontal valve) design has been 

developed206,207, this design incorporates the control and flow channels on one layer of PDMS, 

separated by a thin, and therefore deformable, membrane. These valves have been used for 

droplet formation145, sorting208,209, merging218 and splitting219. In the latter, it was shown that 

the size of two daughter droplets could be tuned by the relative actuation of two valves at the 

exits of a Y-junction. In both the previous studies on droplet splitting, using double199 or 

single219 layer valves, the emphasis has been on the repetition of multiple events, such that all 

droplets passing through a junction are split in the same way. Besides, a large deformation, 

potentially reducing device durability by causing inaccuracies or even channel damage48, was 

required to steer all droplets to a waste outlet with no ability to split selectively 219. Rather than 

looking at the steady state condition219, here, we examine the transient case, and study what 
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happens at the onset of valve actuation, with the interest in causing selective droplet splitting, 

targeting an individual droplet. Our system works close to the transition regime where a slight 

change in pressure induced by the valve can initiate splitting thereby improving device 

durability by preventing channel damage.    

 

It is possible to introduce mother droplets into a microfluidic system in which each contain 

different chemicals. Our motivation is to develop a method through which these mother 

droplets can be selectively split. By doing this, we establish a way in which small samples of 

selected reagents can be delivered to sites at which reactions can take place. The inclusion of 

multiple such reaction sites would allow multiple permutations of reactions to take place, just 

as takes place in a microwell plate at a much larger scale. To establish this selective splitting 

capability, we study a simplified system, one in which each mother droplet contains the same 

sample, and in which the daughter droplets are not merged together; what we focus on is the 

selective nature of droplet splitting. That is, we examine the actuation conditions which ensure 

the first droplet after actuation is split. The valves are used to alter the geometry of the system 

at the site of entry into a bypass channel, the deformation allows the transient transition between 

non-splitting and splitting events, so demonstrating, under the identified operating conditions, 

the selectivity of our approach.   

 

3.3. Working Principle 

The microchannel network consists of components for droplet generation and droplet splitting 

section (see Figure 3.6 for more details). It is envisaged that for future usage of the splitting 

technology we have developed, each droplet will be of a different chemical, produced by 

moving a nozzle between samples off chip232, or by individual droplet formation229. However, 

for this system, designed to test the capability of the splitting technology, a standard droplet 

generation approach was taken, and this consists of a T-junction, fed by oil and water. The 

width of both the continuous and dispersed inlet channels is 100 𝜇𝑚 with a height of 133.8 𝜇𝑚, 

the result is monodisperse, high throughput droplet generation32. Once the droplets are formed 

on the chip, the next feature is the bypass channel at which we seek to demonstrate selective 

droplet subdivision. This division part as shown in Figure 3.1a, consists of the main channel 

bifurcating at a standard T-junction, where the width of the secondary channel is half that of 

the main channel. This asymmetry in channel dimensions makes it possible to have different 
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regimes of splitting without the actuation of the valve which is located at this junction. The 

effect of the ratio of the width of the bypass channel to the main channel from value 0.35 to 

0.91 on the splitting regimes of droplets and size of daughter droplets was well studied recently. 

As the ratio of the bypass channel to the main channel was increased, the regime was shifted 

from the non-splitting to the splitting and further increase in this ratio, caused larger finger to 

penetrate into the bypass channel and larger daughter droplets to split from the mother droplets. 

The knife edge that separates, splitting and non-splitting regime at different ratio of width of 

the bypass channel to main channel was examined in that study. Taking the ratio of the width 

of the bypass channel to the main channel as 0.5, the bypass system is operated at the knife 

edge between a splitting and non-splitting condition and the valve can be activated selectively 

in order to tip the balance in favour of the splitting event40. The thinner branched channel 

subsequently rejoins the main channel; hence we term it a bypass loop. In future, we envisage 

that reactions of daughter droplets split from mother droplets containing different chemicals 

will take place within this bypass loop by use of standard merging techniques43. 

 

Figure 3.1. Depiction of the selective droplet partitioning system. (a) Mother droplets are produced in a T-junction 

and passes the entrance of the bypass loop when the valve is off. Non-splitting regime dominates under these 

conditions. (b) The valve is actuated which results in deforming the channel wall and guiding more fluid into the 

secondary channel. The finger length increases as a result of changing in flow resistance and curvature of the front 

of the droplet. (c) Under these conditions the mother droplet passes along the main channel after splitting has 

occurred.   
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Double50,197-200,292 and single145,206-209 layer valve design have been described in the literature. 

Here, we do not need to fully seal the valve, rather just alter the channel geometry, hence a 

single layer valve is ideal. In this type of valve, a membrane, consisting of a thin layer of soft 

PDMS, is located in a vertical plane between the main channel and a valve actuation chamber. 

Once pressurised, the valve actuation chamber causes the membrane to deform into the main 

channel, hence changing the channels physical geometry. After running and analysing a series 

of experiments, a mushroom-shaped valve (with 500 𝜇𝑚 length of the head) with membrane 

thickness 30 𝜇𝑚 was selected with a PDMS mix ratio of 20:1.  

 

The microfluidic chip design as can be seen in Figure 3.1a, consists of the main and secondary 

channels. The hydrodynamic resistance and the pressure drop of a rectangular channel can be 

calculated by the equations below293,  

𝑅 =
12𝜇𝐿

𝜔ℎ3 ⌈1 − 0.63(ℎ 𝜔⁄ )⌉
 

(3.1) 

∆𝑃 = 𝑅𝑄 (3.2) 

where, 𝜔, ℎ and 𝐿 denote width, height and length of the rectangular channel, respectively. In 

addition, Q, R and ∆𝑃 represent flow rate, resistance and pressure drop. So, in our design, the 

narrower and longer secondary channel (subscript S) has higher resistance and lower flow rate 

rather than the main channel (subscript M) due to the equality in differences between the 

pressure of the inlet (Pi) and pressure of the outlet (Po) of the loop. 

𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃𝑖 = ∆𝑃𝑀 = ∆𝑃𝑆 (3.3) 

Based on the fact that for a series resistance network, the total resistance equals the sum of the 

individual resistances and by applying equation (3.2) into equation (3.3): 

(𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)𝑄𝑀 = 𝑅𝑆𝑄𝑆 (3.4) 

where, the subscript D denotes the resistance passes the deformable valve. In addition, mass 

conservation of the fluid gives: 

𝑄𝑇 = 𝑄𝑀 + 𝑄𝑆 (3.5) 

where, QT denotes the total flow.  

By applying equation (3.4) into equation (3.5), equation (3.6) derives as: 

𝑄𝑆 = 𝑄𝑇[1 + (𝑅𝑆 (𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)⁄ )]−1 (3.6) 
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In the absence of the droplet and before valve actuation, the pressure balance between the main 

and the high resistance secondary channel ensures that most of the flow passes through the 

main channel. Based on equation (3.1), actuating the valve decreases the width of the entrance 

of the loop and so increases the hydrodynamic resistance of the deformable part of the main 

channel, RD. This causes more fluid to pass via the secondary channel.  

 

When two different phases are present in the microfluidic channel, additional pressure changes 

occur over the interfaces between continuous and dispersed phases due to the surface 

tension294. 

∆𝑃 = 𝑅𝑄 + 2𝛾𝐻 (3.7) 

where, 𝛾 and 𝐻 are the interfacial tension between the two phases and mean curvature of the 

interface, respectively. The mean curvature of interface is the inverse of radius of curvature 

based on Young-Laplace equation99,294. 

 

By substituting equation (3.7) in equation (3.3), equation (3.8) derives as: 

(𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)𝑄𝑀 + 2𝛾𝐻𝑀 = 𝑅𝑆𝑄𝑆 + 2𝛾𝐻𝑆 (3.8) 

where, HM = 1/rM and HS = 1/rS. rM and rS are the radius of the front interface of the mother 

droplet and the radius of the interface of finger, respectively (Figure 3.1a,b). Finally, replacing 

equation (3.8) in equation (3.5) results in: 

𝑄𝑆 = (𝑄𝑇 − [2𝛾(𝐻𝑆 − 𝐻𝑀)])[1 + (𝑅𝑆 (𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)⁄ )]−1 (3.9) 

 

Hence, in the presence of droplets, upon actuation of the valve two effects promote a higher 

flow rate in the bypass channel. These are the change in flow resistance and the change in the 

curvature of the front of the droplet. In the latter, as the droplet passes the constriction the 

curvature of the front interface in the main channel, HM is increased (Figure 3.1b). To confirm 

this, Figure 3.7a shows the results of the numerical analaysis for the system operating at Oil 

Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar at different time instances. We placed a 

constriction, similar in size to the operating valve, opposite the entrance to the bypass channel 

in one model (Figure 3.7b), and opposite its exit in a second model (Figure 3.7c). In the latter, 

only the flow resistance change will be relevant to the finger length created in the entrance of 

the bypass channel. Whilst in the former the radius change of the front interface will also play 

a role. When we plotted the finger length as a function of time in Figure 3.7a, we saw an 
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increase of 50% in the finger length when the constriction was at the entrance to the bypass 

for tii ≅ 0.005s confirming the additional effect of the deformed interface of the droplet on 

finger size. 

 

Under certain flow conditions, when there is no valve actuation, we can expect the droplet to 

pass along the main channel intact, a finger into the bypass channel will develop, but it will 

then retract and the droplet will not split. However, when the valve is actuated, we can expect 

the two effects identified here to increase the flow into the bypass channel, and hence increase 

the finger length. This gives the possibility of using the valve to move from a non-splitting 

condition (Figure 3.1a) to a splitting condition (Figure 3.1c) for the droplet.    

 

3.3. Results and discussion 

We first explore the operating conditions when the valve is not activated, showing that 

depending on the inlet pressure of the oil and water phases, the droplets formed may or may 

not split at the entrance to the bypass channel. In Figure 3.2a the two inlet pressures were varied 

independently between 0 and 900 mbar; four regimes were observed in the splitting behaviour. 

Non-splitting regime for the case that none of the droplets which passed through the inlet of 

the loop is split, a transition regime in which less than 10% of droplets are split, and low 

efficiency splitting regime (LESR) and high efficiency splitting regime (HESR) in which 

between 10% and 50% and more than 50% of droplets are split, respectively. An increase in 

water inlet pressure, whilst oil inlet pressure is constant, gives rise to larger mother droplets, 

as can be seen by comparing Figure 3.2b i and ii. Whilst, at higher oil pressure, and a fixed 

water pressure, smaller droplets are formed, as shown in Figure 3.2b ii and iii. If the ratio 

between the pressure in the dispersed and continuous phases is fixed, then the mother droplet 

size is fixed, this can be seen from Figure 3.2b i and iii, and is also true for Figure 3.2b ii and 

iv. However, based on the same comparison between Figure 3.2b i and iii, and Figure 3.2b ii 

and iv, increasing the pressure of inlets while the relative pressure ratio of inlets is kept 

constant, increases the speed of same sized droplets (from 7300 μm/s for case i to 15600 μm/s 

for case iii and from 9600 μm/s for case ii to 18300 μm/s for case iv) and decreases the distance 

between following mother droplets. It should be noted here that whilst the splitting outcome of 

i and iii is the same (splitting does not occur), this is not true for the latter, case ii does not split, 

whilst iv does. Clearly, splitting events are not dictated by droplet size alone. In case iv, 
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daughter droplets are created each time a mother droplet passes the entrance to the bypass, as 

such multiple droplets are seen in the bypass channel, this gives an indication of the relatively 

slow speed of fluid motion in the bypass compared to the main channel. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Classification of splitting regimes by the frequency and size of mother droplets (a) Regime map shows 

four splitting regimes in the absence of valve on Oil Pressure-Water Pressure plane; (1) Non-splitting Regime 

with black square markers (2) Transition Regime with red circle markers (3) LESR (Low efficiency splitting 

regime) with blue triangle markers (4) HESR (High efficiency splitting regime) with green diamond markers (b) 

Images show the droplet behaviour in the entrance of bypass loop in the absence (i) - (iv) and presence of 800 

mbar activated valve (v) - (viii). (c) Regime map shows four splitting regimes in the presence of activated valve 

on the pressure of 800 mbar on Oil Pressure-Water Pressure plane. (d) Transient lines follow the transition regions 

showing the transition from non-splitting to splitting regimes in four different valve pressures; 0 mbar, 800 mbar, 

1000 mbar and 1100 mbar.  

 

To explore the effect of the valve, the same pressure ranges are tested for each inlet, however, 

the valve is also pressurised at 800 mbar. Again, splitting behaviour is characterised using the 

same four regime descriptions, the results are shown in Figure 3.2c. Here, the transition regime 

has shifted leftward (towards lower water pressures). What we observe from the experiments 
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is that in each case, the finger length formed is significantly larger than that of the non-activated 

valve case. Comparison between Figure 3.2b ii and vi shows that actuating the valve to 800 

mbar results in breaking up some of the droplet, whilst for the unactuated valve no splitting 

was observed. To relate this shift in behaviour to the valve actuation pressure, the data from 

further experiments with two additional valve pressures have been summarised by simply 

plotting a line following the transition region for each case in Figure 3.2d. It can be seen that 

with increasing valve pressure, as the channel constricts further, the transient regime is shifted 

further towards low water pressures. When a valve pressure of 1100 mbar is used, the droplets 

are split in all cases. This initial data set clearly shows that we can control the breakup region 

by actuating the valve.  

 

In Figure 3.2, the regimes are classified by the water pressure and oil pressure, this 

classification is explored further in Figure 3.8a, in which the valve efficiency is shown as a 

function of valve pressure for a range of different inlet pressure conditions (the inset shows the 

location of these conditions on the same axes used in Figure 3.2d). The valve efficiency is 

defined as the ratio of the number of split droplets in the bypass channel to the total number of 

droplets that pass the inlet to this loop. In each case, it can be seen that, for a fixed set of inlet 

conditions, increasing the actuation pressure of the valve increases the efficiency up to 1000 

mbar. Above this valve pressure, some of the daughter droplets, that are formed, re-enter the 

main channel via the entrance of the bypass loop. This seems to occur as the deformation is 

such that the main channel is narrower than the bypass channel.  

 

The data plotted in Figure 3.8a shows that for the same continuous phase inlet condition (Oil 

Pressure = 500 mbar), increasing the water pressure increased the valve efficiency, this is 

because larger mother droplets are formed at the droplet generation T-junction. When these 

larger mother droplets interact with the entrance to the bypass channel, longer fingers are 

formed in the entrance and so even in the absence of the valve, they are closer to the condition 

at which splitting occurs. Hence a small bulge in the valve is required to switch regime, such 

that splitting occurs. The opposite trend is observed if the oil pressure is increased, whilst the 

water pressure is kept constant (Water Pressure = 500 mbar). It should be noted here that the 

efficiency never goes above 67% in the experiments conducted. In the context of splitting every 

droplet, this would be a poor outcome. However, in the application of selective delivery of 

individual daughter droplets, the key feature is the repeatability of the splitting of the first 

droplet. Conceptually, the droplet of interest would be identified, and the valve actuated, what 
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is desirable is that this, and only this droplet is then split i.e. selective breakup of a droplet. 

Next, we examine the notion of selectivity in this context.  

 

Specifically, we wish to split the first droplet after actuation, it can be arranged that each droplet 

contains a different chemical, hence selective splitting gives the ability to pipette specific 

chemicals into reactions sites.  In the absence of valve actuation, the pressure imposed in the 

inlets of continuous and dispersed phases can be fully controlled and brought near the transition 

line between non-splitting and splitting, one set of conditions to achieve this are Oil Pressure 

= 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar. Figure 3.9a shows images of operation under these 

conditions, and demonstrates that increasing the pressure of valve, increases the maximum 

finger length, such that at a specific valve pressure, here 600 mbar, droplets randomly start to 

break up (Figure 3.9b). In the case shown, the sixth droplet which passes after valve actuation 

was split. This breaking up happens during the retreating of the droplet to the main channel and 

can be considered as a retarded breakup99. 

 

Again, this is not desirable when selectivity is of interest. However, if the valve pressure is 

further increased by between 50-100 mbar and subsequently the width of deformation is 

increased by 4-8 𝜇𝑚, the result is that the first droplet is split. An example of this repeatable 

effect is shown in Figure 3.9c. Once the daughter droplet is in the bypass channel, subsequent 

droplets do not split, so the valve efficiency, as detailed in Fig. Figure 3.8, remains low, but 

the desired droplet is split. This occurs as the presence of the daughter droplet in the bypass 

channel causes a change in the pressure balances. This could be rectified by changing the design 

of the bypass channel, for example, if the droplets are well spaced, then the speed of valve 

deflation can be slower than the interspacing time between droplets. Figure 3.3a demonstrates 

this effect over a wider range of conditions, here the valve pressure required to randomly split 

a droplet is compared to the slightly higher value required to ensure the first droplet during 

valve actuation is split. It can be seen that the increase required, in the valve pressure, is no 

more than 100 mbar. Images of droplet behaviour are shown for different cases of valve 

pressure in Figure 3.3b.  
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Figure 3.3. (a) Comparison between the pressure which is required to split droplets randomly and the pressure 

which is needed to split the first coming droplets for different inlet conditions (b) Experimental images for the 

indicated data points (i) - (v).  

 

To confirm this, Figure 3.10 shows the valve operating at 650 mbar for Oil Pressure = 400 

mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar at different time instances. The data shows that exactly 

the first mother droplet which passed the loop during actuation of valve splits, subsequently 

for the duration of time in which the daughter droplet is in the loop, no further mother droplet 

splits. This shows that the valve can split targeted droplets, hence is selective, provided the 

correct actuation pressure is used. In addition, it can be seen that the time response of the valve 

is around 0.05s which makes it at least 20 times faster than an earlier SAW actuated droplet 

splitting system175. 

 

To examine the size of the daughter droplet formed, Figure 3.4a measures the length of the 

finger drawn into the bypass channel, it can be seen from the range of conditions examined that 

the length of the finger grows continuously with time as the mother droplets passes the bypass 

entrance. This occurs with or without valve actuation. Comparison between Figure 3.4a i and 

ii shows that when valve is actuated with 1000 mbar pressure, the maximum finger size is 

approximately increased by 135% for these small mother droplets, while for larger mother 

droplets only 55% increment in size has been observed by comparison between Figure 3.4a iii 

and v. The corresponding finger lengths are shown in Figure 3.4b.  
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Figure 3.4. Plot shows the finger length as the function of frame numbers for small droplets (Oil Pressure = 800 

mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar) and large droplets (Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 

mbar) in the absence and presence of the valve that is actuated to 1000 mbar. (b) While in the absence of valve, 

finger reaches the maximum size of 74 𝜇𝑚 (i) as valve is actuated finger reaches the maximum size of 174 𝜇𝑚 

(ii) for small droplets. On the other hand, for large droplets maximum finger lengths are 124 𝜇𝑚 (iv) and 192 𝜇𝑚 

(v) in the absence and presence of actuated valve with the pressure of 1000 mbar. 

 

As a result of this lesser effect on the finger length for the larger droplets, the range of daughter 

droplet sizes that can be produced are smaller. Figure 3.5a shows the relative volume of 

daughter droplet to the mother droplet versus the valve pressure for two inlet conditions which 

produce different mother droplet volumes. The droplet breakup with different relative volumes 

obtained at different valve pressures, indicated in Figure 3.5a, and predicted by the numerical 
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simulations shown in Figure 3.5b,c, are shown in Figure 3.5d. It can be seen in Figure 3.5a that 

the range of relative volume of daughter droplets are up to approximately 10% for larger 

droplets and 20% for the smaller mother droplets. The maximum ratio is split from the main 

droplet when valve is working in the optimum pressure of 1000 mbar. This demonstrates that 

inlet pressures, which control mother droplet volume can be used to set the range of daughter 

droplet volumes which can be produced. For example, if a narrow range is required which 

shows little variation with valve pressure, and hence is robust to fluctuations, then longer 

droplets should be used. Whilst for the ability to dispense droplets of different sizes a shorter 

mother droplet is desirable. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Plot shows the relative volume of daughter droplet to the mother droplet for small droplets (Oil 

Pressure = 800 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar) and large droplets (Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water 

Pressure = 500 mbar). (b) Contours are extracted images from numerical simulation for the Deformation = 36 𝜇𝑚 

related to the Valve Pressure = 600 mbar, (1) before and (2) after of droplet passing the entrance of bypass loop. 

(c) Two images from numerical simulation are shown, (1) before and (2) after splitting of the mother droplet, this 

occurs for a deformation of 40 𝜇𝑚 equivalent to an experimental valve pressure of 650 mbar, results show that 

7% and 8% of mother droplet split numerically and experimentally. (d) Experimental images for the indicated 

data points (i) - (vi).  
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3.4. Conclusions 

As a novel, selective and compact high throughput screening system, our system uses a single 

layer valve to split droplets on demand. A microfabricated membrane is pressurised to deform 

precisely which selectively breaks up desired droplets. Control over the pressure of two inlets 

and one valve simultaneously, gives users the ability to completely dictate the range of droplets 

that can be produced in the new splitting system. The effect of pressure induced in the valve 

on the daughter droplet sizes was also numerically investigated which qualitatively validated 

the trend observed experimentally and the results was used to back up the underlying physics 

of proposed system. Being cheap, simple, high speed and selective, are some of the advantages 

of our newly-introduced splitting system. In addition to the biocompatibility of the selective 

droplet partitioning system, the slight change in pressure induced by the valve, prolongs the 

device durability and prevents channel damage. When our splitting technique is combined with 

the traditional merging system, it can be used as a high throughput system for combinatorial 

library purposes. More studies for the evaluation of the effect of ejected daughter droplets on 

the pressure in the main and secondary channels needs to be done to show that successive 

bypass loops can be used as independent units for on demand splitting and merging.   

 

3.5. Methodology 

3.5.1. Microfabrication  

The microchannels were formed in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), using a master mold 

fabricated by standard lithography, electron beam evaporation and dry etching techniques. To 

characterizing the valve, PDMS channels with different stiffnesses were prepared by changing 

the mix ratio. The usual ratio of PDMS is 10 parts (by weight) Dow Corning Sylgard 184 

Silicone Elastomer base mixed with 1-part (by weight) Dow Corning Sylgard 184 Silicone 

Elastomer Curing Agent, however, to form more flexible structures 20:1 and 25:1 were also 

used, the latter being the limit in terms of room condition curing. After curing, the PDMS was 

peeled off the silicon mold, access holes for inlets and outlet were punched, and then it was 

exposed to an air plasma for 18 seconds. It was bonded to a clean glass slide because its surface 

was activated. 
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3.5.2. Experimental Set-up 

The inlets and outlet of the microfluidic network were connected to a microfluidic flow control 

system (MFCSTM-EZ, Fluigent system) by using polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing. 

Further tubing connected the inlet of the valve control channel to a second Fluigent system to 

control the air pressure in the microvalve. Two different Fluigent systems were used in the 

main and control channels to avoid fluctuation in pressures. A synthetic oil (3MTM NovecTM) 

was used as a continuous phase in which 2% surfactant (Pico-SurfTM 1, Sphere Fluidics, UK) 

was added, while Milli-Q water was used as a dispersed phase. A camera (Pixelink PL-B782U, 

Ottawa, Canada) was mounted on an inverted microscope (Olympus CKX53, Tokyo, Japan) to 

record videos and images from the chip (see Figure 3.6 for more details). 

 

3.5.3. Image Processing 

The recorded images and videos were analysed using a custom code written in MATLAB by 

the authors. Two successive frames of the videos were used to track the movement of the 

interface between the continuous and dispersed phases in x direction (with reference to Figure 

3.1a) to calculate the mother droplet velocity. The volumes of the mother and daughter droplets 

were also measured by pixel counting and multiplying the resulting area by the height of 

channel (133.8 𝜇𝑚). The deformation of the channel wall due valve actuation was measured 

by edge detection.  

 

3.5.4. Numerical Methods 

To probe the flow physics of the system, a numerical model was utilized. The simulation used 

a finite volume method with the PISO (Pressure-implicit with splitting of operators) in ANSYS 

Fluent v15 to numerically solve the 3D Navier-Stokes equation. In addition, a VOF (Volume-

of-Fluid) method was used to trace the liquid-liquid interface and examine the droplet 

behaviour at the entrance of the microfluidic bypass loop. A mother droplet with the same 

volume and velocity as those in experiments was placed, initially, upstream of the inlet to the 

bypass loop. The outlet was set to atmospheric pressure while a no slip boundary condition was 

imposed on all walls. The continuous phase density and dynamic viscosity were set at 1614 kg 

m-3 and 1.24 mPa s, respectively, while for the dispersed phase these values were selected as 

at 998.2 kg m-3 and 1.003 mPa s, respectively. A contact angle of 1350 between the two phases 

at the PDMS wall was extracted from the experimental video frames and used in the simulation. 
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The surface tension between the continuous and dispersed phases was set to 18.5 mN/m. To 

numerically simulate the splitting mechanism at the valve, the dimensions of the deformed 

valves during the experiments was measured by edge detection and imposed in the model as a 

bulge in the channel wall.  

 

3.6. Supplementary Information 

3.6.1. Supplementary Figures 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Schematic showing the setup used for selective droplet splitting using single layer microfluidic valves. 

The inlets and outlet of the microfluidic system is connected to a microfluidic flow control system (MFCSTM-EZ, 

Fluigent system); while the inlet of the valve control system is connected to a second Fluigent system to control 

the air pressure. This setup includes high speed camera, inverted microscope and two fluigent systems. These are 

connected to a computer for data collection.   
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Figure 3.7. The effect of the constriction position on the finger size. The operating conditions of the system are 

Oil Pressure = 400 mbar, Water Pressure = 500 mbar and Deformation = 36 𝜇𝑚. (a) Plot shows the finger interface 

vertical location over time comparing the effect of the constriction at the entrance and the constriction at the exit 

of the bypass channel on the finger size. (b) Contours are extracted images from numerical simulation, when 

Constriction = 36 𝜇𝑚 is imposed at the entrance of the bypass channel at different time instances. (c) Four images 

from numerical simulation are shown for a constriction of 36 𝜇𝑚 equivalent to an experimental valve pressure of 

600 mbar that is imposed at the exit of the bypass channel.  

 

 
Figure 3.8. The effect of valve pressure on the valve efficiency which is defined as the ratio of the number of split 

droplets in the bypass channel to the total number of droplets that pass the inlet of bypass loop (a) Four different 

pairs of oil and water pressures are studied here which is shown in the inset (b) Experimental images (i) - (v) show 

valve has different efficiencies at different valve pressures for the fixed inlet condition of Oil Pressure = 400 mbar 

and Water Pressure = 500 mbar.  
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Figure 3.9. Timelapse images of droplet passing the entrance of bypass loop with the constant inlet conditions of 

Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar (a) In the absence of actuated valve (b) After the valve 

is actuated to the pressure of 600 mbar. (c) During the valve actuation when 650 mbar is imposed in the valve 

inlet.  

 

 
Figure 3.10. Timelapse images of the droplet passing through the entrance of the bypass loop in the operating 

condition of Oil Pressure = 400 mbar, Water Pressure = 500 mbar and valve pressure = 650 mbar which shows 

that the system is selective and on demand with the minimum possible actuation in the valve part.   
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3.6.2. Valve Characterization 

Single layer valves with different geometrical parameters were designed and tested. Dimension 

and shape of valves as well as thickness of membranes were changed to find the best pair that 

can be easily fabricated and sufficiently actuated without any leakage. Table. 3.1 summarises 

the geometrical parameters, advantages and disadvantages of single-layer valves and 

membranes with different geometrical parameters that were tested. The membrane is a thin 

layer of soft PDMS, which lies horizontally between the valve and main channel. Also, PDMS 

with different stiffness were tested in which the ratio of the curing agent was gradually 

increased from 10% to 25%.  

 

Table 3.1. Different geometrical parameters were tested to characterize the valve. 

Valve type 

T-shaped valve  Normal deformation 

Tulip-shaped valve Normal deformation 

Mushroom-shaped valve More deformation 

Valve size (Length/width) 
Small (500 𝝁𝒎/50 𝝁𝒎) Easily bonded 

Large (1000 𝜇𝑚/50 𝜇𝑚) not easily bonded 

Membrane thickness 

Thin (30 𝝁𝒎) Mostly bonded with enough deformation 

Normal (50 𝜇𝑚) Always bonded with less deformation 

Thick (80 𝜇𝑚) No deformation 

PDMS Stiffness 

(Weight ratio of curing 

agent to the PDMS) 

Very Stiff (1/10) No deformation 

Stiff (1/15) less deformation 

Soft (1/20) More deformation 

Very Soft (1/25) Hard for punching and tubing 

 

From previous studies, it was found that after actuating PDMS with the single-layer valve, 

usually a convex deformation is shaped in the microchannel48,218. Therefore, it was 

hypothesised that if the head of the valve is curved, more actuation can be observed, especially 

in the splitting zone. After running experiments and analysing the experimental data, more 

actuation was observed when the mushroom-shaped valve was actuated as predicted. As 

another example, the maximum deformation of two membranes with different thicknesses was 

shown in Figure 3.11. While 20% of the main channel was deformed by using membrane with 

50 𝜇𝑚 thickness in the channel with100 𝜇𝑚 width, membrane with 30 𝜇𝑚 thickness was 

deformed for about 50 𝜇𝑚 with the same pressure of 100 kPa. Therefore, the thinner the 

membrane, the more deformation was observed in the main microchannel, although the very 

thin (<30 𝜇𝑚) membrane suffers from a fabrication problem. On the other hand, membranes 
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with thickness of more than 80 𝜇𝑚 did not show any deformation under valve actuation. The 

Effect of external pressure on the deformation of the valve is visualized in the Figure 3.12. The 

more external pressure was applied, the more deformation was observed in the microchannel. 

 

Figure 3.11. Deformation of two valves with different membrane thicknesses under the P = 100 kPa (a) membrane 

thicknesses = 30 μm (b) membrane thicknesses = 50 μm (Qoil = 60 μl/hr, Qwater = 25 μl/hr).  

 

 

Figure 3.12. Visualization of valve actuation at different pressures for membrane with 30 μm thickness (Qoil =

60 μl/hr, Qwater = 25 μl/hr). 

 

Based on the preliminary characterisation experiments, it is concluded that when the 

mushroom-shaped valve with 500 𝜇𝑚 length and 50 𝜇𝑚 width of the head is utilised to actuate 

30 𝜇𝑚, both factors of ease of bonding and sufficient actuating for splitting are satisfied without 

any leakage. Hence, in the splitting experiments this combination of single layer valve with 

membrane was utilised.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Controlled Droplet Manipulation and 

Interaction using Single Layer Microvalves 
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4.1. Preface for Chapter 4 

The miniaturisation of high-throughput screening on the microfluidic chip from existing 

microtiter plates and robotic dispensing reduces the volume of samples and reagents required 

in the drug discovery studies. In this chapter, we demonstrate a selective multisite splitting and 

merging system to perform the type of permutations of reactions required for high-throughput 

screening. Our approach uses multiple single-layer microfluidic valves as they offer simplicity, 

ease of operation, biocompatibility and high-speed operation. These valves are used both to 

control the generation of droplets and the location of splitting. In the former the valves are used 

to completely block some channels, in the latter they create a more modest variation in local 

geometry. The generated droplets act as a vessel which transports different samples around the 

chip, these vessels can then be subdivided at splitting locations, just as a pipette can be used to 

dispense a fraction of its total volume. The split droplets enter a merging channel, in which 

daughter droplets of different types and sizes can be reacted together. In this chapter, based on 

the methods developed in Chapter 3, we demonstrate the merging of different droplet types in 

different concentrations at four merging locations, so laying the foundations for a valve driven 

method for high-throughput screening on a chip. 

 

This chapter has been submitted for publication to Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, and is 

currently under review. The candidate was the shared co-first author in this work. The 

candidate and the other co-first author (Mr. Sagar N Agnihotri) played primary roles in 

designing the research, performing the experiments, analysing the data, and writing the paper. 

While the candidate was in charge of the valving and selective droplet splitting system, the 

other co-first author (Mr. Sagar N Agnihotri) worked on the droplet merging and generation 

parts in this integrated system. Additional authors for the work include Prof. Rajneesh 

Bhardwaj, and Prof. Adrian Neild. Their contributions were central to the publication of this 

work and are gratefully acknowledged and appreciated. This chapter was inspired by the 

previous work presented in Chapter 3 (published as lead-author journal article in Sensors and 

Actuators B: Chemical22) and previous contributions included in Appendix I40 and II41 

(published as second author journal articles in Physical Review Applied40 and Langmuir41, 

respectively).  

 

This work is the stepping stone towards a high throughput screening for drug discovery in multi 

splitting and merging system using microvalves. Integration of other manipulation techniques 
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such as generation, merging and trapping with the selective splitting that was introduced in the 

previous chapter by using the single layer microvalve and duplicate the microfluidic loop can 

result in producing a combinatorial library of chemicals for drug screening. The presented 

system has the potential to replicate automated pipetting technologies currently used on a larger 

scale and in four loops. In this chapter; a review of different droplet manipulation methods, 

fabrication and methodology are presented. This is followed by a thorough characterisation of 

the three different manipulation techniques (Generation, splitting and merging) in the 

integrated system via detailed analysis of experimental results, discussion and supplementary 

information. 

 

4.2. Introduction 

Droplet-based microfluidics involves the generation of monodisperse droplets of nanolitre to 

femtoliter volumes separated by an immiscible carrier fluid. The carrier fluid isolates each 

droplet; hence different samples or reagents can be encapsulated in droplets without cross-

contamination. These systems provide accurate droplet volumes, reliable droplet manipulation, 

faster reaction times, and a reduction in the cost of samples. Droplet-based microfluidics offers 

evaporation free environment and the ability to handle small volumes.  As such, droplet-based 

microfluidics finds applications in various fields such as single-cell analysis280,295, protein 

crystallization296,297, nanoparticle production182,281, inorganic chemistry298, chemical and 

biological assays299,300, clinical diagnosis301,302, reaction kinetics303 and high throughput 

screening (HTS)23,225,229. However, to use droplet microfluidics for HTS, there are challenges 

around dispensing different samples and reagents at multiple locations to achieve the desired 

combinations. Especially, as one of the key features of continuous droplet production 

methods32,33,75 is their ability to generate thousands of identical droplets, this repetitiveness and 

homogeneity is not directly compatible with the requirements of HTS of creating a multitude 

different permutation and outcomes. 

 

For on-chip HTS, the ability of a pipette to be loaded with a sample and dispense it in sub-

volumes into desired wells of a titre plate needs to be replicated. As such one approach is to 

generate different droplets from different chemicals with temporal control (akin to pipette 

loading), split the generated droplets selectively at multiple locations (akin to pipette 

dispensing) and merge the split droplets on the chip at will. Some of these tasks, such as the 

production of droplet pairs101,304,305, splitting99,157 and merging42,43, have been individually 
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demonstrated. Indeed, a variety of methods have been established for on-chip droplet 

manipulation80, including both passive and active approaches. Passive approaches use features 

in the chip design or operation such as changes in channel geometry157, use of pillars43,288, 

gravity306, surface properties307 to interact identically with every passing droplet. However, for 

selective droplet interaction, active methods are required. Here, external activation is 

selectively applied to specific droplets to achieve the desired outcome. This activation can be 

thermal or take the form of externally generated force fields, for example, using surface 

acoustic waves137,173,175, electrostatic115,308, or magnetic309 effects, lasers125, and 

microheaters168. Alternatively, the activation of single-layer microfluidic valves206,208,209 

provides a mechanism to alter channel dimensions and hence selectively change droplet 

behaviour.  

 

Single-layer microvalves provide a biocompatible method of rapidly (~0.05s) locally altering 

channel geometry for droplet splitting22,41. They consist of a thin deformable membrane of 

PDMS separating a dead-end channel from the sample carrying microchannel. The deformation 

of the membrane is achieved by applying pressure in the dead-end channel. The valves can 

operate in a binary manner, in which the channel is either open or fully closed, or, instead, a 

pressure-dependent constriction of the main channel can be utilised. The latter can be used for 

droplet manipulations, provided flow conditions are chosen such that a small alteration of flow 

conditions switch behaviour, for example, from a droplet remaining intact event to a droplet 

splitting event40.  These valves have been used for both selective and non-selective operations. 

For example, non-selective droplet generation145 and merging218, and selective splitting41 and 

sorting209. Each time, however, the operations have been investigated in a specialised chip, 

rather than being integrated on a single device to deliver full functionality.   

 

Our motivation in this study is to form droplets of different chemicals on-chip and then to split 

and merge them at multiple locations, simultaneously and selectively. The combination of these 

droplet manipulations techniques allows permutations of different combination of droplets to 

be merged at a range of different concentrations. To achieve this integrated functionality, we 

use eight single-layer valves and four pillar-induced merging chambers, as shown in Figure 

4.1. The system has the potential to conduct screening on-chip, using smaller volumes and 

without the evaporation issues faced by standard microtiter plates. 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the microfluidic device to achieve selective droplet splitting and merging at multiple 

locations using eight single-layer microvalves. The microfluidic device generates four different coloured droplets 

mimicking four different chemicals in the upstream part of the chip, this is achieved using four valves located 

close to each of the channels carrying discontinuous phases. A zoomed-in view shows that downstream of the 

generation structures, there is a multiple site splitting and merging section of the chip. Here, the droplet can be 

split at any of four different locations each controlled by a separate microvalve, after splitting the daughter droplets 

are merged using a passive pillar-based approach. 

 

4.3. Methods and Materials 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is used to fabricate the microchannel using a master mould. To 

fabricate the mould, we used standard lithography on a 4-inch silicon wafer spin-coated with 

negative photoresist (SU8-3050) to a height of 130 µm. The PDMS and curing agent mixture 

(20:1 ratio) are poured over the prepared mould, degassed and heated on a hotplate at 70 oC for 

3 hours. After curing, the PDMS replica is peeled off the mould, holes are punched for inlets 

and outlets. The PDMS replica is bonded onto a glass slide by exposure to an oxygen plasma 
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for 18 seconds. A pressure-driven pump (MFCSTM-EZ, Fluigent systems) was used to control 

the air pressure in the single-layer pneumatic valves (8 in number, each with a membrane 

thickness of 35 µm), and a second system was used to control the pressure of the discontinuous 

phase (4 in number). A syringe pump was used to pump the continuous phase (olive oil unless 

otherwise stated). Mili-Q water with food-grade dye was used as the discontinuous phase. 

Videos and images were recorded using a camera (Pixelink PL-B782U, Ottawa, Canada) 

mounted on an inverted microscope (Olympus CKX53, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

The design of the chip (Figure 4.1) involves valves located close to junctions leading to 

merging chambers. The operation of these values causes partial constriction of the channel such 

that the flow properties at each junction change. Droplets will be selectively partitioned, using 

these valves, so that the desired daughter droplets can be delivered to the required merging 

chamber. Earlier work shows that for having droplets split at all four junctions simultaneously, 

flow conditions need to be such that a passing droplet almost splits even when the valve is not 

activated. The geometry needed to achieve these conditions is found using an electric circuit 

analogy310 as described in the supplementary information. It must be noted that the flow 

resistances, used for this analysis, are calculated in the absence of droplets in the system. 

Hence, when droplets are present, deviations from these ideal conditions must be expected. 

The experimental work, however, shows that by starting at this idealised analysis which 

assumes no a priori knowledge of operation conditions, droplets can be successfully split at 

will at each location.   

 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

The concept of the device is that different chemicals (here coloured aqueous samples) will be 

introduced into the main channel in the form of droplets, each separated by the continuous oil 

phase. As these droplets get to the junctions leading to the merging chambers, they can be 

selectively split, resulting in the deposition of a small sample volume into the merging 

chamber. In this way, droplets of different compositions can be split at different chambers so 

that the desired permutation of reactions is enabled. Subsequently, the merged droplet volume 

is larger than the capacity of the merging chamber, and so it moves into the exit channel, and 

the merging chamber is ready for renewed operation. This requires selective droplet 

production, selective droplet splitting and daughter droplet merging. These tasks will first be 

examined and characterised in isolation. For droplet generation, different methods of obtaining 
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droplet pairs and quartets will be examined using both passive and active approaches. Whilst 

for droplet splitting, the passive operation is first investigated in order to seek suitable operating 

conditions. Then using these conditions, selective splitting is achieved by active use of the 

valves at all four junctions. Finally, these operations are used in conjunction with the merging 

pillars to demonstrate the delivery of different daughter droplet combinations to each merging 

chamber, hence the mixing of different permutations of the droplet types is achieved. 

 

4.4.1. Droplet Generation 

To deliver droplets of different compositions, a continuous oil phase is flowed through the 

microfluidic chip using a syringe pump, in addition, four other channels (each delivering a 

different fluid type) introduces the dispersed phases. In these experiments, the dispersed phases 

used were pure water, and water mixed with red, blue and green food dye.  

 

A schematic of the droplet generation part of the chip is shown in Figure 4.2a. It consists of 

four side channels, each carrying a different dispersed phase, which all join a single main 

channel carrying the continuous phase. The arrangement is such that the side channels join as 

opposing pairs, one from either side of the main channel. A single-layer microfluidic valve is 

located on each of the side channels. Droplet generation can be passive, in which case these 

valves are not used, or active. For active operations, these valves are pressurised, as required, 

by a Fluigent system to 1800 mbar. This causes the PDMS membrane to deform such that the 

channel is entirely blocked. Hence the valves can be used in binary mode, such that flow can 

either continue along the side channel resulting in droplet formation, or the flow can be stopped 

and with it the droplet generation. Figure 4.2b,c show pairs of channels operating in passive 

mode, by application of equal pressure to the inlet of the side channels alternate droplets are 

formed. If this is extended to all four channels, again with equal applied pressure, sequences 

of the four different droplets can be formed (Figure 4.2d), but with lower reliability.   

 

For active production, three of the valves are actuated simultaneously so that flow results in 

just one of the side channels. By altering which valve remains inactivated the type of droplet 

produced is changed. Figure 4.2e-h shows the generation of undyed, green, blue and white 

coloured droplets. In these experiments, a continuous flow rate of 2 µl/min is used, selected for 

its compatibility with the splitting part of the chip. At this flow rate, and with the side channels 

pressurised to 100 mbar, a droplet is produced every 60 ms. A plot of the deformation of the 
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valve membrane over time during activation and deactivation is shown in the supplementary 

information, the cycle of deactivation and reactivation (as required to allow and subsequently 

prevent flow along the side channel) takes approximately 50 ms. As such this method can 

switch from droplets of one type to other in just 110 ms, meaning that, currently, a minimum 

of 2 droplets of one type could be produced. Each of these droplets is 3 nl in size, and acts as 

transport entities delivering the various samples around the chip and past the entry to each 

merging chamber, at each of which the droplet can be split down to the reaction volume. A 

process equivalent of nanoliter pipetting of a sample into a reaction vessel.   

 

 

Figure 4.2. Droplet generation part of the multi-splitting and merging system using two different approaches. (a) 

Schematic of the droplet generation part showing four valves controlling the flow of four discontinuous phases. 

(b) Blue and green droplets are generated, alternately. (c) Green and red droplets are generated, one after the other. 

(d) Four different coloured droplets are produced, sequentially. (e) - (h) Valve based droplet generation approach 

is used to create a red, blue, white and green droplet, respectively. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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4.4.2. Droplet Splitting 

Droplets will be split at the junctions to the merging chambers by use of four valves along the 

main channel. In contrast to the use of valves for the droplet generation stage, here they will 

not be used in a binary manner. Instead, rather than ceasing flow along the main channel, which 

would simply divert the droplet in its entirety into the merging chamber, the valve will be 

partially activated. Enough deformation will be applied to change the division of flow at the 

junction, pulling more of the droplet into the channel heading to the merging chamber. As a 

droplet passes a junction in which the flow splits, a finger of the droplet enters the channel with 

the lower flow. A change in the flow conditions which increases that finger length can cause 

the finger to pinch off so that the formation of a daughter droplet occurs.  

 

As the valves only act to change local flow conditions, rather than completely block one 

channel, there is a need to make the change required to transition between behaviours as small 

as possible. To this end, we first start by analysing the flow conditions when no valve actuation 

is imposed. The system has been designed such that the flow into the channels at each of the 

junctions is the same. This provides an idealised starting point for balancing the conditions at 

each junction, however, the addition of droplets into the system causes alterations to the flow 

resistances in the system, the inclusion of which into the design process would require no prior 

knowledge of how the system was to be used and, hence, lose the flexibility of operation being 

sought.  

 

First, we examine the interaction of the mother droplet with each junction, in the absence of 

actuation, to obtain a flow regime in which splitting does not occur at any junction. Figure 4.3 

shows different regimes of interaction across a relatively modest range of capillary numbers, 

0.006 to 0.009 (calculated from the flow in the main channel before interacting with the first 

junction). In this experiment only the flow rate of the dispersed phase, hence the range of Ca 

(calculated using the combined flow rate of the dispersed and continuous phase) is modest. We 

started with the regime where we observed droplet splitting at all the four junctions, and we 

called this as regime 1 (Figure 4.3a). In this regime the flow rate of the dispersed phase is the 

highest of all of the regimes, the separation distance between consecutive droplets is the 

smallest, and the size of the mother droplet is the largest (230 ± 10 µm). As we decreased the 

flow rate of the dispersed phase gradually, an increase in separation distance and a decrease in 

the size of the mother droplet (210 ± 10 µm) occurred. Resulting in splitting occurring only in 
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the last three junctions, termed, here, as regime 2 (Figure 4.3b). In this regime, the size of the 

daughter droplet generated becomes larger at each successive junction, there is no droplet 

splitting at the first junction. With the further reduction of the dispersed phase flow rate (droplet 

size: 190 ± 10 µm), droplet splitting in the last two junctions is observed, regime 3 (Figure 

4.3c) Finally, with a further decrease in the flow rate of the dispersed phase, no droplet splitting 

occurred, regime 4 (Figure 4.3d). In this regime separation distance is maximum while the size 

of the mother droplet is minimum (175 ± 10 µm). To have selective droplet splitting at all the 

four junctions, regime 4 is the only useful regime as it provides a common outcome of no 

droplet splitting at all of the four junctions. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Different Regimes of droplet splitting when droplets interact with four junctions placed one after the 

other. (a) Droplets split in all the four junctions. (b) Droplets split in the last three junctions. (c) Droplets split in 

the last two junctions. (d) There is no droplet splitting in all the four junctions: scale bars, 100 µm. 

The percentage of flow rate entering each channel branching from at the junctions is shown in 

Figure 4.4. In experiments, we calculated actual flow rate entering each of the junctions by 

finding out the velocity before and after that junction. The change in the velocity is used to 

calculate the relative flow rate values in each of the junctions during the experiments. Figure 

4.4b shows that there is a critical separation distance at which splitting is observed. The 

presence of droplets in the channels adds a finite hydrodynamic resistance to the branch in 

which they are present. Hence, a lower number of droplets in the system will allow the system 
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to function in a manner closer to the idealised design (which ignores this effect).  The number 

of droplets present in a particular branch is inversely proportional to the separation distance. 

Hence, a decrease in d1 causes an increase in the resistance of that channel, as such, it is the 

separation distance in each branch which causes deviations in the flow rate away from the ideal, 

and so causes four different regimes (rather than two, one with all junctions splitting and one 

with none).  

 

A line is also plotted (Figure 4.4c) distinguishing those cases in which splitting occurred (above 

15%) and those in which it did not (below 15%). The geometry of microfluidic chip is designed 

using resistive network analysis in such a way that same amount of flow rate enters each of the 

junctions. In this analysis, we do not consider presence of droplets to simplify the equations. 

We solved 4 equations to find 4 unknowns (dimensions of the last 3 junctions and the flow rate 

entering the junctions). We calculated this value of 15% flow rate by solving these equations. 

In ideal case, in the absence of droplets, 15% of flow rate should enter each junction, hence, to 

have same output (either splitting or no splitting) at each junction, 15% of flow should enter 

each junction. Ideally, in regime 4, the regime in which selectivity can be imposed, this 

percentage would be identical in each junction and would lie very close to the 15% value. It 

can be seen in regime 4, the variation is small, much reduced from the regimes in which 

different behaviour is observed at each of the junctions.  

 

Figure 4.4. Classification of different splitting regimes by the separation distance and the percentage of the flow 

rate entering each junction. (a) Schematic shows the separation distance d1, d2, d3, d4. Regimes map is extracted 

based on (b) the average separation distance in each branch of the main channel, and (c) the percentage of the 

flow rate entering each branch divided by the total flow rate in the main channel, respectively. The dotted lines 

separate splitting and no splitting regimes.  
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4.4.3. Selective Droplet Splitting Using Valves at Four Junctions 

To demonstrate the splitting of different coloured droplets at the different junctions, we 

operated the microfluidic system in regime 4, where there is no droplet splitting at all the four 

junctions in the absence of valve actuation. At each junction, we pressurise the valve 

systematically from 0 to 1800 mbar (corresponding deformation of 53 µm) to investigate 

whether a daughter droplet is formed and measure its volume. Daughter droplet formation and 

size at each junction increases as we pressurise the valve. When we pressurise the valve, 

deformation in the main channel causes the resistance in the main channel to increase, which 

leads to droplet splitting at a junction. We observed that for maximum deformation, the ratio 

of daughter to mother droplet volume is smallest for the first junction and increases in each 

subsequent junction. This variation in droplet volume can be attributed to the fact that in regime 

4, flow rate entering the fourth junction is higher than the other junctions, as shown in Figure 

4.4c. The maximum relative volume of the daughter droplet formed in the fourth junction is 

close to 25%, while in the first junction it is close to 10% for a membrane deformation of 53 

µm. The solid line shown in Figure 4.5a shows that the deformation required to achieve 10% 

of the relative volume of daughter droplet that is formed in each junction. So, this system can 

split a droplet equally at four junctions with the help of a valve placed at each junction 

pressurised unequally. We also demonstrated selectivity of droplet splitting at each junction by 

splitting a blue, red, green and clear droplet at the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th junctions respectively 

(Figure 4.5b-e). 
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Figure 4.5. Splitting of different coloured droplets at different locations using single-layer microfluidic valves. 

(a) Percentage of the relative daughter droplet volume against the deformation of the microchannel channel for 

all the four junctions. (b) The blue coloured droplet is split at the first junction when the valve is pressurised at 

1800 mbar (deformation of 53 µm). (c) Splitting of the red coloured droplet at the second junction using valve 

pressurised at 1800 mbar. (d) Droplet splitting of the green coloured droplet at third junction using valve 

pressurised at 1800 mbar. (e) The white coloured droplet is split at the fourth junction when the valve is pressurised 

at 1800 mbar. 

 

4.4.4. Droplet Merging 

Four merging chambers with pillars43 were integrated into the system so that the split droplets 

can be merged as would be required for the onset of a chemical reaction.  

 

First, we demonstrate that the location of splitting can be selected and that merging ensues. 

Here, droplets of two types are produced alternately and continuously by applying equal 

pressure to the sources of the two dispersed phases (the valves in the generation section of the 

chip remaining inactive). As the droplets pass active valves, they all split, the site of splitting 

is selected by choice of which valve is actuated but the droplet that should split is not selected. 

Each daughter droplet enters the merging chamber, and merges, when the capacity of the 

chamber is reached they are dragged along the exit channel. Depending on the size of the 

daughter droplet this can cause the merging of two droplets, Figure 4.6a (1 red + 1 white), as 

shown at junction three, or four droplets, Figure 4.6b (2 white + 2 blue) shown for junction 
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one. In these experiments, when operated, both valves were pressurised to 1800 mbar. Hence 

smaller droplets were produced at the first junction than the third.  

 

In Figure 4.6b three droplets are merged, two clear and one red, hence the concentration of the 

merged droplet is altered from the 1:1 ratio shown previously. Again, here the droplets which 

are split are not chosen selectively, rather the location at which they are split. In this case, the 

valve is pressurised until it splits three droplets and then depressurised, the droplets being 

generated passively as an alternating stream. As the volume of the daughter droplet is 

dependent on the pressure applied to the valve, two droplets of different sizes can also be 

merged to control concentration. However, this requires the pressure applied to the single valve 

to be rapidly altered, hence there is a useful simplicity to the approach shown.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Splitting of different coloured droplets occurs whilst the valve is actuated. The two daughter droplets 

are merged within the chamber, the first being retarded by the pillar structures, after merging the total volume is 

such that the droplet is dragged out of the merging chamber. Merging of two different coloured droplets an equal 

volumetric ratio is shown at the (a) third and (b) first junctions. In the former, a single red daughter droplet is 

merged with a single clear one. For the latter two blue daughter droplets are merged with two clear droplets, 

Finally, (c) merging of an unequal number of droplets generated from two different samples is achieved, such that 

the mixing ratio is 1:2 (red: clear).  
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Finally, we demonstrate the selective splitting of droplets, here the location of splitting is 

dictated by the choice of the valve being operated, and in addition the droplet is selected by the 

transient nature of valve actuation. In Figure 4.7 a single clear droplet is selected out of a stream 

and split. With the daughter droplet remaining trapped in the merging chamber. Subsequently, 

a single red droplet out of a stream was split, such that when its daughter droplet enters the 

merging chamber, it merges with the clear daughter droplet.  

 

This demonstrates the ability of single-layer valves to control the introduction of relatively 

large sample volumes onto the chip, and then to split these droplets and deposit nanoliter 

volumes into a merging chamber. For the splitting process selectivity is achieved both spatially, 

as local geometric deformation is used such that splitting occurs at just one valve, and 

temporally such that splitting of a single selected droplet is obtained. Taken together this 

approach can be used to subdivide droplets, generated on chip as performed here or introduced 

after off chip production, and mix them in different combinations at multiple sites.   

 

 

Figure 4.7. An image sequence demonstrating the merging of two different selected droplets (one clear and one 

red droplet) at the third junction. The clear droplet is split by transient actuation of the valve, resulting in the 

deposition of a daughter droplet in the merging chamber. Subsequent clear droplet passes without splitting due to 

timely deactivation of the valve. Finally, a single red droplet is selected and split, again a daughter droplet is 

formed and merges with the clear daughter droplet. 
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4.5. Conclusions 

Temporal and spatial control has been demonstrated over droplet splitting behaviour on a chip. 

Through the introduction of different chemicals in a controlled sequence of mother droplets, 

here generated on the chip, samples pass through the main channel of the chip. As they pass 

branches in the channel, each leading to a merging channel, the droplets can be split selectively, 

causing deposition of that sample into the merging chamber, just as a pipette dispenses into a 

micro titre well at much higher volumes. This level of control offers the ability to react samples 

in multiple permutations. When the merging has occurred, the reaction droplets exit each 

chamber along a single, common exit channel, allowing the potential for subsequent analysis 

of the reactions to occur at a single observation site along the exit channel. Our method, using 

single-layer valves, unveils an easy technique for selective splitting and merging at multiple 

locations and offers reduced chemical waste and rapid analysis times for sample reagent 

studies, which makes it an ideal candidate for closed channel microfluidic high throughput 

screening. 

 

4.6. Supplementary Information 

4.6.1. Channel Flow Rate Examination 

We analysed the system to have the same flow rate entering all the four junctions, as finger 

length of the droplet forming in each junction is dependent on flow rate entering in that 

particular junction. To achieve this, we used electric circuit analogy, where current is 

equivalent to flow rate (Q), a potential difference is equivalent to the pressure drop and 

resistance is equivalent to the hydrodynamic flow resistance of the microchannel. This analysis 

is used for the initial design of the microfluidic circuit, and design is further modified based on 

actual experiments performed on the chip. To predict channel flow rate with the least 

complexity, we only considered the presence of continuous phase and did not consider droplets 

and pillared merging chambers. 

 

Figure 4.8a shows the microfluidic network with hydrodynamic resistances and flow rate 

entering in all the branches. The hydrodynamic resistance is calculated using equation below: 

( )3

12
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l
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hwh
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 −
 

                                                                                                       (4.1) 
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w, h, l, μ represent the width, height, length of the channel and viscosity of the continuous 

phase, respectively. Here, we need to find the width of branches 5,7,8,10,11 and flow rate Q1 

in terms of Q. We have similar width for branches 5 and 7, 8 and 10, 11 and 13. Hence 

5 7 8 10 11 13, ,a a a a a a= = = . 

Applying Kirchhoff’s loop law for 1st junction and converting it in terms of a and l, we get:

( )5 5 1 2 3 4 1 2a l Q R R R Q R Q= + + −  

( )5 5 2 2 3 4a l R Q R R R+ = + +                                              (4.2) 

Where 
1

Q
Q

Q
  =  

 
 

Similarly, applying Kirchhoff’s law for 2nd and 3rd junctions, we get: 

( )8 8 5 7 5 6 62 2a l a l l R Q R− + + =                                                                                              (4.3)

( )11 11 8 10 8 9 93 3a l a l l R Q R− + + =                                                                                            (4.4) 

 

Both outlets are subjected to atmospheric conditions, so we can write: 

( ) ( )A K A JP P P P− = −  

( ) ( )3 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 2 6 9 12 2 6 9 122 3 4 2 3 4R R a l a l a l R R R R Q R R R R+ + + + = + + + − + + +  (4.5) 

Now, we have four equations (4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5) and four unknowns ( )5 8 11, , ,a a a Q , solving 

these equations we get, W5=65µm, W8=87µm, W11=120µm, Q1=0.1436Q. 

 

Geometry with these dimensions is shown in Figure 4.8b; this geometry is used as the initial 

design to conduct the experiments. Several experiments were conducted to modify the initial 

design further to include the effects of droplets and merging chamber in the microfluidic 

system. Figure 4.8c shows the modified microfluidic chip design. 
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Figure 4.8. Flow rate distribution of multi-splitting and merging system. (a) The resistance network of a system 

considering the flow rate and hydrodynamic resistance of each branch without consideration of the presence of 

droplets in the system. (b) Schematic of the simplified microfluidic system in which same flow rate enters in four 

T-junctions with different width. (c) Schematic of the actual microfluidic system in the presence of four merging 

chambers designed in such a way that same flow rate enters in four T-junctions with a similar width. 

 

4.6.2. Characterisation of Single-Layer Microvalves 

Two critical parameters for the working of multi splitting and merging microfluidic system are 

the deformation caused by the valve in elastic PDMS and the time required for 

pressurising/depressurising of the valve. To find out more details about these two parameters 

set of experiments have been conducted by varying the pressure in the valve, these results are 

shown in Figure 4.9a,b. Figure 4.9a shows the plot of maximum deformation in PDMS against 

the valve pressure. We gradually increased the pressure in single-layer microfluidic valve from 

0 mbar to 1800 mbar using Fluigent system. The deformation as a result of pressurising the 

valve is in the form of semi ellipse. Semi minor axis of this deformation is useful, as it will 

determine the volume of daughter droplet generated; hence it is plotted on Y-axis. When we 

gradually increase the valve pressure, deformation increases, maximum deformation for the 

pressure of 1800 mbar was observed to be 53 µm, which means it blocks more than 50 % of 

the main channel due to contraction. In the next set of experiments, we figured out the time 

required by the valve to achieve maximum deformation (Figure 4.9b). When the valve is 

pressurised at 1800 mbar, we captured the image sequence of deformation at 266 fps and 

plotted deformation against time. We observed that time required to attain maximum 

deformation is close to 20 ms. In the next set of experiments, we depressurised the valve from 

1800 mbar to 0 mbar. We observed that time required for the channel wall to come back to its 
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original shape is close to 30 ms, which makes the total time required for pressurising and 

depressurising the valve to be 50 ms. Hence, the present microfluidic system can split the 

moving droplets with the frequency around 20 Hz. Figure 4.9c shows the selectivity of droplet 

splitting with the help of image sequences. As the first droplet approaches the junction, the 

valve is depressurised, which does not cause the droplet to split. Before next droplet arrives at 

the junction valve is actuated at 1800 mbar which causes elastic PDMS membrane to deform, 

and droplet splits at the junction. The valve is depressurised again, and the membrane comes 

back to the usual position, which allows the next droplet to pass the junction without splitting. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Characterisation of the single-layer microvalve. (a) Maximum deformation of the channel is plotted 

against different pressures that are applied to the single-layer valve. (b) Deformation of the channel is plotted 

against the time when the single-layer valve is fully pressurised to the pressure of 1800 mbar and fully 

depressurised, respectively. (c) Image sequence showing selectivity of the droplet splitting, red droplet arrives at 

the second junction and do not split at this junction, just before the second droplet arrives at this junction valve is 

actuated to split the droplet. Before the third droplet arrives at this junction valve is deactivated, and droplet does 

not split. Scale bar 100 µm. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Curvature in the Reproductive Tract Alters 

Sperm-surface Interactions 
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5.1. Preface for Chapter 5 

The possibility of studying and analysing individual cells in droplet microfluidics offers a 

promising opportunity to study natural fertilisation as one of the most unique biological 

phenomena that happens at the single cell level and as a result of sperm interactions with micro-

curvatures of the female fallopian tube. The last project of this PhD thesis studies the role of 

the interface curvature on sperm behaviour using droplet microfluidics. The fallopian tube is 

lined with a highly complex folded epithelium surrounding a lumen that progressively narrows. 

To study the influence of this labyrinthine complexity on sperm behaviour, we use droplet 

microfluidics to create soft curved interfaces over a range corresponding to the in vivo 

environment. In this chapter, we reveal a dynamic response mechanism in sperm, switching 

from a progressive surface-aligned motility mode at low curvatures, to an aggressive surface-

attacking mode at high curvatures (<50 µm-radius). Sperm in the attacking mode swim ~35% 

slower, spend 1.66-fold longer at the interface and have a 66% lower beating amplitude than 

in the progressive mode. These findings demonstrate that surface curvature within the fallopian 

tube alters sperm motion from a faster surface aligned locomotion in distal regions to a 

prolonged physical contact with the epithelium near the site of fertilisation, the latter being 

known to promote capacitation and fertilisation competence.  

 

This chapter has been submitted for publication to Nature Communication, and is currently 

awaiting revision. The candidate was the first author in this work and played the primary role in 

designing the research, performing the experiments, analysing the data, and writing the paper. 

Additional authors for the work include Ms. Melati Abdul Halim, Mr. Sagar N Agnihotri, Prof. 

Moira K. O’Bryan, Prof. Adrian Neild and Dr. Reza Nosrati. Their contributions were central 

to the publication of this work and are gratefully acknowledged and appreciated. 

 

In this chapter; a short overview about sperm migration through the uterine tubes, a review of 

microfluidics for sperm analysis, and droplet microfluidic for cell biology study are presented 

in the introduction. This is followed by sperm motility modes and kinematics of sperm motility 

via a detailed analysis of experimental results. Finally, the chapter is concluded with a thorough 

discussion, methods and supplementary information. 
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5.2. Introduction 

Sperm migration through the female reproductive tract is crucial for fertilization311-313. The 

natural selection process in vivo is mainly achieved in the fallopian tube, where anatomical 

features and physiological conditions guide the sperm to the site of fertilization277,311. The 

fallopian tube is lined with complex labyrinthine epithelium which forms crevice-like lumens 

which narrow towards the egg277,279,314 (Figure 5.1a) thus intensifying the role of hydrodynamic 

interactions in sperm function277,311,315. The interaction of spermatozoa with these complex 

epithelial surfaces is thought to provide geometrical guidance, increase the chance of 

survival316-318, trigger sperm attachment/detachment mechanisms319, stimulate capacitation316 

(a physiological change in sperm to enable fertilization competence) and play a key role in the 

timing of fertilization311,320. It is known that chemical signalling, via oviductal secretory 

fluids321-323, and surface effects influence sperm motion315,324-326. However, how the physiology 

and anatomy of the, soft, curved epithelial surfaces in the fallopian tube regulates sperm 

dynamics and confers guidance is still poorly understood. 

 

Sperm motion in vivo is influenced by confinement and surface proximity313,327, whereby 

hydrodynamic forces328,329 and steric repulsion325,330 cause the cell to follow boundaries and 

accumulate at interfaces327,331,332. Over the past 10 years, sperm motion and accumulation at flat 

solid surfaces have been studied extensively using advanced microscopy methods315,333-335, 

mathematical modelling327,336-338, and microfluidics312,339-341. The results have been an improved 

fundamental understanding of sperm locomotion, demonstrating new swimming modes342, and 

new opportunities for high-quality sperm selection343-346. However, in these previous studies, 

the in vivo environment is modelled in vitro by confinement using solid flat surfaces. Whilst, 

the lumens within the fallopian tube are curved, with radii of curvature on the order of 10 to 

100 µm (ref. 277), formed via soft epithelial surfaces. The mechanical properties of this 

epithelium (with elasticity and stiffness of 10-103 Pa) is considerably different to the rigid flat 

surfaces in common laboratory dishes or microfabrication materials that are six orders of 

magnitude stiffer (e.g. polystyrene, polydimethylsiloxane or glass have elasticity and stiffness 

of 106-109 Pa)347,348. 

 

Droplet microfluidics is well suited to the generation of soft curved interfaces of controlled 

shape and size349 for studying sperm behaviour, providing an environment that closely mimics the 

architecture and mechanical properties of the female fallopian tube. In these systems, immiscible 
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fluid phases form droplets of one phase within the other80. This compartmentalization in 

droplets has proved a breakthrough in the biomedical area for applications in high-throughput 

drug screening22,41,80, tissue and protein engineering272,350, and single cell analysis95. For 

example, droplets containing cells have previously been used to transport live organisms 

including yeast and zebrafish embryos28,274. Retention of zebrafish embryo viability for up to 

two hours during transportation shows the capability of droplet microfluidics to handle cells as 

large as 500 μm in diameter28. Individual live cells have also been isolated in droplets to study 

protein expression and antibody secretion in a well-controlled and monitored vessel95,264. Such 

single cell encapsulation of live cells in droplet microfluidics points to an opportunity to study 

sperm dynamics at curved liquid-liquid interfaces, representing a more physiologically relevant 

interface than solid flat surfaces.   

 

Here, using droplet microfluidics (Figure 5.1b), we observe and quantify sperm behaviour at 

soft curved interfaces using individual sperm encapsulated in droplets (ranging in size from 30 

µm to 140 µm). We find that surface curvature triggers a dynamic response mechanism in 

sperm to switch from a progressive surface-aligned motility mode at smaller curvatures (i.e. 

larger droplets >100 μm in radius) to an aggressive surface-attacking motility mode at bigger 

curvatures (i.e. smaller droplets <50 μm in radius). In the aggressive attacking mode, sperm 

swim at an acute angle (to the normal of the tangent) and are constantly in contact with the 

interface, spending 0.037±0.007 s μm-1 at the surface – for a 1.66-fold longer period of time 

than a sperm in the progressive motility mode. Using a theoretical model, we reveal that 

hydrodynamic effects lead to an active response mechanism in sperm to decrease their flagellar 

wave amplitude by up to 66% at larger curvatures (smaller droplets). These findings highlight 

the role of changes in mammalian fallopian tube geometry277,311 to either guide the sperm 

towards the site of fertilization or facilitate sperm-egg interaction. Specifically, the lower 

curvature of the epithelial tissue in the isthmus encourages a surface aligned motility mode for 

sperm navigation, while higher curvatures in the ampulla activates an aggressive-surface 

attacking motility mode to encourage sperm-epithelial cell contact thus facilitating sperm 

capacitation and ultimately fertilization potential.  
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Figure 5.1. Sperm motility at curved interfaces representing the soft and folded epithelial tissue in the female 

fallopian tube. (a) The female fallopian tube is a complex microenvironment composed of soft and highly folded 

epithelial tissue, forming confined lumens with radius of curvatures ranging from ~20 μm to over 150 μm. (b) 

Encapsulation of individual sperm in monodisperse droplets ranging in size from 30 to 140 μm, mimicking the 

physiologically relevant range of curvatures in vivo. Time-lapse images and representative trajectories of sperm 

swimming in (c,d) aggressive attacking, (e,f) transition and (g,h) progressive surfaces aligned motility modes in 

40, 73, and 110 µm-radius droplets, respectively. The colour of the instantaneous swimming trajectories 

corresponds to time, as shown in the legend in d. Orange dashed lines highlight the deviation between 

instantaneous trajectory and average path due to departing behavior. Scale bars, 50 µm. Images were contrast-

adjusted for clarity. 
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5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Sperm Motility Modes at Physiologically Relevant Curvatures 

Individual bull sperm were encapsulated in droplets with radii ranging from 30 to 140 μm, and 

imaged for 12 s (Figure 5.1b; Methods). This range of droplet size represents the complex 

epithelial tissue in the female fallopian tube where the curvature of folded lumens varies from 

20 to over 150 μm in radius (Figure 5.1a). In smaller droplets with <50 µm-radius, sperm were 

observed to swim consistently in contact with and almost normal to the interface in an 

‘aggressive attacking mode’ (Figure 5.1c). In this attacking mode, sperm always followed the 

droplet boundary to swim along a perfect circle that was only 0.9±0.3 μm smaller in radius 

than the droplet radius (n=10; Figure 5.7), by constantly pushing against the interface the 

instantaneous swimming trajectory was confined close to the average path (Figure 5.1d; 

Methods). In larger droplets, ranging in radius from 50 to 100 μm, sperm were still swimming 

pushing against the interface, but were observed to intermittently depart from, or align parallel 

to, the interface, swimming in a ‘transition mode’ (Figure 5.1e,f). For droplets >100 μm in 

radius, in contrast to the attacking mode, sperm were observed to routinely align parallel to, or 

depart from, the interface (Figure 5.1g) in a ‘progressive surface aligned motility mode’. In the 

progressive mode, sperm swam freely along a circular average path that was up to 4.3±0.9 μm 

smaller in radius than the droplet (n=10; Figure 5.7), with the instantaneous swimming 

trajectory oscillating around the average path (Figure 5.1h). These results demonstrate that 

surface curvature alters sperm motion, guiding progressive motility at lower curvatures, and 

promoting increased and prolonged surface contact at higher curvatures.  

 

We characterized the swimming behavior of sperm at curved interfaces (Figure 5.2) by tracking 

sperm for 12 s in droplets ranging in radius from 30 µm to 140 µm. With respect to the 

orientation of sperm at the interface, Figure 5.2a shows the average angle between the 

longitudinal axis of sperm and the tangent line to the droplet, hereafter referred to as the angle 

of attack, ⍺. For droplets with radius smaller than 100 µm, the angle of attack exhibited a 

negative correlation with the droplet size. Specifically, the angle of attack decreased 

significantly by 54% from 70° to 32° by increasing the droplet radius from 30 µm to 100 µm, 

respectively, and then plateaued at 30° for larger droplets. For a pusher microswimmer such as 

sperm, both the conical envelope of the flagellar wave334,338, and the hydrodynamic flow field 

around the tail351,352 interact with the interface to define the angle of attack. At curvatures 
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smaller than 100 µm in radius, the interaction between sperm flagellum and the elevated 

surface upstream of the sperm head was significant, amplifying both the hydrodynamic effects 

and the steric repulsion to align the cell at an acute angle with respect to the interface. However, 

a curvature larger than 100 µm in radius essentially acts as a flat surface to guide the sperm, 

with the conical envelope of the flagellar wave almost aligned with the surface, resulting in an 

angle of attack of ~30°.  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Characterization of sperm motility modes at curved interfaces. (a) Angle of attack, α, and the 

percentage of the 12 s tracked swimming trajectory in which the sperm is (b) attacking (2°<⍺<90°), (c) swimming 

parallel to (-2°<⍺<2°), and (d) departing (⍺<-2°) the interface in droplets ranging from 30 to 140 μm in radius. 

Values are reported as mean  s.d. (n≥10), and P values were determined using one-way ANOVA, *P≤0.05, 

**P≤0.01, ***P≤0.001. 

In the attacking mode (specifically, for curvatures smaller than 50 µm in radius), sperm 

consistently (100% of the 12 s-tracked trajectory) aligned at an acute angle with the interface 

(29°<⍺<90°) to attack and swim in contact with the interface (Figure 5.2), with the angle of 

attack always greater than 66°. Notably, the range of curvature in the attacking mode is relevant 

to that of the later part of the female fallopian tube in ampulla, close to the site of fertilization, 

where physical contact between sperm and the epithelial surface is necessary for 

capacitation316. In the transition and progressive motility modes, the tendency of sperm to 

attack the interface decreased linearly (R2=0.98, P≤0.001 with Pearson correlation) with 
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increasing droplet size (Figure 5.2b) from 97% in 50 µm-radius droplets to 74% in 140 µm-

radius droplets. In contrast, the tendency of the sperm to swim parallel with (-2°<⍺<2°) or 

depart from (⍺<-2°) the interface increased from 1% and 2% in 50 µm-radius droplets to 6% 

and 20% in 140 µm-radius droplets, respectively (Figure 5.2c,d). The results indicate that 

sperm exhibit a greater tendency to attack and swim in contact with the surface at higher 

curvatures, whilst at lower curvatures the sperm navigate along the interface.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. Characterization of the temporal behavior of sperm in the attacking, transition, and progressive modes. 

(a) Representative variations of the angle of attack along the 12 s tracked swimming trajectories for sperm 

swimming in the attacking, transition, and progressive modes. The horizontal red line indicates the threshold angle 

of attack of 2° for the sperm to align parallel to or depart from the interface. (b) Crossover frequency as a function 

of droplet radius. Values are reported as mean  s.d. (n≥10), and P values were determined using one-way 

ANOVA, *P≤0.05, **P≤0.01. 

Figure 5.3 quantifies the temporal behaviour of sperm to crossover from an attacking 

orientation to a parallel or departing orientation. The crossover frequency was zero for sperm 

in the attacking mode, and increased significantly (R2=0.98, P≤0.001 with Pearson correlation) 

in the transition and progressive modes, from 0.2 Hz in 50 µm-radius droplets to 1.7 Hz in 120 
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µm-radius droplets (Figure 5.3b). Sperm exhibited sustained attacking behaviour (radius of 

curvature <50 µm) to align at acute angle with the interface for the whole 12 s of the tracked 

trajectory (Figure 5.3a), with small variation in the angle of attack and without any tendency 

to crossover to parallel or departing orientation (Figure 5.3b). However, in the transition mode, 

sperm showed an intermittent behaviour, switching from a sharp angle of attack to a parallel 

or departing orientation at irregular time intervals (happening once per every 1 s to 4 s, 

depending on the radius of curvature). In the progressive mode, this behaviour became more 

stable and sperm exhibited an alternating behaviour to regularly crossover between attacking 

and non-attacking orientations every 679±433 ms (n=20), regularly detaching from the 

interface. Notably, the modulus of the angle of attack was always smaller than 90° in all the 

swimming modes, demonstrating that the motion around the interface is unidirectional, hence, 

the sperm is effectively guided along the interface.  

 

5.3.2. Kinematics of Sperm Motility at Curvatures 

Figure 5.4 details the key motility parameters for sperm swimming in attacking, transition and 

progressive modes as a function of droplet radius. The measured curvilinear velocity (VCL) 

and average path velocity (VAP) of sperm in the attacking mode (droplet radius <50 µm) were 

significantly lower by at least 24% and 31% (Figure 5.4a,b, P≤0.01), respectively, compared 

with sperm in the transition mode (in 50 to 110 µm droplets). VCL and VAP slightly increased 

in the transition mode for sperm in larger droplets, and plateaued at 88.56 µm s-1 and 73.55 µm 

s-1 for sperm in the progressive mode (droplet radius >110 µm). The results demonstrate that 

sperm in the attacking mode are 35% slower than sperm in the progressive mode, prolonging 

the physical interaction between sperm head and the interface by 185% at tight curvatures. 

Similar to VCL and VAP, the amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH) and beat cross 

frequency (BCF) were also significantly lower, by 66% (decreasing from over 8.61 µm to 2.94 

µm, P≤0.001) and 61% (decreasing from over 4.17 Hz to 1.62 Hz, P≤0.01) in the attacking 

mode compared to the progressive mode (Figure 5.4c,d), demonstrating a highly restricted 

flagellar motion and a significant reduction in head oscillation in the attacking mode. These 

reductions in beating amplitude and frequency contribute to a reduction in the progressive 

velocity353. The increased proximity to the interface at tight curvatures (<50 µm in radius) 

dampens the flagellar motion, due to increased drag coefficients and friction353,354 to reduce the 

ALH and restrict the instantaneous swimming path close to the average path (Figure 5.4e). 
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Figure 5.4. Sperm motility parameters at curved interfaces. (a) Curvilinear velocity (VCL), (b) average path 

velocity (VAP), (c) amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH), and (d) beat cross frequency (BCF) for sperm 

swimming in droplets ranging in radius from 30 µm to 140 µm. Values are reported as mean  s.d. (n≥10), and P 

values were determined using one-way ANOVA, *P≤0.05, **P≤0.01, ***P≤0.001 (see Table 5.1). (e) Schematic 

representation of the measured sperm motility parameters.  

5.4. Discussion 

We used droplet microfluidics to study sperm behavior at soft curved interfaces, closely 

mimicking the curvature277 and mechanical properties347,348 of folded epithelial tissue within 

the female fallopian tube. Our results reveal that hydrodynamic effects activate a response 

mechanism in sperm to switch from a ‘progressive motility’ mode at low curvatures (>100 µm 

in radius) to a distinct ‘aggressive surface-attacking motility’ mode at tight curvatures (<50 µm 

in radius). In the attacking mode, the sperm head is aligned at an acute angle and is consistently 

in contact with the interface. In strong contrast to the progressive mode observed at low 

curvatures and planar surfaces, where sperm routinely align parallel or depart from the 

interface. Sperm also exhibit a ‘transition motility mode’ at moderate curvatures (ranging in 

radius from 50 µm to 100 µm), with mixed characteristics of progressive and attacking modes. 

The average angle of attack for sperm in the attacking mode was found to be 70°, which reduced 

significantly by 54% in the progressive mode and plateaued at ~30°. Several factors, associated 

with short-range steric interactions330,351 and long-range hydrodynamic effects336,352, contribute 

to orient the sperm at curvatures, including: (i) contact interactions between sperm tail and the 

elevated curved surface upstream of sperm, (ii) increased drag coefficients and friction 
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experienced by the sperm due to nearby boundaries353,354 particularly upstream of the cell, and 

(iii) the interaction between the hydrodynamic flow field around the sperm tail and the elevated 

interface on the two sides of sperm336,355. Due to these interactions, in the aggressive attacking 

mode, sperm always (100% of the trajectories) swim at an acute attack angle, relatively normal 

to the interface. However, in the progressive mode, sperm exhibit a lower tendency to attack 

the interface (lower than 77% of the trajectories), rather they more routinely align parallel (5%) 

or depart (18%) the interface every 679±433 ms.  

 

To fully interpret the experimental results, we developed a simple theoretical model to estimate 

the angle of attack using similarity of triangles (see Supplementary Information). For a sperm 

of length l and beating amplitude of 𝛿 with the conical envelope of the flagellar wave aligned 

with a curvature of radius R, the angle of attack can be estimated as: 

𝛼 = sin−1
√𝛿2 + 𝑙2

2𝑅
+ tan−1 (

𝛿

𝑙
) (5.1) 

 

From our experimental measurements for sperm freely swimming near a planar surface, the 

total length of bull sperm was ~70 µm, beating with a relatively fixed flagellar wave amplitude 

of ~15 µm at the end of the tail, in agreement with previous studies356-358.  

 

Figure 5.5 compares the experimentally measured angle of attacks with estimated values 

obtained from the theoretical model. While following almost the same trend, for fixed ẟ of 

15 µm, the theoretical model deviates considerably from experimental results, over estimating 

the angle of attack by 13% for 39 µm droplets and under estimating the angle of attack by 10% 

for 131 µm droplets. To understand whether this discrepancy is attributed to the influence of 

curvature on sperm motility behavior, we measured the amplitude of flagellar wave for sperm 

in droplets of different curvatures (Figure 5.5b). The results reveal that sperm decrease their 

flagellar wave amplitude by 66% at high curvatures (from 20.9 µm in 131 µm-radius droplets 

to 7.2 µm in 39 µm-radius droplets), with the results from a theoretical model with varying ẟ 

in full agreement with experimental measurements (Figure 5.5a). The effect of high curvatures 

to reduce the flagellar wave amplitude, as also suggested by lower ALH values, contributes to 

reduce the swimming velocity by 35% in the attacking mode, and to prolong the physical 

interaction between the sperm head and the interface by up to 185%. This correlation highlights 
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the potential importance of attacking mode for sperm in regions of the fallopian tube where 

physical interaction between sperm and the epithelial tissue is crucial for capacitation316.  

 

 

Figure 5.5. Theoretical model for estimating the angle of attack. (a) Angle of attack from experimental 

measurements as compared with theoretical values with fixed (dashed line) and varying (solid line) flagellar wave 

amplitude as a function of droplet radius. Schematic representation of the reference system and modeled sperm 

shown by the inset. (b) Experimentally measured flagellar wave amplitudes as a function of droplet radius. Values 

are reported as mean  s.d. (n=10 per radius). 

The flagellar wave in sperm is generated by the ATP-activated dynein motors attached to the 

9+2 microtubules within outer nine microtubules of the axoneme at the central core of the 

flagellum312. The outer nine microtubule doublets are connected to each other by nexin links 

and to the central pair of microtubules via radial spokes. Dynein arms sequentially slide each 

of the outer microtubules over the neighboring doublet, which bend the flagellum due to spatial 

restrictions imposed by the radial spokes and nexin links, forming the flagellar wave312,359. The 

flagellar waveform is defined by balancing the active sliding forces of the dynein motors with 

hydrodynamic forces and passive forces due to the axoneme and accessory structures 

surrounding the axoneme353,360. Our results indicate that, in the attacking mode at tight 
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curvatures, the increased hydrodynamic drag and additional spatial restrictions (steric 

interactions) create a force imbalance to regulate the flagellar wave and reduce the beat 

amplitude, potentially by also activating an intercellular regulation mechanism. Dynamic 

constrains of sperm head and tail have been shown to increase the intercellular sliding force of 

dynein arms361,362, and reduce the sliding amplitude due to the large drag experienced by the 

flagellum363. In response to change in the medium viscosity364,365, a signal coordinated through 

radial spokes has been suggested as an intercellular response mechanism for regulating dynein 

sliding forces and power production. The increase hydrodynamic drag for sperm at tight 

curvatures may cause a similar effect to activate this intercellular mechanism. Our results are 

also in agreement with the switch-inhibition mechanism that suggests force imbalance on the 

two sides of the flagellum is required to inhibit dynein arms on one side of the cell and drive 

the flagellar wave366. At tight curvatures with sperm oriented almost normal to the interface, 

the hydrodynamic forces and steric interactions on the two sides of sperm are balanced more 

effectively (as compared with sperm at bigger curvatures), mainly due to almost identical 

proximity of sperm to elevated interfaces on the two sides, and therefore, act to reduce the bend 

in flagellar wave based on the switch-inhibition mechanism. 

 

With respect to reproduction, our findings reveal the role of increasing geometrical complexity 

and confinement of the female fallopian tube in natural fertilization277,313. As sperm progress 

through the fallopian tube, from uterotubal junction (300 µm in radius) to isthmus and ampulla, 

the tract becomes highly folded and confined with epithelial lumens narrowing towards the site 

of fertilization (curvatures increasing from >150 to <20 µm-radius in size), exposing sperm to 

epithelial surfaces of higher curvatures277,313,326. The isthmus, in the beginning part of the 

fallopian tube, includes a thick muscular layer277, resulting in a simple geometry with relatively 

large radius of curvatures in the folded epithelial tissue. These low curvatures encourage 

progressive and transition modes to enable faster locomotion towards the site of fertilization. 

However, the increased curvature of the epithelial lumens in ampulla and infundibulum, closer 

to the site of fertilization, encourage the aggressive attacking mode to increase the physical 

contact between sperm and the epithelial tissue and to prolong this interaction, increasing the 

chance of sperm survival316-318 and stimulating capacitation316.  
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Figure 5.6. Sperm motility behavior at curved interfaces in microchannels that represent the increasing 

complexity of the female fallopian tube geometry. Overlaid trajectories of two representative sperm (head shown 

in red and blue) in microchannels that mimics the relevant range of curvatures in infundibulum, ampulla, and 

isthmus, with sperm exhibiting (a) head-on swimming behavior in the attacking mode, (b) a combination of head-

on swimming and boundary following behavior in the transition mode, and (c) boundary-following behaviors in 

the progressive mode, respectively. Images were contrast-adjusted for clarity. Scale bars, 100 µm. 

To better highlight the role of surface curvature on regulating sperm behavior with respect to 

natural fertilization, when a straight swimmer faces a curvature, Figure 5.6 shows overlaid 

trajectories of sperm in microchannels of different sizes, with curvatures that mimic relevant 

ranges of curvature in infundibulum, ampulla, and isthmus. In a 390 µm wide microchannel 

(radius of curvature of 195 µm), that is relevant to the geometry of the isthmus, sperm swim 

freely in the progressive mode along the interface by exhibiting the boundary-following 
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behaviour331, and a relatively fast locomotion (Figure 5.6c), spending only 0.022±0.001 s μm-

1 at the curvature. The overlaid trajectory was confined within 5±1 μm of the curvature, almost 

equal to the length of the minor axis of sperm head358, confirming a directed locomotion with 

a relatively parallel head orientation. In a smaller microchannel with 110 µm in width (radius 

of curvature of 55 µm), relevant to upstream regions of ampulla and infundibulum, sperm swim 

in the attacking mode by exhibiting a head-on interface swimming behavior (Figure 5.6a), 

spending as high as 0.037±0.007 s μm-1 at the curvature – for a 1.66-fold longer period of time 

than a sperm in the progressive mode. The thickness of overlaid sperm heads along the 

trajectory was 10±1 μm, almost equal to the length of the major axis of sperm head358, 

confirming a head-on aggressive surface interaction. 

 

Taken together, these findings show that the increasing geometrical complexity of the female 

fallopian tube alters sperm motion to guide the locomotion at lower curvatures but to increase 

and prolong surface contact at higher curvatures, enabling sperm capacitation and fertilization 

closer to the site of fertilization. These finding also provides new insights into how surface 

curvature can be used to guide the locomotion for sperm selection applications or to increase 

surface interactions for understanding sperm attachment/detachment mechanisms. Motility of 

sperm at curvatures could also be relevant to the behavior of other pusher type microorganisms 

and eukaryotic microswimmers at curvatures, such as E. coli336, and motile Caulobacter 

crescentus367, particularly to understand their transport process in higher organisms.  

5.5. Methods 

5.5.1. Sperm Sample Preparation 

Bull semen was purchased in straws (ABS Australia) and stored in liquid nitrogen tank until 

used. Prior to the experiment, bull semen was thawed in 37 °C water bath for 5 minutes and 

removed from the straw using an artificial insemination syringe. The sample was then washed 

using a physiologically relevant HEPES-buffered salt solution (117 mM NaCl, 5.3 mM KCl, 

2.3 mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgSO4, 0.8 mM Na2H2PO4, 5.5 mM D-Glucose, 0.03 mM Phenol 

Red, 4 mM NaHCO3, 21 mM HEPES, 0.33 mM Na Pyruvate, 21.4 mM Na Lactate, 

supplemented with 1 mg ml-1 polyvinyl alcohol) via centrifugation at 200 g for 12 min, and 

then resuspended in 200 µl of pre-warmed buffer. Washed sperm sample were diluted to a 

concentration determined, by Poisson statistics368, to ensure the maximum probability of 

encapsulating single sperm in each droplet. 
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5.5.2. Device Fabrication 

A mask for a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic device master mold was designed in 

AutoCAD software. The device comprises two inlets, one outlet, a 100 µm flow focusing 

junction for droplet generation and an expansion chamber (Figure 5.1b; Figure 5.9). The 

expansion chamber was designed to reduce the progression speed of the droplets and so holding 

them in place for long-term imaging. The master mold was fabricated by patterning 

Hexamethyldisilazaneand AZ® nLOF 2035 negative photoresist on a silicon wafer and then 

selectively etching the silicon using Oxford Plasma Lab100 System to achieve a desired depth 

of 62 µm. The top layer of the device was fabricated in PDMS (Silgards 184: Dow Corning, 

MI, USA) with 10:1 mixing ratio, and cured for 4 hours at 70°C on a hotplate. The inlet and 

outlet ports were then punched in the cured PDMS. Finally, the PDMS layer was bonded to a 

glass slide using an oxygen plasma. 

 

5.5.3. Experimental Procedure 

 A standard droplet microfluidic generation technique (flow focusing junction) was used, in 

which a constant flow of buffer and sample meet at a microfluidic junction resulting in 

monodisperse droplets encapsulating single sperm58. A synthetic and biocompatible oil (3MTM 

NovecTM) was used as the continuous phase in which 2% of a biocompatible surfactant (Pico-

SurfTM 1, Sphere Fluidics, UK) was added to avoid droplets from merging with each other. A 

pressure pump (MFCS™-EZ, Fluigent system) was used to adjust the inlet pressures for both 

the dispersed (sperm & buffer) and continuous phases (oil and surfactant). After producing the 

droplets, the outlet pressure was adjusted so that the droplets stayed static in the expansion 

chamber where they were imaged. Between experiments, the ratio of the two inlet pressures 

was adjusted such that droplets of different sizes were generated. It is noteworthy that, due to 

the 62 μm height of the channel and relatively large size of the droplets, each droplet is 

essentially a flattened disk rather than a sphere and sperm motion is mainly limited into a two-

dimensional (2D) plane, allowing for straight-forward visualization in 2D.  

 

5.5.4. Microscopy 

An inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX83, Japan) equipped with an ORCA-

Flash4.0 V3 Digital CMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) and a stage incubator was 

used to capture 20× magnification images of sperm in bright-field imaging modes at 15 and 25 

frames per second. 
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5.5.5. Image Analysis  

The image processing software ImageJ was used to measure size of the droplets, process 

images, and manually track sperm, measure the flagellar wave amplitude (δ), and angle of 

attack (α). The location of sperm head was tracked manually in each droplet for 12 s (10 sperm 

were tracked in each case). A custom-written script in Matlab was then used to analyse the 

motility parameters for the tracked sperm and reconstruct the swimming trajectory. The 

motility parameters were defined according to World Health Organisation (WHO) guidelines369 

as: (i) curvilinear velocity (VCL): time-average velocity of the sperm head along its 

instantaneous trajectory; (ii) average path velocity (VAP): time average velocity of the sperm 

following its average trajectory; (iii) amplitude of lateral displacement (ALH): time-average 

deviation of the sperm head from its average path; (iv) beat cross frequency (BCF): the 

frequency at which the instantaneous sperm trajectory crosses the average path trajectory. The 

angle of attack, α, was also measured manually as the angle between sperm axis and the tangent 

line to the droplet. A statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA between each 

two groups, where P less than 0.05 was considered significant (* P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P 

≤ 0.001). 

 

5.6. Supplementary Information 

5.6.1. Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Difference between average path and droplet radius for three different modes of sperm swimming in 

droplets with different size. The distance between the boundary of the surface and the circular average path of the 

sperm during the different swimming modes increases while the droplet size increases. 

R2=0.92 
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Figure 5.8. Temporal variations in the angle of attack for sperm in the attacking, transition, and progressive 

modes. Representative variations of the angle of attack along the 12 s tracked swimming trajectories for sperm 

swimming in droplets with radius raining from (a) 30 µm to 40 µm, (b) 50 µm to 60 µm, (c) 70 µm to 80 µm, (d) 

90 µm to 100 µm, (e) 110 µm to 120 µm, and (f) 130 µm to 140 µm. Sperm are swimming in the attacking mode 

in a, in the transition mode in b-d and in the progressive mode in e and f.  

 

Figure 5.9. Schematic shows the setup used for droplet microfluidic based sperm motility analysing. The inlets 

and outlet of the droplet microfluidic system is connected to a microfluidic flow control system (MFCSTM-EZ, 

Fluigent system). Setup includes ORCA-Flash4.0 V3 Digital CMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan), 

inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX83, Japan) and Fluigent systems, connected to a computer for data 

collection.  

Attacking mode Transition mode Transition mode 

Transition mode Progressive mode Progressive mode 
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5.6.2. Supplementary Table 

Table 5.1. Statistical analysis of sperm motility parameters. P values were calculated using one-way ANOVA 

based on at least 10 points for each range of radius of droplets, *P≤0.05, **P≤0.01, ***P≤0.001 and NS denotes 

not significant.  

 

 

5.6.3. Theoretical Model for the Angle of Attack  

A theoretical model was developed based on similarity of triangles to obtain the angle of attack, 

⍺, for sperm of length l with a beating amplitude of ẟ at a curved interface with a radius of 

curvature of R (Figure 5.10).  

 

Figure 5.10. Theoretical model for calculating the angle of attack at curvatures. (a) Sperm with the conical 

envelope of the flagellar wave aligned with the curvature and (b) the schematic used to drive the theoretical 

model for the angle of attack. 
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The hypothenuse of the right-angle triangle formed by 𝛿 and 𝑙 in Figure 5.10 is identified as 

2𝑥 and can be described as: 

2𝑥 =  √𝛿2 + 𝑙2 (5.2) 

  

𝑥 =
√𝛿2 + 𝑙2

2
 

(5.3) 

The angle between the longitudinal axis of sperm and the edge of the flagellar envelope, 𝜃, is: 

tan 𝜃 = tan−1(𝛿 𝑙⁄ )   (5.4) 

Therefore, the angle between the radii of the curvature formed by the conical envelope, 2β, is: 

𝛽 = sin−1(𝑥 𝑅⁄ ) (5.5) 

sin 𝛽 =  
√𝛿2 + 𝑙2 

2𝑅
 (5.6) 

Since 𝛼 = 𝛽 + 𝜃, the angle of attack can be obtained as a function of ẟ, l, and R as: 

 

𝛼 = sin−1
√𝛿2 + 𝑙2

2𝑅
+ tan−1 (

𝛿

𝑙
) 

(5.7) 
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Chapter 6 
 

Conclusions and Future Work 
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6.1. Thesis Contributions 

This thesis described applications of microfluidic technologies for on-chip reaction and single 

cell study using droplet microfluidic manipulation techniques.  

 

6.1.1. Droplet Manipulation Techniques for High Throughput Reactions 

Pharmaceutical industries use high-throughput screening (HTS) for drug discovery. Droplet 

based microfluidics offers a promising alternative for on-chip HTS, replacing the conventional 

robotic dispensing techniques and microliter plates. The droplet manipulation platforms 

presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are able to perform selective permutations and 

combinations required for HTS using active bio-compatible methods. Our valve based 

microfluidic device integrated three droplet manipulation techniques to deliver the capability 

of selective combination of reagents on a chip. 

 

In Chapter 3, selective droplet splitting using single-layer microvalves is demonstrated for the 

first time. This platform allows to control 3 different inlet pressures using 2 different pressure 

control Fluigent systems. In this chapter, a splitting regime map was demonstrated based on a 

series of experiments with oil and water inlet pressures ranging from 100 to 900 mbar, both in 

the absence and presence of the valve. Operating the device near the critical conditions of 

splitting when the valve is off was found to be necessary if efficient usage of the pneumatic 

valve is of interest. In this case, with only minimum force, fission of the droplet can be 

achieved, and the device can be used several times with minimum damage. Finding the critical 

condition for shifting from non-splitting to splitting regimes provides an opportunity to 

increase the durability of the system, since a large deformation of the channel walls affects 

device durability and causes inaccuracies or even channel damage48. It was also found that 

there is a minimum pressure from which droplets start to split randomly. At pressures around 

50-100 mbar higher than this minimum pressure, selective splitting of droplets was observed, 

which is favourable based on the purpose of this PhD study. The results indicate that the 

splitting of the first droplet is influenced by changes in the hydraulic resistance of the main 

channel and also changes in the radius of the front interface of the droplet. Finally, the system 

showed that by controlling 3 different pressures simultaneously, we can split any volume of 

desired droplets on demand.  
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In Chapter 4, we developed a platform for producing a combinatorial library of chemicals for 

on-chip screening by integrating the selective splitting methods developed in Chapter 3 with 

selective droplet generation, merging and trapping. This system replicated pipetting 

technologies currently used in four microfluidic bypass loops. The system was thoroughly 

characterised to provide further insights into controlled droplet manipulation and interaction 

techniques. The data obtained from Chapter 4 formed a basis that allows for the development 

of rapid and controllable splitting, trapping and merging manipulation techniques for 

pharmaceutical applications. Splitting a plug into small droplets and having the ability to 

merge, trap and release them on demand assist researchers to make simple, portable lab-on-a-

chip devices in which a combinatorial library of the droplets can be rapidly produced and 

analysed. Depending on the application, this advanced platform also has the potential to 

integrate with other manipulation techniques like sensing, mixing and intra-droplet 

manipulation techniques. 

 

6.1.2. Understanding Sperm Behaviour at Soft Curved Interfaces using 

Microdroplets 

The possibility of singe-cell encapsulation in droplet microfluidics provides a unique 

opportunity to understand mammalian reproduction. The role of soft and highly folded 

epithelial tissue (i.e. lots of curved interfaces) on sperm motion through the female reproductive 

tract and the natural selection process is still unknown. Specifically, we still need to understand 

how changes in hydrodynamic effects near curved surfaces influence sperm flagellar 

waveform, the orientation of sperm with respect to the interface, and the resulting motility 

characteristics.  

 

In Chapter 5, leveraging droplet microfluidics, we used liquid-liquid interfaces to study sperm 

behaviour near soft curved surfaces. Droplets with diameters ranging from 60 μm to over 

300 µm were produced using the flow focusing droplet generation method to match the range 

of curvatures sperm experience in vivo. Individual sperm were trapped in droplets and the 

swimming behaviour of sperm near the interface was captured using high-speed microscopy. 

The gathered data revealed that sperm exhibit distinct motility characteristics as a result of the 

curvature that they are interacting with to swim in the attacking, transition or progressive 

motility modes. In the progressive motility mode at larger radii of curvatures, the sperm 
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routinely departs from the interface before returning to it, and alternates between these two 

states. In the attacking mode at small radii of curvatures, the sperm swims with its head pushing 

against the interface and remains constantly in contact with curved surface. The results 

demonstrated for the first time that hydrodynamic effects trigger a dynamic response 

mechanism in sperm to decrease their flagellar wave amplitude by up to 66% at bigger 

curvatures (smaller droplets) to swim in the aggressive attacking mode. This switch from a 

progressive surface-aligned motility mode at smaller curvatures to an aggressive surface-

attacking motility mode at bigger curvatures highlights the role of an increasing complexity of 

the fallopian tube to either guide the sperm towards the egg or facilitate sperm-egg interaction. 

This aggressive attacking mode is essential for sperm capacitation and fertilisation competence. 

Beyond these contributions to the field of fertility, sperm behaviour at curvatures is instructive 

in developing an understanding of the motility of other pusher type microorganisms and 

eukaryotic microswimmers at curvatures, such as E. coli and motile Caulobacter crescentus. 

 

6.2. Future Work 

Droplet microfluidics has shown promise for the manipulation and control of particles and live 

cells like tumor cells inside microdroplets74,370. Manipulation of cells inside droplets can be 

categorised into in-droplet cell encapsulation371, in-droplet cell concentration (enrichment)372-

379, in-droplet cell sorting374,380,381 and in-droplet cell washing382,383. Similar to droplet 

manipulation techniques, different passive371,377 and active372-376,378-383 methods were employed 

to manipulate cells inside droplets. While in passive methods only hydrodynamic forces are 

used for internal droplet manipulation371,377, active methods take advantages of electrical379, 

magnetic378,382, and acoustic372-376,380,381,383 forces to manipulate the encapsulated cells and 

particles as well the droplet which encapsulates them. As a successful example of intra-droplet 

manipulation techniques, magnetic force was used in a CAR-Wash module to selectively enrich 

a green fluorescent protein from cell lysate382. Although the CAR-Wash module has been 

shown to successfully exchange the medium containing the protein, not enough control was 

achieved over the number of cells encapsulated per droplets382.  
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Figure 6.1. Newly introduced intra droplet manipulation techniques using passive and active methods, (a) 

hydrodynamic377, (b) electrical379, (c) magnetic378, and (d) acoustic372 have been used to concentrate and enrich 

particles inside droplets. (e) SAW has been used as a washing technique to exchange the droplet medium383. (a) – 

(d) are reprinted with permission from ref. 366 Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (e) is reproduced 

from ref. 379 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

As an example of using acoustic forces, surface acoustic wave-driven acoustic radiation forces 

have been used to simultaneously split the droplets and to enrich383 or sort374 the particles inside 

the droplets. It was also shown that washing can be achieved using SAW by splitting the droplet 

that contains microparticles and then merging the split droplet with another droplet to exchange 

the medium of dispersed phase383. However, in this method, serial droplet splitting and merging 

is required to fully exchange the medium.  

 

A new technique for encapsulation (Figure 6.2a), concentration (Figure 6.2b) and washing 

(Figure 6.2c) of particles inside droplets can be achieved by integrating the selective 

partitioning method (introduced in Chapter 3) with internal droplet manipulation techniques 

using surface acoustic waves. This method leverages all the useful capabilities of droplet 

microfluidics, microvalve technology and acoustofluidics to enable simultaneous manipulation 

of cell and droplets. Currently, the candidate is working to develop this system for both non-

selective and selective intra-droplet manipulation. 

 

To achieve non-selective but efficient cell encapsulation, the pressure imposed on the 

continuous and dispersed phases is carefully tuned to split all the passing mother droplets. 

Particles have random and free movement inside the droplet before reaching the SAW actuation 

area or when the SAW is off (Figure 6.2d). However, under SAW actuation at optimum power 
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(a power that affects particle movements but not the droplet), the particles were pushed 

upstream of the flow while the droplet moves downstream (Figure 6.2e) – resulting in particle 

enrichment at the upstream side of the droplet. The droplets are then split using a T-junction, 

with the particles trapped in the daughter droplets (Figure 6.2f). Using this method, our 

preliminary results demonstrate up to 70% encapsulation efficiency (the average number of 

particles trapped in the daughter droplet over the total number of particles in the mother 

droplet). The candidate is currently working on the device design and SAW actuation 

parameters (input power and frequency) to increase the encapsulation efficiency to over 90%.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Depiction of the system integrating a single layer valve and a SAW actuation module for (a) intra-

droplet particle encapsulation, (b) intra-droplet particle concentration, and (c) intra-droplet particle washing. 

Preliminary results illustrate the capability of the system to encapsulate the droplet with SAW on and valve off. 

(d) Particles are moving freely inside the droplet before reaching the SAW exposed area. (e) SAW pushes the 

particles to the back (upstream side) and top side of the droplet. As a result, (f) the particles are captured in the 

daughter droplet and pushed out of the main stream into a secondary channel. 
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To achieve selective cell encapsulation, the SAW actuation module and a single-layer 

microvalve operate simultaneously. Here, a transition regime between splitting and non-

splitting is imposed such that the mother droplets are not split in the junction but instead long 

fingers are formed as they pass the junction. While SAW is continuously on, the valve is then 

activated to split the targeted droplet, and then the split daughter droplet containing particles is 

transferred out of the main stream to a separate outlet (Figure 6.2a). If the mother droplet 

contains more than one particle, SAW affects all of them and as a result all particles move to 

the split daughter droplet and intra-droplet cell concentration or enrichment is achieved 

(Figure 6.2b).  

 

To achieve intra-droplet cell washing, two droplets of different colours (green and purple) were 

generated one after the other in the droplet generation section, based on the method presented 

in Chapter 4. We then pressurised the valve to the relatively high-pressure of 2000 mbar just 

before the first droplet not containing the cell reaches the junction. Using the pressurised valve, 

the green coloured droplet is split with a 25% relative volume of daughter to mother droplets, 

and the daughter droplet is then trapped in a merging chamber (Figure 6.2c). The valve pressure 

is then decreased to 500 mbar before the next droplet reaches the junction. Following that, the 

red droplet containing the particle approaches the junction and splits as well to generate the 

small red daughter droplet encapsulating the particles (with a 5% relative volume of daughter 

to mother droplet), which also gets trapped in the merging chamber. A thin film between two 

trapped daughter droplets prevents the merging of the two different coloured droplets. In a 

short time, this thin film drains out, and two daughter droplets merge and washing occurs. This 

newly formed droplet contains 85% of the green medium and 15% of the purple medium, 

demonstrating a one-step washing procedure with a higher efficiency than previously 

introduced SAW-induced washing methods383. This method of enriching and washing 

encapsulated particles/cells is beneficial to pharmaceutical applications where diseased 

carrying cells need to be tested against a proposed drug. This project offers significant 

innovation in droplet microfluidics technology using single-layer microvalve and surface 

acoustic waves, and presents a stepping stone to make microchips for commercialised drug 

discovery and cancer treatment purposes. It is expected that the result of this work, an extension 

of the techniques developed in this thesis, will be very beneficial to chemists and 

pharmacologists as it finds a broad range of applications in microfluidics, chemistry, cancer 

treatment and high throughput screening.  
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In terms of the knowledge gained from studying sperm swimming in proximity of the curved 

interface offered by droplet encapsulation, a new method of characterising sperm cell 

behaviour has been established; future work will examine how this behaviour is related to 

fertilisation outcomes. Specifically, as the fallopian tube is the result of an evolutionary process 

to ensure the best sperm reach the egg, understanding how these swimming behaviours allow 

migration through this complex structure will increase understanding of this process. In 

addition, examining whether some cells exhibit these behaviours to a higher extent than others 

could act as a sorting mechanism which is more in tune with the natural sort performed in vivo. 
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In this chapter, we experimentally and numerically investigate breakup of a droplet at the 

entrance to a microfluidic bypass channel. The PDMS microchannels are manufactured using 

standard photolithography techniques, and we employ a high-speed camera to visualize the 

interfacial dynamics of the droplets. 3D numerical simulations are carried out for conditions 

causing both droplet breakup and non-breakup. The droplets are generated upstream of the 

bypass channel using a standard T-junction, the subsequent interaction with the entrance to the 

bypass channel is studied. In particular, the effects of capillary number (Ca) and the relative 

width of the bypass channel with respect to the main channel (𝛽) are examined. The regimes 

of breakup and non-breakup are plotted on Ca-𝛽  plane, experimentally, with the volume of 

the daughter droplets formed and the finger length in the bypass channel are also plotted on 

this regime map. There exists a critical value of Ca at constant 𝛽 and a critical value of 𝛽 at 

constant Ca, at which droplet breakup occurs. Combining measurements with numerical 

simulations, we show that the droplet breakup occurs if the hydrodynamic pressure drops 

across the droplet and average shear stress overcomes the differential Laplace pressure. We 

also found out that droplet breakup at the entrance to the bypass channel can exhibit squeezing 

and dripping regimes which are equivalent to those occurring in droplet generation at a T-

junction. 

 

AI.2. Introduction 

Droplet microfluidics is finding widespread use in applications as diverse as drug discovery, 

diagnostics, chemical synthesis, single cell encapsulation, on-chip chemistry, and the 

production of microstructures [1–5]. Droplets are produced when two immiscible liquids, one 

of which acting as the continuous phase and other as the discontinuous phase, interact with 
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each other within a microfluidic system [6]. The most common droplet production geometries 

are the simple T-junction [7, 8] at which two channels containing the immiscible liquids join 

with each other perpendicularly, flow focusing devices [9, 10] in which the discontinuous phase 

is introduced via a central channel and the continuous phase is introduced by two symmetrically 

aligned side channels and, co-flowing devices in which two co-axial cylindrical channels are 

employed to deliver the two fluids [11]. Using these geometries droplets can be produced in a 

broad range of volumes ranging from femtoliters to nanoliters [12]. The droplets produced are 

isolated from each other, and so in the paradigm of a lab-on-a-chip, they can be considered as 

analogous to test tubes at the laboratory scale. The presence of the continuous phase allows for 

easy transport of the droplets around the microfluidic system. 

 

While droplet production is rapid and highly repeatable, there is a need to control and 

manipulate the droplets’ passage, behavior within the microfluidic systems [4]. Techniques, to 

achieve this, are broadly classified as being either passive or active. Passive techniques require 

no external source of energy, rather they control droplet outcomes through the use of changes 

in channel geometry [13–16], gravity [17] and surface properties [18]. Active techniques 

require an external source of energy through various means like the use of electric forces [19], 

microvalves [20], dielectrophoresis [21, 22] magnetic forces [23] or surface acoustic waves 

[24–26]. Acoustic actuation can also be used to produce individual droplets on demand and 

volume of the droplet can be controlled via the applied power [27] or producing small 

(femtolitre) droplets [28]. Passive techniques cause the same outcome for each droplet, while 

the nature of active methods allows the possibility of bespoke interactions.  

 

The physics of passive droplet generation at a T-junction displays three distinct regimes [29, 

30], namely ‘squeezing’ ‘dripping’ and ‘jetting.’ In the squeezing regime, the discontinuous 

phase is broken into droplets in the stream of the continuous phase due to the buildup of 

pressure at the upstream interface between the two fluids. Typically the protrusion of the 

discontinuous phase into the stream of the continuous phase almost blocks the channel prior to 

breaking up. The range over which this occurs can be related to the capillary number, 𝐶𝑎 =

(
𝜇𝑣

𝛾
)  where 𝜇, 𝑣 and 𝛾  are the viscosity of a continuous phase, velocity of a continuous phase 

and interfacial tension between the two phases, respectively. The squeeze regime has been 

reported to exist for Ca < 0.015 when the width of the channels meeting at the T-junction are 

equal  [29, 31, 32]. A simple model was proposed by Garstecki et al.[33] to predict the length 
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of the droplet : (
𝑙

𝑤
) = (1 +

𝛼𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡
) where 𝑙, 𝑤, 𝛼, 𝑄𝑖𝑛and 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the length of the droplet, the 

width of the microchannel, a fitting parameter, the flow rate of continuous phase and the flow 

rate of discontinuous phase, respectively. In the dripping regime breakup occurs  if shear forces, 

around the tip of the protruding discontinuous phase, become dominant over the surface tension 

forces [34]. The range of capillary number (Ca) reported for this regime is Ca > 0.015 [29]. 

Finally, a third regime exists, termed “jetting” in which the discontinuous phase extends 

downstream, and two phases move side-by-side in a laminar flow for a distance of at least a 

few channel widths [29]. 

 

As with droplet formation, there have also been studies into the conditions required for 

subsequent partition of the droplets at T-junctions. Link et al. [13] studied droplet breakup in 

a symmetric T-junction and demonstrated breakup into precisely controlled daughter droplets. 

Their analytical model yielded a critical capillary number, and a critical initial extension of the 

mother droplet into the branch of the T-junction which indicated when breakup would occur: 

휀0 =
𝑙0

(𝜋𝑤0)
 is the initial extension where 𝑙0, 𝑤0 are the length of the droplet and width of the 

channel, respectively. Menetrier-Deremble and Tabeling [14] experimentally investigated the 

droplet breakup at the junction between microfluidic channels which meet at various angles. 

They observed that if the droplet interacts with the asymmetric junction of arbitrary angles, 

three outcomes are possible, namely direct breakup, retarded breakup and no breakup. The 

authors proposed that a critical finger length exists to predict the breakup.  Subsequently, 

Jullien et al. [35] identified two regimes of breakup for a droplet interacting symmetrically 

with a T-junction over a range of capillary numbers: 4×10-4 < Ca < 2×10-1. These two regimes 

were defined using the distance between the droplet and channel wall, in the first regime, there 

exists a gap between the droplet and the microchannel wall while in the second regime there is 

no gap between the droplet and microchannel wall, so the droplet completely obstructs the 

flow. Hoang et al. [36] studied the droplet breakup in symmetric T-junction using 3D full 

numerical simulations and “stop-flow” simulations, in which droplet breakup was studied by 

switching off the flow in the simulations, i.e., breakup occurs only by capillary effects. In doing 

so, they concluded that the droplet breakup occurs if the curvature of “neck” exceeds the value 

of curvature elsewhere on the interface. In all these works on the behavior of droplets at a T-

junction, the outlet conditions of the two branches are controlled externally to the chip, either 

being at a specified pressure or extracted flow rate.  
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In this work, we examine breakup at the entrance to a bypass channel. By this, we mean a 

secondary channel which branches from and then rejoins the main channel. While the entrance 

to the bypass channel is a T-junction, the conditions which exist in each branch is dictated by 

conditions internal to the chip (the flow rate which occurs in each branch), the external control 

is limited to the outlet of the main channel once the bypass has recombined with it. Bithi et al. 

[37] used a bypass channel to examine the dynamics of the droplet coalescence in microfluidic 

parking network. While, Sesen et al [38] showed that by application of surface acoustic waves 

a transition could be made between breakup and non-breakup at the entrance to a bypass 

channel. However, while previous studies have offered significant clarity on behavior at a T-

junction, the critical conditions for a bypass channel have not been explored previously. Here, 

we study breakup of a droplet during interaction with the entrance to a bypass channel and 

demonstrate the equivalence to the squeezing and dripping regimes displayed by droplet 

generation systems. We investigate the effect of the width of bypass channel and capillary 

number on the mechanism of droplet breakup experimentally and numerically. 

 

AI.3. Methodology 

AI.3.1. Experimental Methods 

The microfluidic chips were fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using standard 

photolithography techniques. First, we fabricate a mold for the microchannel on a 2-inch silicon 

wafer. The wafer was RCA cleaned, wet oxidized and a negative photoresist SU-8 

(MicroChem, SU-8 2050) was spin coated on the wafer. The spin speed was adjusted based on 

the height of the microchannel needed. Further, the wafer was prebaked at 65 𝐶0 for 5 minutes 

and at 95 𝐶0  for 12 minutes. An iron oxide coated glass mask with a pattern of the microfluidic 

circuit (printed using Laser Writer, LW405, Microtech Inc) was aligned on the top of the spin-

coated wafer using a mask aligner (Karl Suss, MJB4). The wafer was subjected to ultraviolet 

radiation with an intensity of 215 mJ/cm2, later post-baked at 65 𝐶0  for 4 minutes, at 95 𝐶0  for 

10 minutes and allowed to cool in ambient. Subsequently, it was developed by SU8 photo 

developer for 10 to 15 min and cleaned with isopropanol. The wafer was kept on a hot plate at 

120 𝐶0 for 10 min for hard-baking and allowed to cool in ambient. We poured a PDMS 10:1 

mixture (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) over the prepared mold and a 6:1 mixture was used for 

manufacturing a PDMS base slab on a glass slide. Both mixtures in the mold as well as in the 
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base slab were baked in the furnace at 65 𝐶0  for about 30-40 minutes until they became 

sufficiently hard. The PDMS replica of the microfluidic circuit was peeled from the mold and 

was appropriately punched to make inlets and an outlet to the fluid channels. The patterned 

PDMS replica and PDMS base slab were bonded in an oven at 95 𝐶0  for 10-12 hours.  

 

Figure AI.1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup along with the microchannel 

geometry. The width of the main channel (𝑤𝑚), the width of inlet channel of the discontinuous 

phase (𝑤𝑑)and channel height (h) are kept constant in all measurements at:𝑤𝑚  = 130 ± 

5𝜇𝑚,𝑤𝑑= 65 ± 3𝜇𝑚 and h = 60 ± 3𝜇𝑚 (Figure AI.2a). We vary the width of bypass channel 

(wb) over a range of six values: 60 ± 3𝜇𝑚, 70 ± 3𝜇𝑚, 80 ± 3𝜇𝑚, 90 ± 3𝜇𝑚, 105 ± 5 𝜇𝑚and 

120 ± 5𝜇𝑚. As such the values of  (
𝑤𝑏

𝑤𝑚
)are 𝛽 = 0.48, 0.54, 0.62, 0.77, 0.80 and 0.91, 

respectively. Deionized water was used for the dispersed phase, while for the continuous phase 

two types of oil were selected, these were silicone oil (50 cSt Sigma Aldrich Inc, 𝜌 = 960 kg/m3, 

𝜇 = 0.048 Pa-s) and paraffin oil (30 cSt, Merck Inc, 𝜌 = 850 kg/m3, 𝜇 = 0.022 Pa-s). Both the 

water and oil flows were driven by a syringe pump (New Era pump systems Inc, USA). The 

range of flow rates for both silicone oil and water were 0.24 to 16.4 𝜇L/min when used together. 

When paraffin oil and water were used together this range of flow rates became 0.24 to 1.64 

𝜇L/min. 

 

 
Figure AI.1. Schematic of the experimental setup used in the present work. Due to wetting properties of 

microfluidic chip de-ionized water is a discontinuous phase and oil is continuous phase. 
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Figure AI.2. (a) Problem definition shown by a schematic. The computational domain is shown by a dotted box 

and boundary conditions are shown at the inlet, outlet and wall (b) Zoomed in view of the entrance to the bypass 

channel and droplet shape before interaction with it. (c) Mesh is plotted in the region close to the entrance to the 

bypass channel. 

We utilized high-speed visualization to record the interfacial dynamics of the droplet 

interacting with the entrance to the bypass channel. A high-speed camera (Motion Pro Y3, IDT 

Inc, USA) with a long-distance working objective (Qioptiq Inc., Germany) was used to capture 

images at 300 frames per second resolution of 1280×1024 and a magnification such that the 
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image is 3𝜇𝑚 per pixel. The velocity and size of droplets (generated at a T-junction upstream 

of the bypass channel) were measured using image processing, with the latter estimated 

assuming the plug consists of a cuboid section and spherical caps at either end. The maximum 

uncertainty in the volume measurement is around ±2.8%, considering an error of ±4 pixels 

during length measurement by our image processing method. The volume of the daughter 

droplet formed after breaking up at the entrance to the bypass channel was measured by taking 

the difference between the volumes of the mother droplet, before and after the breakup.  

 

A spinning drop tensiometer (Dataphysics Inc, SVT20) was employed to measure the surface 

tension for the water-oil system, yielding values of 38 mN/m and 30 mN/m for water-silicon 

oil and water-paraffin oil, respectively. The corresponding range of the capillary number 

((𝐶𝑎 = (
𝜇𝑣𝑐

𝛾
)) in our measurements was 0.001 to 0.04, where 𝜇, 𝜈𝑐 and 𝛾 represent viscosity 

of the oil, velocity of the oil and surface tension for the oil-water system, respectively. 

 

AI.3.2. Simulation Setup and Grid Size Independence Study 

A commercial CFD software package (Fluent 15.0, ANSYS Inc, USA) was used to simulate 

the droplet behavior at the entrance to the bypass channel. Within the software, 3D Navier-

Stokes equations were numerically solved using the finite volume method with the PISO 

(Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators) scheme, and Volume-of-Fluid method was used 

for tracking the liquid-liquid interface. This was done using the computational domain shown 

in Figure AI.2a. We did not simulate the generation of the droplets at upstream T-junction and 

used a single droplet in the main channel. A 3D isometric view of the droplet just before the 

interaction with the entrance to the bypass channel is shown in Figure AI.2b. The volume and 

velocity of a droplet(𝑣)  generated at upstream T-junction were used as the input parameters 

for the simulation. At the inlet of the microchannel, a uniform velocity obtained from the 

experiments was imposed as a boundary condition. While, at the outlet of the microchannel the 

pressure was set to atmospheric. No slip conditions were applied to the walls of the 

microchannel.  

 

A Cartesian structured mesh was generated using a commercial meshing software (ICEM, 

Ansys Inc). We used a uniform, structured Cartesian grid near the entrance to the bypass 

channel and a non-uniform grid with grid stretching is utilized away from the entrance to the 
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bypass channel (Figure AI.2c). A time step of 𝛥𝑡 = 10-5 s was used in all simulations. The 

following properties of silicone oil and water were used in the simulations: 𝜌 = 960 kg/m3, 𝜇 = 

0.048 Pa-s; 𝜌 = 1000 kg/m3 and 𝜇 = 0.00086 Pa-s. The measured value of the contact angle of 

water-oil on PDMS from the recorded visualization of the droplet motion was around 1400, 

and we used this value in the simulation, assuming it as constant for a moving droplet.   

 

Figure AI.3 shows a grid size independence study for 𝛽 = 0.62 and Ca = 0.007 for the three 

refinements at the entrance to the bypass channel: 𝛥𝑆 = 2𝜇𝑚, 3𝜇𝑚, and 5𝜇𝑚, where 𝛥𝑆is the 

minimum grid size in x, y and z directions. The finger length (𝐿𝑓, defined in left inset of Figure 

AI.3) and pressure drop (𝛥𝑃) between two fixed points (shown in the right inset of Figure AI.3) 

are plotted for the different grid refinements. The corresponding number of cells in these cases 

and the error with respect to the finest grid (𝛥𝑆 = 2𝜇𝑚) are shown in Error! Reference source n

ot found.. As the error in case 2 is just 0.16 % and 2 % for 𝛥𝑃and 𝐿𝑓, respectively, 𝛥𝑆 = 3𝜇𝑚 

was used in the simulations. 

 

 
Figure AI.3. Grid size independence study: Finger length (𝐿𝑓) on the left-hand side of the Y-axis for different 

grid sizes (2𝜇𝑚, 3𝜇𝑚 and 5𝜇𝑚) on the X-axis at constant 𝛽 = 0.62. Pressure drop (𝛥𝑃)in a microchannel on the 

right-hand side of the Y-axis for different grid sizes (2𝜇𝑚, 3𝜇𝑚, and 5𝜇𝑚) on the X-axis when droplet interacts 

with the entrance of the bypass channel at constant 𝛽 = 0.62.  
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Table AI.1.  Grid independence study. Error in 𝛥𝑃and 𝐿𝑓with respect to the finest grid (2 𝜇𝑚) used. 

Cases 𝜟𝑺  Number of cells Relative % error in 𝜟𝑷  with 

respect to case 3 

Relative % error in 𝑳𝒇 with 

respect to case 3 

1 5 𝜇𝑚  0.3×106 2.2 % 3.8 % 

2 3 𝜇𝑚  0.56×106 0.16 % 2 % 

3 2 𝜇𝑚  1.12×106 - - 

 

 

AI.4. Results 

We present results of droplet behavior at the entrance to the bypass channel, characterizing it 

as either a breakup or non-breakup event. The analysis of the bypass channel will start with a 

study of the effect of ratio of the width of the bypass to that of the main channel (𝛽 =
𝑤𝑏

𝑤𝑚
)in 

the range of 0.48 to 0.91, while keeping the capillary number constant (Ca  0.003). Then, we 

vary the capillary number from 0.001 to 0.04, while 𝛽  0.48. Finally, we will compare 

experimental and numerical results for interfacial dynamics and use this technique to explain 

the mechanisms of breakup. We combine the experimental data to present regime maps on Ca-

𝛽 plane with contours of finger length and volume of the daughter droplet. We have examined 

the volume of the mother droplet generated at upstream T-junction and compared this with a 

previously reported model [33], this information is provided in supplemental information [39]. 

One of the effects of varying the inlet flow rates is that this volume will also change, however 

as we remain in the squeezing regime for droplet generation, this variation is relatively small. 

We have provided more information about mother droplet length in supplementary 

information. 

 

AI.4.1. Effect of Channel Width Ratio (𝜷) 

To start the analysis of the droplet interaction with the entrance of the bypass channel we 

examine the effect of the ratio of width of the bypass channel to the main channel,𝛽. A range 

of 𝛽from 0.48 to 0.91 was used, keeping the capillary number constant at 0.0028 ± 0.0002. To 

classify the droplet interaction with bypass channel as droplet breakup, it must satisfy two 

conditions: i) the volume of the daughter droplet formed must be more than 2% of that of 

mother droplet volume and ii) the droplet breakup must be consistent.  In Figure AI.4 image 

sequences are shown column-wise for three different values of 𝛽 (𝛽 = 0.48, 0.77, 0.91). At 𝛽 
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= 0.48, when the droplet interacts with the bypass entrance, breakup does not occur (it does not 

satisfy the two conditions), the maximum finger length, 𝐿𝑓 into the bypass channel was 

measured to be 71𝜇𝑚. However, we observed tiny droplets inconsistently (the images have 

been chosen so that these droplets are observed). The percentage of the volume of these 

daughter droplets with respect to the volume of the original droplet (𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜)is less than 2%. 

At𝛽 = 0.77, the droplet breakup occurs consistently, with a finger length of 97𝜇𝑚 prior to 

partition, and a volume ratio of 12%. When 𝛽was increased to 0.91 the finger length rises to 

139𝜇𝑚 and the volume ratio to 30%. From this data, a critical value of 𝛽 exists at a given Ca, 

above which droplet production is consistent, and upon further increase of 𝛽 the finger length 

and, hence the volume ratio will rise. 

 

 
Figure AI.4. High-speed visualization of the droplet interaction with the entrance of the bypass channel showing 

the transition from no droplet breakup to droplet break up at different time intervals. Results are plotted for three 

cases of𝛽. (a) 𝛽 = 0.48 [39] (b) 𝛽 = 0.77 [39] (c) 𝛽 = 0.91 [39]. Capillary number is kept almost constant in all 

cases (Ca = 0.0028 ± 0.0002).  
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AI.4.2. Effect of the Capillary Number (Ca) 

We investigate the effect of Ca over the range of 0.001 to 0.04, while keeping 𝛽constant at 

0.48. Figure AI.5 shows that at Ca = 0.0022, droplet breakup occurs at the bypass entrance 

with a finger length of 82𝜇𝑚and the volume ratio of 7%. However, with increased Ca, droplet 

breakup ceases. Instead at Ca = 0.005, we don’t observe droplet breakup with a finger length 

of 71𝜇𝑚. For further increase of Ca to 0.037 caused droplet breakup to cease completely and 

the finger length to drop further to 27𝜇𝑚. Hence, a critical value of Ca exists to achieve breakup 

at a constant𝛽. Also, 𝐿𝑓and 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜decrease with increased Ca.  

 

 

 
Figure AI.5. High-speed visualization of the droplet interaction with the entrance of a bypass channel showing 

the transition from no droplet breakup to droplet break up at different time intervals showing the effect of Ca (a) 

Ca = 0.0022 [39] (b) Ca = 0.005 [39] (c) Ca = 0.037 [39]. The ratio of channel width 𝛽is kept constant in all cases 

(𝛽 = 0.48). 
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AI.4.3. Comparison between Experimental and Computational Results 

We compare computational results of the non-breakup case with the experimental results at 𝛽 

= 0.48 and Ca = 0.005 in Figure AI.6. The length of the mother droplet in the simulation was 

matched to that observed in the experimental work. The shape of the droplet interfaces obtained 

at different times is in very good agreement qualitatively with those recorded in the 

experiments. The experimentally measured maximum finger length (𝐿𝑓)is 62𝜇𝑚 while the 

numerical value is 53𝜇𝑚. Similarly, Figure AI.7 compares measurements and computations 

for a case of droplet breakup (𝛽 = 0.63 and Ca = 0.007), again good agreement can be observed. 

The measured 𝐿𝑓is around 90 𝜇𝑚 as compared to a computed value of 78𝜇𝑚. The percentage 

of daughter droplet as compared to original droplet (𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜)is measured to be 11.4% while in 

computational work it is around 7.2%. Overall, the computational results capture non-breakup 

and breakup with reasonable accuracy, this benchmarking allows the computer model to be 

used to examine the breakup mechanisms.  

 

 
Figure AI.6. Comparison between experimental and computational work at 𝛽 = 0.48 and Ca = 0.005. (a) High-

speed visualization of the droplet interaction with the entrance of a bypass channel. (b) Computed contours of the 

volume fraction of water [39]. (c) Isometric view of the iso-surface of the volume fraction of water at 0.5.  
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Figure AI.7. Comparison between experimental and computational work at 𝛽 = 0.63 and Ca = 0.007. (a) High-

speed visualization of the droplet interaction with the entrance of a bypass channel. (b) Computed contours of the 

volume fraction of water [39]. (c) Isometric view of the iso-surface of the volume fraction of water at 0.5. 

 

AI.4.4. Regime Map 

Figure AI.8 plots data of all the measurements performed in the present study on the Ca –

𝛽plane and indicates the transition between the breakup and non-breakup regimes by way of 

the dashed line. We plot the corresponding finger length (Lf) obtained in five ranges, as shown 

by the legend of Figure AI.8a. Each range is represented using a different symbol and color. 

As mentioned earlier and shown by the regimes in Figure AI.8a, to achieve the breakup, a 

critical value of 𝛽exists at constant Ca, and a critical value of Ca exists at constant𝛽. The finger 

length, 𝐿𝑓= [125,150]𝜇𝑚, is found to be present at a smaller Ca and larger𝛽. In the breakup 

region, 𝐿𝑓decreases with increase in Ca at constant 𝛽or with a decrease in 𝛽at constant Ca. 𝐿𝑓= 

[25,75]𝜇𝑚 corresponds to non-breakup region. As pointed to in Ref. [14], we also observed 

the existence of a critical finger length (75𝜇𝑚 in the present study) for achieving the droplet 

breakup.  
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Figure AI.8. (a) Regime map is showing contours of finger length (𝐿𝑓)on Ca-𝛽 plane. A dotted line is shown to 

demarcate regions of droplet breakup and no droplet breakup. (b) Regime map showing contours of 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 on Ca-

𝛽 plane.  

 

Figure AI.8b shows the regime map on the Ca –𝛽plane, and we plot the percentage of daughter 

droplet volume with respect to original droplet volume (𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜)for the two regimes. The value 

of 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜= [0, 2] % is assumed to be in the non-breakup region since droplet breakup in this 

region was very intermittent and inconsistent. In the droplet breakup region the maximum value 

of 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜= [25, 35] % is measured when Ca is at the minimum of the range examined and 𝛽the 

maximum, as we go on increasing Ca or decreasing𝛽, 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜starts decreasing from (25-35%) 

to (15-25%) to (2-15 %) and finally to (0 to 2%) which we classify as the non-breakup region 

due to its intermittency.  
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AI.4.5. Transition Region  

When we increase Ca while keeping 𝛽constant, we observe a transition region where, tiny 

intermittent daughter droplets are produced. As volume of these droplets is less than 2% of 

mother droplet volume and these tiny droplets are produced once in four to five interactions 

we don’t term this droplet breakup. Insets on the left-hand side of Figure AI.8 show the 

transition region at a constant 𝛽of 0.48. We observe that at Ca = 0.0022 when the mother 

droplet interacts with the bypass channel droplet breakup occurs. As Ca is increased to 0.0033, 

we observe tiny droplets being produced once in every few interactions. With further increase 

in Ca to 0.005, we observe no droplet breakup. Similarly, insets on right-hand side of Figure 

AI.8, shows transition region at constant𝛽of 0.77. We observe that at Ca = 0.032 when mother 

droplet interacts with bypass channels, droplet breakup occurs. As Ca is increased to 0.04, we 

observe tiny droplets being produced in an irregular fashion. We observe that when the system 

is operating in transition region a slight change in flow condition, we are able to go from 

breakup to no breakup. 

 

AI.5. Discussion 

AI.5.1. Equivalence to Squeezing and Dripping Regimes 

According to Garstecki et al.  [33], surface tension acts as a stabilizing force while resistance 

to the flow of the continuous phase(𝐹𝑅)and shear force (𝐹𝜏)have destabilizing effects in case 

of droplet generation at T-junction. If the gap between the droplet and main channel wall(휀)is 

smaller than the width of the main channel (w) i.e. 휀 ≪w, 𝐹𝑅 > 𝐹𝜏 which means leading 

contribution for droplet breakup comes from FR and this regime is generally referred as 

squeezing regime [29]. If 휀 ∼ 𝑤 , 𝐹𝜏 has a significant effect on droplet breakup along with𝐹𝑅, 

and this regime is referred as dripping regime [29]. We now identify an equivalent squeezing 

and dripping regime in our measurements when generated droplet interacts with the entrance 

to the bypass channel.  
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Figure AI.9. (a) Dimensionless daughter droplet volume as a function of the capillary number showing equivalent 

squeezing and dripping regime. The dotted line shows the squeezing regime given by Menech et al. and a dash-

dot line showing current work. (b) Contours of shear stress at different Ca in the equivalent dripping regime. 

For droplet generation, Menech et al. [29] plotted dimensionless droplet volume (V) as a 

function of  Ca and found out that slope V versus Ca is constant in the squeezing regime (the 

droplet volume remains almost constant) and becomes steeper in the dripping regime (the 

droplet volume starts to decrease drastically). In Figure AI.9a, we plot the dimensionless 

daughter droplet volume (𝑉𝑑
∗) as a function of Ca when the droplet interacts with the entrance 

to a bypass channel for the case droplet breakup at 𝛽 = 0.77, where 𝑉𝑑
∗ = (volume of daughter 

droplet)/(wm×wb×h). We observed that for constant𝛽, if we increase Ca, the size of the daughter 

droplet formed after breakup decreases, that is the slope of (𝑉𝑑
∗) as a function of Ca becomes 

steeper in the dripping regime. A similar trend to that observed by Menech et al. [29]. Insets 

of Figure AI.9a shows that as we increase Ca, 휀also increases, where휀, in our case is the 

distance between the wall of the bypass channel and droplet interface when it is about to break. 

This means that the formation of the droplet takes place from a finger which is narrower than 
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the width of the bypass channel. In our case (droplet breakup), 휀becomes comparable with 𝑤𝑏 

at Ca ≈ 0.02, while Menech et al. [29] observed this at Ca ≈ 0.015 (for droplet generation).  

 

Thus far, we have defined our dripping regime by comparison of the value of 휀 with that 

occurring in the dripping regime of droplet generation. However, for this to be an accurate 

analogy, there should be more than a geometrical similarity, the physics should also be 

comparable. The key feature of the dripping regime is that the shear forces, occurring as the 

flow goes around the interface through the gap measured by휀, starts to play an important role 

in creating the droplet. We now examine if a rise in the prominence of shear is also evident in 

the case of droplet breakup in the dripping regime.  

 

We plotted contours of the shear stress in three cases of breakup using numerical simulations 

for Ca = 0.025, 0.031 and 0.037 in Figure AI.9b. In these simulations, the mother droplet 

volume, the interfacial tension between continuous and discontinuous phase and the viscosity 

are kept constant, and the change in Ca is achieved through an increase in the droplet velocity. 

We have calculated the shear stress on the finger, due to the flow past the finger into the bypass 

channel. We have plotted component of shear stress,𝜏𝑥𝑧, in the mid-XZ plane of the channel 

(see coordinate geometry in Figure AI.2b). 𝜏𝑥𝑧was averaged over the finger length (liquid-

liquid interface), as shown in insets of Figure AI.9. Further information about the calculation 

of average shear stress is provided in the supplemental material [39]. 

 

We observe that in the dripping regime as Ca increases, the shear stress acting on the liquid-

liquid interface also increases. To further investigate an equivalent squeezing and dripping 

regime, from our measurements, we plotted the evolution of the finger length and 휀 for Ca = 

0.003 (squeezing regime) and Ca = 0.030 (dripping regime) with time in Figure AI.10. Both 

represent cases of droplet breakup and 𝛽 = 0.77. Stage 1 represents the time before the droplet 

interacts with the entrance to the bypass channel and stage 6 represents the time just before the 

breakup. These stages of droplet interaction are also shown on top of the plot. We observe that 

as the droplet moves past the bypass entrance the finger length (𝐿𝑓), as expected, keeps 

increasing, though the rate of change of the finger length for Ca = 0.003 is greater than that for 

Ca = 0.030. The maximum value of 𝐿𝑓 observed for Ca =0.003 is around 117𝜇𝑚while the 

maximum value of 𝐿𝑓observed for Ca = 0.030 is around 65𝜇𝑚. The value of 휀 is plotted as 

constant, 3𝜇𝑚 (a single pixel) for the case of Ca = 0.003, as there is no visible gap between the 
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droplet and channel wall. For the case of Ca = 0.030, the value of 휀 increases from 3𝜇𝑚to 

35𝜇𝑚making 휀 ∼ 𝑤𝑏 as the droplet advances further, which is consistent with the observation 

found in the dripping regime of droplet generation. As the value of 휀 becomes comparable with 

𝑤𝑏 shear stress should start to play an important role for this to be termed a dripping regime.  

 

 
Figure AI.10. Evolution of finger length and   with time. Finger Length (𝐿𝑓) plotted on the left-hand of Y-axis 

and   on the right-hand side of Y-axis Vs. stages of droplet interaction (evolution with time). 

 

Figure AI.11 shows a zoomed-in view of the pressure inside and outside the droplet when it 

interacts with the entrance to the bypass channel, where 𝑃, 𝑃ℎ, 𝑃𝑡 , 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are upstream 

pressure in the main channel, pressure close to head of the droplet in main channel, pressure 

close to the tail of the droplet in the bypass channel, pressure inside the droplet near tail of the 

droplet and pressure inside the droplet close to head of the droplet. Figure AI.12 and Figure 
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AI.13 plots the average shear stress acting on the finger and the hydrodynamic pressure built 

up (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡)against the stages of droplet interaction with the entrance to the bypass channel, 

obtained through numerical simulations. We calculate the shear stress for different values of 

Ca and show that the shear increases with rising Ca. We also plot the pressure build-up across 

the mother droplet for different values of Ca. In these simulations, the increase in Ca is 

achieved through an increase in the droplet velocity, while keeping the mother droplet volume, 

interfacial tension, geometry of microchannel and viscosity constant. All these simulations 

represent cases of droplet breakup. Insets in Figure AI.12 and Figure AI.13 shows the contours 

of shear stress, pressure and represent the corresponding stage of droplet interaction at which 

the current set of data is computed. We observe that as we increase the value of Ca there is a 

consistent increase in average shear stress acting on the finger while there is a consistent 

decrease in (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡). In Figure AI.12, as the droplet advancement through the entrance to the 

bypass channel average shear stress goes on increasing, this can be linked to the increase in  

as the droplet progresses past the entrance as seen in Figure AI.10. As per Garstecki et al.[33], 

the  shear stress in droplet generation 𝜏 = (
𝜇𝑢𝑔𝑎𝑝

𝜀
), while 𝑢𝑔𝑎𝑝 = (

𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙

ℎ𝜀
), hence 𝜏 = (

𝜇𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙

ℎ𝜀2
), 

where 𝜏, 𝜇, 𝑢𝑔𝑎𝑝, 𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙and h are shear stress, viscosity of continuous phase, velocity in a gap 

between droplet interface and wall of microchannel and height of the microchannel 

respectively. In the case of droplet generation, as the discontinuous phase pushes further into 

the main channel, and blocks it more, the shear stress and build-up of pressure should increase, 

remembering that 𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙is fixed. In the current study, the situation is more complex, as time 

advances the value of 휀increases, however the flow through this gap is not fixed. As the gap 

grows this flow will increase (the droplet’s progression in the main channel and bypass channel 

will slow accordingly), hence, 𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙grows. The result is that the growth in 휀 caused a rise in 

shear stress as captured with the numerical simulations and shown in Figure AI.12. This means 

that even when the finger is narrower than the bypass channel, a droplet can be broken off. The 

finger length may retract slightly (as in Figure AI.10), but the rising shear can be enough to 

break the droplet. 
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Figure AI.11. Schematic of the droplet interacting with the T-junction. Zoomed in view shows pressure notations 

inside and outside the droplet. 

 

  
Figure AI.12. Evolution of average shear stress with time for Ca ranging from equivalent squeezing to the 

dripping regime. Contours at the top of the figure show average shear stress and corresponding stage of droplet 

interaction for given computed value. 
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Figure AI.13. Evolution of pressure built up with time for Ca ranging from equivalent squeezing to the dripping 

regime. Contours at the top show pressure built up and corresponding stage of droplet interaction for given 

computed value. 

In terms of the transition between regimes, we see from Figure AI.12 and Figure AI.13, that as 

Ca rises from 0.018 to 0.025 we move from a situation in which shear stress starts to play an 

important role. Hence, a movement from the squeezing regime to the dripping regime is 

observed. The transition aligns with that shown in Figure AI.9. 

 

AI.5.2. Mechanism of Droplet Breakup 

The flow of continuous fluid coming from upstream gets divided into the main channel and the 

bypass channel. Flow rate entering (thereby droplet entering) the main channel and bypass 

channel depends on the resistance of the channels. Because of the higher resistance of the 

bypass channel, only a small portion of the droplet enters the bypass channel compared to the 

main channel. Now when we assume droplet trapped in the T-junction, it is acting as a 

temporary blockage to the flow in the bypass channel which contributes to increasing the 

resistance to the flow of continuous phase. The corresponding force 𝐹𝑅 is directly proportional 

to (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡)and is given by 𝐹𝑅 = (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡)ℎ𝑤𝑏. The shear force acting on the finger is given 

by, 𝐹𝜏 = 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 × ℎ𝐿𝑓, where 𝐿𝑓is the finger length. Both𝐹𝑅and 𝐹𝜏 helps in droplet 

breakup in the bypass channel.  
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Once the droplet enters into the bypass channel and as 𝑤𝑚is always more than 𝑤𝑏, surface 

tension will try to keep the droplet in the main channel. The surface tension force is directly 

proportional to  the Laplace pressure jump across the interface. The Laplace pressure across 

the interface in bypass channel is 𝛥𝑃𝐿𝐵 = 𝛾 ((
2

𝑤𝑏
) + (

2

ℎ
)) and oriented downstream in the 

main channel. Similarly, the Laplace pressure across the interface in the main channel is 

𝛥𝑃𝐿𝑀 = 𝛾 ((
2

𝑤𝑚
) + (

2

ℎ
)) and acting in opposite direction of the former one. The difference in 

the Laplace pressure is 𝛥𝑃𝑑 = 𝛾 ((
2

𝑤𝑏
) − (

2

𝑤𝑚
)) and acting in such a way that it opposes the 

droplet breakup in the bypass channel. The corresponding surface tension force (𝐹𝛾) is obtained 

by multiplying the 𝛥𝑃𝑑by the cross-section area of the channel. Forces acting on the droplet 

trapped in the T-junction of the bypass channel is shown in Figure AI.14a. 
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Figure AI.14. Evolution of ( )RF F+  and F  during various stages of the droplet interaction with the bypass 

channel. a) Forces acting on the trapped droplet (b) The case of droplet breakup (c) Case of no droplet breakup. 
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We compute (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡)and average shear stress at different instances during the interaction of 

the droplet with the T-junction for no droplet breakup and breakup from simulations and from 

this we compute corresponding 𝐹𝑅and𝐹𝜏as shown in Figure AI.14b,c. We compute the value of 

𝛥𝑃𝑑 thereby𝐹𝛾using both simulation and Laplace equation. These cases correspond to ones 

discussed in section 3.3. The insets show pressure contours representing the corresponding 

instance of the droplet interaction. In Figure AI.14b, (𝐹𝑅 + 𝐹𝜏) > 𝐹𝛾and break up occurs. By 

contrast, (𝐹𝑅 + 𝐹𝜏) < 𝐹𝛾is valid for all instances for no breakup in Figure AI.14c. 

 

AI.6. Application of Present Work in Droplet-based Microfluidics 

Drug research is conducted with the help of high throughput screening (HTS). In this method 

target cells are tested against the library of compounds. Selective combinations of samples and 

reagents required by HTS makes it difficult to bring it on a microfluidic chip, as continuous 

droplet production methods are still used. Large droplets of different samples are relatively 

easily introduced onto a chip. Each is individually isolated, hence in the lab on a chip analogy, 

can be considered as test tubes. If you can selectively break up these droplets, these test tubes 

become pipettes, and a technology is born which can react to different chemicals in multiple 

permutations. An active mechanism used for selectively breaking the droplet into mother 

droplet used by Sesen et al. [38], where authors allowed the mother droplet to interact with the 

bypass channel and with the help of surface acoustic waves achieved selective droplet breakup 

into the bypass channel. In such applications exactly knowing the transition between droplet 

breakup and no breakup will certainly help in optimizing the duration of surface acoustic pulse 

and voltage applied to the interdigital transducers (IDT) resulting in precise control of daughter 

droplet volume. This paper systematically examines the knife edge separating droplet 

breakup/no breakup (with the help of capillary number and geometry of the bypass channel), 

and forces at play so contribute significantly to the development of such technologies. 

 

AI.7. Conclusion 

We experimentally and computationally investigated the effect of the width of the bypass 

channel (𝛽) and capillary number (Ca) on no droplet breakup to droplet breakup at the entrance 

of the bypass channel in a microfluidic circuit. The PDMS microchannel is fabricated using 

the standard photolithography techniques, and interfacial dynamics was visualized using a 
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high-speed camera. Silicon oil/paraffin oil and water were used as a continuous phase and a 

discontinuous phase, respectively. The range of 𝛽and Ca were 0.35 to 0.91 and 0.001 to 0.04, 

respectively. Measurements show that a critical value of 𝛽exists, keeping Ca constant, for 

achieving the droplet breakup. Similarly, a critical value of the Ca exists, keeping 𝛽as constant. 

We have proposed regime maps on Ca-𝛽 plane for demarcating regimes of no droplet breakup 

and droplet breakup. In regime maps, we have plotted contours of finger length  (𝐿𝑓) and 

percentage of the volume of daughter droplet to original droplet volume (𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜). The 

maximum volume of the daughter droplet corresponds to the lower Ca and larger𝛽. 3D 

computational simulations were carried out using a commercial CFD software for the breakup 

and no-breakup cases and were compared with measurements. The simulated interfacial 

dynamics,𝐿𝑓and 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 are found to be in good agreement with the experimental results. 

Comparison of simulations with measurements showed that if the hydrodynamic pressure 

drops across the droplet in the channel and average shear stress acting on the finger overcomes 

differential Laplace pressure of the droplet, breakup occurs otherwise not. Like breakup 

regimes for droplet generation at T-junction, we report regimes for droplet breakup at T-

junction of a bypass channel and they exhibit equivalent squeezing and dripping regimes. In 

squeezing regime, the hydrodynamic pressure drop across the droplet is dominant while in 

equivalent dripping regime both shear stress and hydrodynamic pressure drop are dominant. 

The present results provide useful information regarding the knife edge separating droplet 

breakup and no breakup, thus significantly useful for the development of active technologies 

used for droplet breakup. 

 

AI.8. Supplementary Information 

AI.8.1. Droplet Generation  

The droplets are generated at a T-junction using oil and de-ionized water as the continuous and 

discontinuous phases, respectively. Of the existing literature, the geometry we have used most 

closely matches with that of Garstecki et al. [33] (wd/wm ≈ 0.5).  
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Figure AI.15. Comparison between dimensionless droplet length observed in experiments and model presented 

by Garstecki et al. [1]. The solid line is the curve showing predicted droplet size. 

In most of our measurements the droplet production takes place in the squeezing regime (Ca < 

0.015). We compare the measured length of the droplet formed at the T-junction with the 

predicted scaling model given by Garstecki et al. [1] as L/wm = 1+α(Qwater/Qoil), where L, wm, 

α, Qwater and Qoil are the length of droplet formed, the width of the main channel, a fitting 

parameter (α=1), the flow rate of water and the flow rate of oil, respectively. Figure AI.15 plots 

the droplet length (L/wm) as a function of flow rate ratio and we note that the measurements of 

droplet length (L/wm) are clustered near the curve proposed by Garstecki et al. [33], and are 

slightly larger than the values predicted by the model. We observed that in our experiments, 

variation of mother droplet length is relatively small as it is mostly confined to squeezing 

regime. 

 

AI.8.2. Mother Droplet Length 

We have plotted mother droplet length distribution in Figure AI.16. Average length of mother 

droplet is 500 μm and we have maintained mother droplet length of 500±100 μm in 88 % of 

our experiments. 
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Figure AI.16. Mother droplet length Vs Number of experiments. 

 

AI.8.3. Average Shear Stress Calculation 

We have calculated the shear stress on finger in the gap between finger and bypass channel 

wall close to interface of the droplet. We have shown top view and locations where we have 

measured shear stress in Figure AI.17. 

 

Figure AI.17. Contours of shear stress when droplet interacts with bypass channel. Black circle shows finger and 

bypass channel. Black dots in the gap are representative of locations where we computed shear stress. 

Shear stress acting in xy, yz and zx plane is as follows 

𝜏𝑥𝑦 = 𝜇 [
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
] ,𝜏𝑥𝑧 = 𝜇 [

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥
] ,𝜏𝑧𝑦 = 𝜇 [

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
]                                                         (AI.1) 

Where u, v and w are velocity in x, y and z direction respectively. 

Total shear stress acting on small area dA is τ. As a finger consist of n number of small areas 

dA, and A is total area of finger exposed to the flow, 

𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
∫ 𝜏𝑑𝐴

𝐴
                                                                                                                                 (AI.2) 
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Appendix II 
 

Microfluidic Valves for Selective On-chip 

Droplet Splitting at Multiple Sites 
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AII.1. Preface for Appendix II 

This Appendix was published as a journal article in Langmuir and adapted with permission 

from ref. 35 Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society41. The candidate was the second 

author and Mr. Sagar N Agnihotri was the lead author for this work. The candidate played a 

primary role in designing the research, performing the experiments, analysing the data, and 

writing the paper. Additional authors for the work include Dr. Rajneesh Bhardwaj, and Prof. 

Adrian Neild. Their contributions were central to the publication of this work and are gratefully 

acknowledged and appreciated. 

 

In this chapter, we describe a microfluidic system for control of droplet division at two 

locations using T-junction and expansion channel which are placed one after another. Droplets 

generated at standard T-junction are introduced into the droplet division section of the 

microchannel. In the first set of experiments, the Droplet division section consists of two 

consecutive identical T-junctions branching from the main channel. With this geometry, we 

were able to produce daughter droplets only at first junction while there was no droplet division 

at second junction. Resistive network analysis is used to redesign the microchannel geometry 

with expansion channel in place of second junction, to have the same quantity of flow entering 

in both the junctions. We observe five different regimes of droplet breakup namely 1) No 

droplet breakup in both junctions 2) Droplet breakup in first junction, 3) Droplet breakup in 

both junctions with higher daughter droplet volume in first junction 4) Daughter droplet volume 

higher in second junction 5) Intermittent droplet breakup in both the junctions. Under specific 

flow conditions, droplet interaction with both the junctions is similar. We then showed design 

requirements for location of microvalves, simulated by deformation of main channel wall and 

by experiments to selectively break the droplet. 

 

AII.2. Introduction 

Droplets in microfluidic systems have emerged as an excellent tool for conducting a wide range 

of biological and chemical processes [1]. Samples and reagents can be segmented allowing 

various screening or selection processes to be conducted. Compartmentalizing samples and 

reagents in nano to femtolitre sized volumes in a continuous immiscible phase enables the 

creation of thousands of reaction volumes. Droplets in a microfluidic system can also be used 

for analyzing small biological samples, even allowing single cells [2] to be encapsulated and 
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analyzed in isolation. Other notable applications of droplet microfluidics are microparticle 

synthesis [3, 4] immunoassays [5], reaction kinetics [6], protein crystallization [7, 8], clinical 

diagnosis [9, 10] and conducting high-throughput analysis [11, 12].  

 

In the standard approach to high-throughput screening, target samples are exhaustively tested 

against a library of compounds in search of a positive reaction, a process currently performed 

using microtiter plates and robotic pipetting. However, miniaturisation limits have been 

reached due to the achievable accuracy of dispensing and evaporation issues. For further size 

reduction, minimising sample and reagent usage, droplet-based microfluidics provides a 

compelling alternative as very small samples can be handled in an evaporation-free 

environment. However, a key strength of droplet microfluidics, the rapid production of 

thousands of identical samples [13–18], does not lend itself well to achieve multiple reaction 

permutations between libraries of samples, which requires the merging of pairs of droplets of 

different types. As such, to conduct complex screening processes on a microfluidic device, one 

approach would be to input large droplets of different types and subdivide then at will. This 

allows for the correct sample to be dispensed at the right reaction site, an on-chip analogy to 

pipetting [19, 20]. Subsequently, the samples require merging and mixing.  

 

Droplets can be divided into symmetric [21, 22] and asymmetric [23] daughter droplets using 

geometric features [24–26] and alteration of flow conditions [27]. However, these methods are 

passive, requiring no external energy input, which means that each droplet undergoes the same 

fate; they are all subdivided. To be able to divide droplets selectively active methods are 

required, here external interaction takes place which briefly controls the behaviour of a droplet 

at a certain location on the chip, the result is the division of a single droplet when and where 

required. The concept of how this can be used for high throughput screening is depicted in 

Figure AII.1. Various forms of interaction have been used in conjunction with droplets, 

including surface acoustic waves [20, 28–31], micro-valves [19], electric fields [32], 

microheaters [33] and use of a laser [34].  

 

In order to develop a valve based approach to break-up of selected individual droplets, we first 

studied the behaviour of droplets as they pass a junction to a channel which later rejoins the 

main channel, we termed this a bypass channel. This study showed that there are flow 

conditions at which the droplet remains intact, but only just so [35]. With the physics behind 

this knife-edge condition better understood, we demonstrated that a transition from non-
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breakup to breakup could be achieved by the partial closing of a valve at the entrance to the 

bypass channel [19]. However, in both cases, only one droplet breakup site was considered, to 

rapidly react multiple chemicals in various permutations, more will be needed. Here, we 

explore whether the knife-edge condition can be obtained at more than one location. Again, we 

use mother droplets (droplets generated upstream using standard T-junction) of the same 

sample, rather than introducing different chemicals for each droplet. We demonstrate the 

design considerations required for break up at the two T-junction using resistive network 

analysis. Subsequently, we demonstrated the capability for selective break-up at either junction 

by local reduction of the main channel width, which is akin to the operation of an on-chip 

microvalve. This demonstrates the potential for features performing pipette like-functions at 

multiple sites, so moving closer to the type of robotic dispensing utilised in microtitre plates 

being realised on a chip, and so at far smaller volumes and no evaporation.   

 

Figure AII.1. Conceptual depiction of selective droplet breakup using microvalves at two locations. (a) The 

“mother” droplets are generated at upstream T-junction (not shown) and, as they pass down the main channel, 

interacts with the first and second junctions positioned adjacent to valves 1 and 2. When the valves are off, 

operating conditions are chosen such that no droplet breakup occurs at these junctions. (b) When the first valve is 

pressurized and deforms, the selected droplet breaks up and a small droplet enters the side branch, here it is 

depicted that a sample of the green and red fluids are selected, subsequently these can be passively merged in the 

branch (c) Similarly, the second valve also allows selective break up such that different reactions can be initiated 

in its merging station. The result is a system in which a range of reaction permutations can occur between different 

reagents. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Valve 1

Valve 2
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AII.3. Method and Material 

AII.3.1. Experimental Methods 

The microfluidic system consisted of a standard T-junction to form droplets, and, downstream 

from this, a pair of junctions which branched into a second outlet, it is at these junctions that 

the controllability of droplet breakup behavior will be observed. The chip was fabricated by 

bonding together two pieces of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), one of which was flat and acted 

as the substrate, the other patterned with the microfluidic features using standard soft 

lithography. Droplets of de-ionized water were formed in paraffin oil at a T-junction; this 

continuous stream of monodispersed droplets were used as a convenient substitute for mother 

droplets of different samples. The flows into the T-junction were driven by two syringe pumps 

(New Era pump systems Inc, USA). The interfacial tension between de-ionized water and 

paraffin oil was measured using a spinning drop tensiometer (Dataphysics Inc, SVT20) 

yielding a value of 30 mN m , this value along with the oil viscosity (0.022 Pa.s) and the flow 

speed was used to calculate the Capillary number of the continuous phase. Once formed, these 

mother droplets pass by the pair of splitting junctions; here the droplet interactions were 

recorded using a high-speed camera imaging at 300 frames per second (Motion Pro Y3, IDT 

Inc, USA) fitted with a long-distance working objective (Qioptiq Inc., Germany). The velocity, 

volume of the mother droplet generated at the upstream T-junction and daughter droplet 

(smaller droplet formed after breakup of mother droplet) generated after breaking up are 

calculated using image processing. The volume of the droplet is calculated assuming the plug 

consist of spherical caps at both the ends and cuboid section in the middle. 

 

AII.3.2. Simulation Setup and Grid Independence Study 

We have performed numerical simulations using commercial software Ansys Fluent, which 

uses the volume of fluid (VOF) method to capture the fluid-fluid interface. Rather than simulate 

the generation of the droplet at upstream T-junction, to save computational expense, we 

initialized the simulation with multiple cuboids of discontinuous phase along the length of the 

main channel. These had the same volume and separation as the droplets observed in the 

experiments. Surface tension causes these cuboids to form the shape of a droplet prior to the 

interactions with the junctions. At the start of the main channel, we imposed a uniform velocity 

boundary condition while at both outlets, a pressure outlet (atmospheric pressure) boundary 
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condition was used. At the wall of the microchannel, we imposed the no-slip boundary 

condition and used the equilibrium contact angle of 140⁰. 

 

We used Cartesian structured mesh generated using commercial software ICEM (Ansys Inc.). 

A uniform structured grid with refinement was used near the entrances of the first and second 

junction, and adjacent to the microchannel wall, while at other locations a coarse grid was used. 

A variable time step is used in all the simulations; the time step being decided based on the 

Courant number, which is fixed at 0.5. Paraffin oil and de-ionized water are used as the 

continuous phase and discontinuous phase respectively in all the simulations. 

 

Figure AII.2 shows the grid size independence test for the geometry we used in the regime with 

no droplet breakup in both the junctions. We used three different refinements of ∆S = 1 µm, 2 

µm, 3 µm near the wall of the microchannel and the junction. The minimum grid size was kept 

the same in x, y and z directions. The finger length (Lf) when droplets interact with the first 

and second junction and details of grid size independence test are shown in Table AII.1 and 

Figure AII.2. As the error in case 2 is just 1.5% and 0% compared to the finest grid for Lf in 

first and second junction respectively, ∆S = 2 µm was used in the simulations. We found that 

for the refinement of 2 µm, we got reasonable accuracy. 

 

 

Figure AII.2. Grid size independence study showing finger length (Lf) vs minimum grid size (∆S) for droplet 

interaction with the first and second junction. 
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Table AII.1. Grid size independence study showing error in finger length (Lf) with respect to the finest grid. 

Cases ∆S Number of 

cells 

% error in Lf with respect to case 3 

in the first Junction 

% error in Lf with respect to case 3 in 

the second junction 

1 3 µm 0.6×106 4.6% 5% 

2 2 µm 0.83×106 1.5% 0% 

3 1 µm 1.2×106 - - 

AII.4. Results and Discussion  

In all experiments, the ratio of the volumetric flow rates supplied into the droplet generation 

T-junction, Continuous DiscontinuousQ Q  is set at a value of 1. The range of flow rates used was 2 to 16

/ minl , resulting in droplets of between 0.6 and 1 nL (or 220 and 180 m length). We start 

by analyzing the nature of these droplet interactions with the downstream T-junctions and then 

examine the potential for droplet breakup.  

 

AII.4.1. Two Identical T-junctions 

Firstly, we examine the interaction with two identical junctions, each connecting to the outlet 

channel by channels of the same width (50 m ), as shown in Figure AII.3. As the droplet 

interacts with the first junction, we observe daughter droplet generation for all the flow rates. 

When the remaining volume of the mother droplet interacts with the second junction, no 

breakup occurs, again across all flow rates tested. Figure AII.4a shows a series of images of 

the breakup which occurs at the first junction (Capillary number (Ca) is 0.01), as the mother 

droplet passes the junction a finger is formed into the branch channel, the length of which 

increases with time. It is this finger which ultimately breaks into a droplet. Figure AII.4b shows 

images from the second junction, here the finger can be seen to be shorter and to retract, the 

mother droplet remaining intact. Indeed, when the finger length is analyzed, Figure AII.4c for 

both junctions, consistently across all flow rates tested, this metric is larger for the first 

junction. There isn’t a single critical finger length at which break-up occurs across all Ca. The 

reason for this is that there is a shear force acting on the finger, resulting from flow past it into 

the branch channel, this shear will be higher for larger flow rates; hence a smaller finger length 

is required for break up [35]. It can be seen in Figure AII.4d, in which the daughter droplet 

volume produced at the first junction is shown, despite the shorter finger created at higher flow 
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rates, the droplet does not decrease commensurately, this too is partly attributable to the shear 

acting on the finger which acts to prevent its retraction. In addition, there is simply less time 

for retraction to take place prior to the breakup. Finally, it is worth noting that the plotting is 

of percentage volume with respect to mother droplet volume, and that at higher flow rates 

smaller mother droplets are produced, which contributes to a shorter finger length.  

 

Figure AII.3. A schematic of microfluidic system design with upstream droplet generation section followed by 

two stage droplet division section. Mother droplets are produced upstream and are made to interact with identical 

droplet division junctions. 

 

Figure AII.4. High-speed visualization, at a capillary number (Ca) of 0.01, of a mother droplet interacting with the (a) 

first and (b) second junctions. In which a finger is seen to develop in the branch and either break into a droplet or retract.  

The discrepancy, between the two junctions, of the maximum length of the finger length (c) and the (d) percentage of 

the volume of the mother droplet which breaks into a daughter droplet is seen across the Ca range tested.  
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As a result, we can conclude that the finger lengths grow with time; hence the size of the mother 

droplet will influence the finger length. The shear produced on the finger by the flow at higher 

flow rates lowers the length required for break up to occur. But most importantly, we also 

conclude that the behavior of the two junctions is very different; hence there can be no 

expectation that there is a flow condition which could provide a knife-edge condition (between 

the breakup and no breakup) at both junctions simultaneously. As such, this design would not 

lend itself well to selective droplet breakup at multiple locations.   

 

AII.4.2. Channel Flow Rate Examination  

We now analyze the system more fully, such that a system can be designed in which the droplet 

interaction behavior is similar at both junctions for given flow rates. To do this, we have 

conducted a theoretical examination of the flow distribution in the first and second junctions 

using an electric circuit analogy [36]. This will yield the relative flow rates around the chip, 

these in turn dictate the degree to which a finger is formed at the junctions, and hence they are 

very closely related to the condition for droplet breakup. To predict the flow rate distribution 

with least complexity, we analyzed only the continuous phase and did not considered the 

presence of droplets in the microfluidic system.  

 

We considered the microfluidic system as a resistive network, where flow rate (Q) is equivalent 

to current, potential difference is equivalent to the pressure drop (∆P) and resistance is 

equivalent to the hydrodynamic flow resistance of the microchannel. Figure AII.5 shows the 

microfluidic network with hydrodynamic resistance (R) in each branch. The height of 

microchannel was assumed to be constant at 60 m . The hydrodynamic resistance in each 

branch is calculated using the equation below [36], 

( )3

12

1 0.63

l
R

hwh
w


=

 −
 

                                                                                                   (AII.1)

                                                                                                         

Where w, h, l, μ represent width, height, length of the channel and viscosity of continuous 

phase, respectively. Figure AII.5 shows the flow rate through each branch with the help of 

Kirchhoff’s junction law which states that the net charge (equivalent to flow) coming towards 

the junction should be equal to that going away from the junction. To find out, the flow rate in 

each branch, we have used Kirchhoff’s loop law which states that the algebraic sum of all the 

potential differences (equivalent to pressure drop) along a closed loop in a circuit is zero. We 
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are particularly interested in how the resistances R3 and R5 must be set such that the flows down 

these channels, Q1 and Q2 are similar.  

 

 

Figure AII.5. The Resistance network of the microfluidic system with the associated flow rate distribution of the 

continuous phase, without considering the resistance of the droplets. 

 

Applying Kirchhoff’s loop law for the 1st loop, we obtain: 

( )2 3 4 1 2

5

2

R R R Q R Q
R

Q

 + + −
=  
 

                                                                                        (AII.2) 

As both the outlets (points F and G) are subjected to atmospheric conditions, we can say PA-

PF = PA-PG, this means that: 

( ) ( ) ( )E G E D D FP P P P P P− = − + −                                                                                       (AII.3) 

And so  

( ) ( )5 2 7 1 2 6 1 2R Q R Q Q Q R Q Q= − − − +                                                                              (AII.4) 

 

We have fixed all the dimensions of the channel except the width of the second branch ( )
2bw  

which is channel with subscript 5, and the width of link 6. In the calculations the widths of 

these two channels are assumed to be the same. Now we have two equations (AII.2 and AII.4) 

and two unknowns ( 5R  and Q1 or Q2). By solving equation AII.2 and AII.4 for flow rate 

condition of Q1 = Q2, we obtain a value of 5R  which would equate to a constant width of

2 65bw m= . However, we are interested in the formation of droplets at these junctions, and 

we have already seen the importance of the finger formed prior to break up or retraction. Hence, 

the width of the opening of the channel, which is the location at which a finger forms, is 

significant. As such, instead of using the value of 65 µm, we change the channel such that is 
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maintains the equivalent resistance. The channel geometry for link 5 is set such that it has the 

same opening (50 µm) as link 2 for a distance larger than the longest finger we expect (100 

µm) and then expands such that the overall resistance is equal to that calculated. The resulting 

geometry is shown in Figure AII.6. By having this geometry, we can directly compare finger 

lengths in both the sections as the width of both the junctions is same and droplet trapped in 

both the junction will be subjected to same Laplace pressure [35].  

 

 

Figure AII.6. A schematic of a microfluidic system with upstream droplet generation section followed by droplet 

division section, designed such that the behavior at each splitting junction is balanced. To achieve this the second 

junction consists of a section of channel with the original width, followed by an expansion which drops the overall 

resistance of the branch. 

AII.4.3. Expansion Channel for 2nd Junction 

With the channel redesigned to match the flows in the two branches, albeit in the absence of 

droplets, we reassess the droplet interactions at the junctions to these branches. In contrast to 

the first design, we observe a range of behaviors. Figure AII.7 shows five different regimes, 

the finger lengths for each of which are shown in Figure AII.8:  

a) In the first regime, droplet develops a small finger which penetrates in the junction, recovers 

its original shape and moves into the main channel without breaking up in the first and second 

junction as shown in Figure AII.7a. We call this regime as “no breakup in both junctions.”  

b) In the second regime, we observe that droplet breaks up in the first junction while there is 

no droplet breakup in the second junction, as shown in Figure AII.7b. We call this regime as 

“breakup in the first junction.”  

c) In the third regime, we observe droplet breakup in both junctions, but the volume of daughter 

droplet formed in the second junction is much smaller than that of the first junction, as shown 

in Figure AII.7c.  We call this regime as “breakup in first junction onset of breakup in the 

second junction.”  
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d) In the fourth regime, we observe droplet breakup in both the junctions, but the volume of 

daughter droplet formed in the second junction is more than that of the first junction, as shown 

in Figure AII.7d. We call this regime as “breakup in both junctions.”  

e) In the fifth regime, we observe intermittent breakup in both junctions. By intermittent 

breakup, we mean we don’t observe daughter droplet continuously forming in both the 

junctions. Out of 10 droplets interacting with the first and second junction only 3 to 4 droplets 

break into the first and second junction, as shown in Figure AII.7e. We call this regime as 

“intermittent breakup.” The finger length for this regime is not shown in Figure AII.8 as it is 

not consistent across each droplet. 

 

 

Figure AII.7. High-speed visualization of droplet interaction with straight channel branching from the first 

junction and the expansion channel stemming from the second junction. Five regimes are observed: (a) No droplet 

breakup in both junctions, (b) Breakup in the first junction, (c) Breakup in first junction onset of breakup in the 

second junction, (d) Breakup in both the junctions. (e) Intermittent breakup in both the junctions.   

(e) Ca = 0.002

(a) Ca = 0.012

(b) Ca = 0.01

(c) Ca = 0.009

(d) Ca = 0.007
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Figure AII.8. The finger length for four regimes of droplet interaction is plotted against Ca. The finger length 

from regime e (intermittent breakup regime) is not plotted as it is not consistent across each droplet. The dots 

below the regime letters indicates whether break up at the first (red) and second (green) junction occurs.   

 

Clearly, by changing the chip design such that the branch flows are more similar, we have made 

the behavior of the droplets more similar under some conditions. In Figure AII.9, the finger 

length is shown as a function of time for each of the two designs. We see that the flow 

equalization in the branches in the second design makes for much more similar finger growth 

across the two channels, thus linking the role of branch flow with finger length.    

 

We see that in this range, there will be a flow condition where we will get the same size of the 

daughter droplet volume in both junctions. With a slight change in flow conditions, we can 

either have regime (a) or regime (d). As the continuous phase flow rate is increased further 

(increase in Ca), we again start to get different daughter droplet volumes where the volume of 

daughter droplet formed in the second junction is higher than the first T-junction. Clearly, in 

this design, it is possible to obtain very similar behavior at each junction, either no droplet at 

each or droplets of the same size (Figure AII.10). Here, we move between these results by 
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altering the imposed flow; however, for the selective break-up, we will have a fixed flow rate 

and will seek to vary behavior by local alteration of geometry. By starting with the same 

behavior at each junction, we will now seek to alter that behavior in just one of the junctions 

by changing the local geometry.  

 

 

Figure AII.9. The evolution of finger length measured in the first and second junction for both the designs 

(symmetric and expansion channel) as a function of time under the same flow conditions (Ca = 0.0055). Case of 

symmetric design second junction yields no breakup while all other cases represent breakup.  

 

 

Figure AII.10. High-speed visualization of droplet interacting with the first T-junction and expansion channel, 

which yields the same volume of daughter droplets at both the junctions. This lies between regime 3 and 4. 
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AII.4.4. Selective Droplet Breakup at Two Locations (Two Valve System Using 

Simulations) 

We compare results of numerical simulations at first and second junction in ‘regime a’ where 

there is no droplet breakup in both the junctions with the experimental results in the same 

regime specifically at Ca = 0.011. The separation distance between the droplets is kept similar 

to that measured in experiments. The length of the mother droplet in the simulation was 

matched to that observed in the experimental work. The shape of the droplet interfaces obtained 

at different times is in very good agreement with those recorded in the experiments (Shown in 

Figure AII.11). The experimentally measured maximum finger length is 27 m  while the 

numerical value is 33 m . Overall, the numerical results capture ‘regime a’ with reasonable 

accuracy, this benchmarking allows us to examine the deformation of channel wall similar to 

that of single-layer microvalve at two locations. 

 

 

Figure AII.11. Comparison between experimental and 3D numerical simulations at Ca = 0.011. (a) Contours of 

the volume fraction of the continuous and discontinuous phase. (b) High-speed visualization of the droplet 

interaction with the first and second junction. 

 

To be able to screen using permutations of reactions, we would like to have a selective breakup 

of droplets at different locations, in this way the mother droplet becomes the fluid in a pipette 

and the intervention becomes equivalent to depressing the pipette plunger. We have previously 

demonstrated selective breakup of mother droplet at a single location using a single layer 

microvalve [19], here, the change in local geometry moved results from a non-break up to a 

breakup regime. We turn to simulation to explore whether similar geometric changes can be 

used on this system with two junctions and balanced flows. We start by selecting the imposed 

flow condition, which places the system at the knife-edge between regime a and b. We 
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validated numerical simulations in the regime of “no droplet breakup at both junctions” with 

that of the experimental results (details in supplementary information). Subsequently, we 

change the wall shape such that there is an occlusion at the entrance to one of the junctions (as 

occurs when a single layer valve is partially closed). The wall deformation is assumed to be 

semi-elliptical with a major axis of the ellipse set as500 m , and the semi-minor axis is varied 

from 0 m to 60 m . Dimensions of the deformation are similar to the dimensions used by 

Raveshi et al. [19] in their experiments. 

 

In the first set of simulations, Figure AII.12, we introduced semi-elliptical deformation in the 

main channel at the entrance of the first branch. The semi-minor axis of deformation is varied 

from 0 m to 60 m . Figure AII.12 shows the regularity of droplet breakup, for deformations 

above 30 µm this is 100%. Insets of Figure AII.12 show droplet interaction with deformation 

of 0 µm and 60 µm.  It is worth noting that here we make a fixed geometrical change, when 

operating a valve, it is possible to switch the deformation rapidly, the requirement is that when 

this is done the next drop breaks up, hence 100% is required, but the valve would only be 

operated for the time that a single mother droplet passes the junction.  

 

In the second set of simulations, we introduced semi-elliptical deformation in the main channel 

at the entrance of the second junction. The semi-minor axis of deformation is varied from 0 m

to 60 m . We observe that with these deformations we don’t get droplet breakup in the second 

junction, but rather at first. The reason for this is that by introducing the deformation at the 

entrance of the second junction, it increases the hydrodynamic resistance of both 2R and 7R . 

This increase in hydrodynamic resistance of 2R causes droplet to break in the first junction. To 

avoid this, we changed the location of deformation away from the entrance of the second 

junction, such that it only altered the resistance of channel 7. Figure AII.13 shows the efficiency 

of droplet breakup for different values of deformation and for two different designs; that of 

identical second junction and expansion channel. We observed in expansion channel design, 

for the deformation of 20 m and 30 m  droplet breakup efficiency is found to be 0%, as 

deformation is increased to 40,50,60 m  we start getting an efficiency of droplet breakup to 

90%, 90% and 100% respectively. While in case of identical second junction even at the 

deformation of 60 µm we don’t observe droplet breakup. 
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Figure AII.12. Percentage efficiency of droplet breakup in the first junction against deformation at the entrance 

of the first junction calculated using numerical simulations. Bottom inset shows a top view of the 3D numerical 

simulation without deformation at the entrance of first junction resulting in no breakup. The top inset shows a top 

view of the 3D numerical simulation with deformation of 50μm at the entrance of first junction resulting in a 

breakup.  

 

Figure AII.13. Percentage efficiency of droplet breakup in the second junction and expansion channel against 

deformation near the entrance of the second junction calculated using numerical simulations. Bottom inset shows 

a top view of the 3D numerical simulation with deformation of 60μm for symmetric second junction resulting in 

no breakup. The top inset shows a top view of the 3D numerical simulation with deformation of 60μm for 

expansion channel resulting in a breakup.  
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AII.4.5. Selective Droplet Breakup at Two Locations (Two Valve System Using 

Experiments) 

To demonstrate the capability of selective droplet break-up at different locations, we fabricated 

a system with two single-layer microvalves. Each individual valve consists of a membrane of 

30 µm separating a dead-end channel from the main channel, application of pressure in the 

former causes deformation of the membrane constricting the main channel. The location of the 

first valve is at the entrance of the first junction while we tried two different locations (at the 

entrance of the second junction and away from the second junction) for the second valve. Figure 

1 shows that with the actuation of the valve, we can move from no breakup to breakup at each 

of the two locations. The microfluidic system is operated in the first regime (no breakup in both 

the junctions) when the valve is not activated. To examine the onset of selective droplet breakup 

in the first junction, the valve is pressurized systematically from 0 mbar to 1600 mbar. 

 

Figure AII.14a shows the high-speed visualization for the conditions of no valve actuation, 

actuation at 1200 mbar and 1600 mbar pressure at first junction. We didn’t observe droplet 

breakup below 1300 mbar, at 1400 mbar droplet breakup efficiency is just 5% and above 1500 

mbar droplet breakup efficiency is observed to be 100% as shown in Figure AII.15a. Each of 

Figure AII.14b,c shows the high-speed visualization for three conditions, those of no valve 

actuation, actuation at 1200 mbar and 1600 mbar pressure, with the valve located (b) at the 

second junction and (c) downstream from it. We observe that the location of the valve slightly 

away from the second junction is far more efficient than at the entrance of the second junction, 

as to achieve 100 % droplet breakup efficiency the former location needs the valve pressure of 

1000 mbar while the later position needs 1500 mbar as shown in Figure AII.15b. 

 

While comparing simulation results with experiments for deformation at first junction, the 

trend is similar in both cases, but simulation gives the efficiency of 100% (full efficiency) at 

the deformation of 30 µm whereas experiments show that full efficiency is reached after the 

deformation of 56 µm. In the second junction, simulation gives the efficiency of over 90% at 

the deformation of 40 µm and experiments show that this efficiency is achieved after the 

deformation of 45 µm. The simulation results are in close agreement with the experimental 

results when we are not operating the valve. However, the simulation results under predicts the 

deformation required experimentally when we are operating the valve. This may be due to two 

reasons: firstly, the actual operation of the valve causes much more pressure variations in the 
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microchannel due to its dynamic nature compared to having a static deformation in the 

simulations. Secondly, it is quite difficult to get the exact shape of the deformed interface in 

the simulation. 

 

 

Figure AII.14. High-speed visualization showing the interaction of droplets with two junctions in the presence 

and absence of valve actuation. (a)  Actuation of valve for the first junction (b) Actuation of the valve for the 

second junction with the valve away from the entrance of second junction (c) Actuation of the valve for the second 

junction with the valve at the entrance of second junction (d) Actuating both the valves simultaneously. 

0 mbar 1200 mbar 1600 mbar
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0 mbar 1600 mbar

Valve actuation at the entrance of second junction
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Figure AII.15. Percentage efficiency of droplet breakup vs valve deformation for (a) first junction (b) second 

junction with two valve locations. 

 

AII.5. Conclusion 

We analyze the droplet behaviors in a microfluidic system with two junctions, seeking to find 

the underlying requirements for selective droplet breakup in more than one location. We used 

resistive network analysis to design the microfluidic system, so that same flow rate of 

continuous phase enters both the junctions. With this achieved, we observed that under certain 

flow conditions, the droplet interaction with both junctions was similar, which allowed a 

critical operational condition to be selected at which break-up doesn’t quite occur. We then 

showed the design requirements for the location of microvalves, simulated by deformations of 

the channel wall, such that we can alter the break-up condition at just one of the junctions. 

Taken as a whole, this work shows the design and experimental route to selective droplet 

breakup at multiple locations on a chip.  

 

AII.6. Microfabrication 

Standard photolithography was used to make the microchannel devices with the help of 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The 2-inch silicon wafer was RCA cleaned to make the mold 

of microchannel device using negative photoresist SU8-2050 (Microchem). The negative 

photoresist was spin coated on the silicon wafer at 500 rpm for 10 seconds and 2500 rpm for 
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next 30 seconds to achieve the height of 60 μm. The silicon wafer with photoresist was soft 

baked on a hot plate at 65°C and 95°C for 3 minutes and 9 minutes, respectively. The 

photomask having the pattern of the microfluidic device was prepared using a laser writer 

(LW405, Microtech Inc). The photomask and silicon wafer were aligned with each other using 

mask aligner (Karl Suss MJB4) and subjected to ultraviolet radiation with an intensity of 220 

mJ/cm2. The silicon wafer was then post-baked on a hot plate at 65°C and 95°C for 2 minutes 

and 7 minutes, respectively, developed using SU8 developer for 15-20 minutes and finally hard 

baked at 120°C for 10 minutes to get the desired mold. PDMS (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) 10 

parts was mixed with 1 part of curing agent and poured on the mold while 6 parts by weight of 

PDMS is mixed with 1 part of curing agent to prepare base slab on glass slide. The mold and 

the base slab were both kept in the oven at 60°C until they become sufficiently hard. The PDMS 

replica was peeled off from the mold, two inlets and two outlets were punched in the PDMS 

replica. The PDMS replica and base slab were bonded at 95°C in an oven for 10-12 hours. 
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